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CURRICULUM

2019–2020

Dear 2019-2020 Coaches:
Welcome to College Possible, and thank you for your service! Through your efforts this year, you will
have the opportunity to play a vital role in achieving our organization’s mission - helping low-income
students with potential and motivation to achieve their dream of getting a college degree.
The execution of this curriculum and your relationships with the students will be vital to our continued
program success. The curriculum is designed to cover all the important elements of the college
experience, and we want our students to know as much as possible about how to succeed in this special
time of their lives. Pay attention to the objectives - and feel free to propose changes that you think will
help achieve those objectives more fully. This curriculum has developed over the years with the input of
Corps members like you, and will continue to be refined based on your experiences and input.
We’re so glad you’re here, and hope this curriculum is a helpful guide through your year. You’re about to
get a great chance to change the world! As Robert Kennedy once said,
Each time a man stands up for an ideal, or acts to improve the lot of others, or strikes out
against injustice, he sends forth a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other from a million
different centers of energy and daring, those ripples build a current that can sweep down the
mightiest walls of oppression and resistance.
Go and send out your ripples, and thanks again for being part of College Possible!

Jim McCorkell
Chief Executive Officer

Traci Kirtley
Chief Program Officer
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MODULE 0:
MODULE TITLE
COACH OBJECTIVES

• These bullets are the primary goals for coaches around the topic. They should guide coach planning, implementation
and follow-up.

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• These bullets detail the skills, knowledge and mindsets that we hope students will develop or reinforce through our
coaching around this topic, as well as action items they will complete. They should guide all interactions with students.

RELATED RESOURCES

• A list of the resources pertaining to this curriculum
topic that can be found on the LMS.

NOTES

STUDENT MATERIALS

• A list of materials a student might need to bring or
create to successfully complete the goals of the module.

1

B ACKGROUND

2

B ROAD OUTREACH

	
This section provides the foundational information that will help coaches create
a knowledge base for each module and effectively coach students around this
topic. Typically this includes a basic orientation to the topic, its importance to
college success and its inclusion in our curriculum. Additional sections focus on:
Significance for College Possible Students provides any additional
information, data, research or anecdotes on the subject specific to the student
population we serve.
Preparation outlines steps that coaches can take to ready themselves for initial
outreach.
Vocabulary highlights some common terms relating to the topic that all
coaches should familiarize themselves with.
Campus Resources lists people and places found at many institutions that
might offer support.

This section provides recommendations for communicating with large groups
of students about the module topic. Outreach Ideas and Examples will focus
on how to start a conversation and generate interest using social media, email,
text, and other platforms.
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Module 0: TITLE
MODULE
Title

TARGETED OUTREACH

This section provides recommendations for more focused communication to
individuals or small groups of students around the module topic.
Additional Preparation offers more specific guidance about resources
for coaches to explore, ideas for collaborating with Community Leaders,
recommendations for student information to gather and other steps to take.
Differentiated Guidance contains a chart with detailed questions and
considerations for students based on their progress towards their degree.
Outreach Ideas and Examples focus on how to schedule or follow up on
coaching sessions using a more personalized approach and tools.

COACHING SESSION


This section provides guidance for leading a coaching session on this topic, or
incorporating it into a coaching session.
Key Messages are the key messages to keep in mind during a coaching session
on this topic and incorporate into the conversation if and when applicable.
Questions for students to consider include sample open- and closed-ended
questions to help guide the conversation. These questions can gauge student
knowledge and progress, prompt reflection and help students plan their next
steps.

COACH RESOURCES


This section provides a list of additional resources for coaches to further their
research on the topic and explore best practices from the field.

W RAP UP


This section provides final notes to help coaches wrap up the module. These
include a list of related modules that might also pertain to a student’s situation,
as well as notes regarding how to document conversations with students.

CATALYZE
TERMINOLOGY
The College Possible Catalyze Program partners with higher education institutions to expand the
impact of our tested near-peer coaching model to more first-generation students and students from
low-income backgrounds across the country. Because Catalyze is a newer expansion of our flagship
programming, a cohort of students may combine those who joined College Possible as college
students and those who have been with College Possible since high school and chose to attend a
Catalyze partner institution.
The image below explains the terminology we use to make the distinction between these two
groups of students. While coaches will serve all Catalyze students equally, it is sometimes helpful to
clarify whether the student is flagship or non-flagship in order to best support them based on their
previous experiences with College Possible.

Catalyze students
All students being served by a Catalyze coach at a
Catalyze partner institution

Flagship students

Non-Flagship students

Any student who participated
in the College Possible High
School Program. These
students will be served by a
College Possible Coach until
they graduate with a bachelor's
degree, even if they transfer to
another institution.

Any student who did not
participate in the College
Possible High School Program.
This means they joined College
Possible in college.

CATALYZE TERMINOLOGY
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NOTES:
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Notes

MODULE 1:
TIME MANAGEMENT
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Normalize time-management challenges in college and share strategies for effectively managing time
• Connect students to resources on your campus that are designed to help students plan for and maximize their study
time

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Evaluate time-management systems/strategies and employ one that meets personal needs
• Connect and build relationships with people on your campus who are available to support students with timemanagement challenges

RELATED RESOURCES

STUDENT MATERIALS

• Time Audit

• Syllabi and Exams Schedule

• Time Management Matrix

NOTES

• Calendar

B ACKGROUND
1 	

College is often the first time that students have the opportunity to set their
own schedule. In contrast to a predictable high school schedule, the day is
completely theirs to plan classes, meals, work, social activities and study time,
amongst other things. Classes can be at the very start of the day or in the
evening, with large gaps in the middle of the day. Once students do find a good
balance for their schedule, a new semester arrives, and they have to recalibrate.
This freedom is exciting, but it often comes with challenges as students are
now accountable for managing their time and doing so wisely. The challenges
vary from student to student: some find it hard to prioritize study time in a
new and exciting social environment, while others struggle to balance work,
family responsibilities and a commute. According to a recent survey of college
students, nearly 8 in 10 indicated that they struggle with time management at
least sometimes.
Decisions that students make about how to budget their time can and often do
impact academic performance. In general, students spend less time in class in
college, but need to carve out more time for reading and studying—as students
progress into upper-level courses, outside study hours continue to increase.
Here's how one college dean described it:
"Time management is a tremendous problem for many students. For most high school
students - especially bright ones - the educational day ends when the school day ends because
they were able to learn all they need to know while they were in school. Learning does not end
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when the class day ends in college. In fact, learning often begins when classes end because so
much learning takes place outside the classroom...One of the purposes of higher education
is to prepare you to become a person who is capable of mastering large amounts of difficult
material in a short period of time and performing this work in a responsible and independent
manner without having to be reminded to do it. In other words, one of the objectives of a
college education is to transform adolescents into adults."
Managing time effectively is an academic skill, but it's also one that will help
students beyond their studies. As with other skills, managing time effectively
takes intentional effort and commitment and gets better with practice. Whether
students already keep track of their schedule or if it’s their first time seeing
a daily planner, we want to make sure that all students understand that time
management is an important skill to learn and hone.

Significance for College Possible Students
We want to help our students understand that managing a college schedule is
a skill that needs to be learned and doesn’t come intuitively once they get to
college. Many of our students are well-prepared for this from juggling multiple
responsibilities in high school, but we have seen that some of our students
struggle with time management and may feel reluctant to reach out to others
for help in this area. In some cases, this has contributed to students feeling
as though they don’t belong in college and considering withdrawing. We have
the opportunity to both normalize time-management challenges, which are
common amongst all college students, and to help students address them before
they become problems that affect their semester grades.

Preparation
• Review the supplemental resources and get familiar with the material. Explore
resources at dartmouth.edu/~acskills/success/time.html specifically aimed at
helping college students manage time.
• Recall the strategies that you used to manage your time while in college:
◦◦What did you do that was successful?
◦◦How did you learn about time management strategies?
◦◦What would you have done differently?
• Connect with your campus allies to discuss resources that exist on campus to
help students with their time-management skills.
◦◦For example, your campus may provide a free or low-cost planner or
calendar app with school-specific deadlines, breaks and events already
included.
◦◦Find out if academic support services or other programs (such as
TRIO) hold any workshops or trainings to help students with effective
time-management strategies and inquire about partnering on an event.
◦◦Locate places on your campus that are conducive to productive, quiet
work time that you may recommend to students who are struggling to
allocate time for studying.

8
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Vocabulary
Academic Calendar, Advising Communities, Advisor/Academic Advisor,
Classmates, Common/Community Time, Dead Week/Reading Days, Exam/
Final/Midterm, Finals Week, Learning Communities, Library, Peer Advisor,
R.A. (Resident Assistant)/C.A (Community Advisor)/House Fellow, Recession/
Review Session, Teaching Assistant (TA)/Lab Assistant (LA)/Preceptor, Tutor,
Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) Report, Student Support Services (SSS)/
TRIO Office

Campus Resources
• Advisor
• Library
• Multicultural Office
• Student Support Center/TRIO
• Disability Services

2

B ROAD OUTREACH

The goals of our broad outreach efforts are to normalize time-management
challenges, share resources and strategies, and encourage students to share their
own strategies with one another. This will hopefully help to surface any students
who are struggling and might be in need of more personalized attention and
support.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Email your students a note of encouragement regarding exams and include a
link to one of the time-management articles or resources you found particularly
helpful from the list included at the end of this module. Make sure to have
students contact you if they have any questions or are looking for additional
help figuring out their plan.
Follow up by posting a note on Facebook encouraging students to share
successful tips on how they manage their time during particularly stressful times.
Social Media: “When I was in college, I realized that I was WAY more
productive on campus than at home, so I used to go to the library or a quiet
space to work on assignments between classes. What are some tips you have for
making the most of your time?”
Social Media: “What is your system for keeping your schedule organized? Share
your tips with other College Possible students here!”
Social Media: “I reserved the conference room in the library for Tuesday night
if anyone wants a quiet space to study for midterms. Stop by and work for a
bit!”
Text: “Balancing classes, work, friends, family and sleep can be tough. I'm here
to help! Please let me know if you want to talk about managing your time in a
way that works for YOU.”

Module 1: Time Management
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TARGETED OUTREACH

Use more targeted outreach to follow up with groups or individuals who may be
in need of additional support. For example, reach out to freshmen or students
with particularly busy schedules or circle back to students who are trying a new
time-management system.

Additional Preparation
• Reach out to individuals or small groups of students who may want particular
support for time management, such as students who are attending part time,
or who have full-time jobs, time consuming family demands or especially
challenging class loads.
• Look into reports of students' current course enrollment, class attendance,
missing assignments, ongoing semester grades or any current academic
warnings to prioritize outreach.
• Collaborate with your Community Leaders to plan events around effective
time management. Ideas include reserving study rooms/tables during
midterms and finals, planning 'brown bag lunch' events that students can more
easily fit into their schedules, and hosting 'office hours' at the beginning of
new semesters to help students update their calendars with all their important
dates (assignments, exams, add/drop deadlines, breaks, etc.) for that term.

Differentiated Guidance
Year
Consider...
First Year/
• Time management in college is very different than it was
New Enrollees in high school, and requires students to take complete
control of all parts of their schedules.
• For first years, this is often the first time students will be
setting their own academic schedule and may end up with
significant gaps between classes, work and other scheduled
activities. It can be a learning curve to figure out how to use
that time productively.
• Encourage students to create an organizational system and
perform a time audit to understand how much time is being
spent on various activities and how time can be used more
wisely.
• Students often need support learning how to effectively
budget enough study time and hold themselves accountable
to their plan.

10
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Core Years

• Core year courses may be more demanding than
introductory classes, and may require more prep time and/
or group work that can place new demands on students’
time.
• Core years tend to be the time students get more deeply
involved on campus and take on additional leadership
roles. It is important for students to be self-monitoring to
ensure they are still dedicating adequate time and energy to
coursework.

Approaching
Graduation

• Now is the time to be intentional about making future
plans, including setting up informational interviews,
registering/studying for graduate school entrance exams,
and building a professional network (see Career Planning
module). This needs to be built into students’ schedules
so they can set themselves up for post-graduation while
finishing strong academically.
• Students’ schedules may look vastly different – fewer
classes per day/week, more independent projects/thesis
work, off-campus internships and externships – and
may require support in revisiting their time-management
strategies even if they’ve been very successful to this point.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
With the Community Leaders, arrange a gathering for students on campus, as a
way to support them through midterms and finals. Invite students to attend to
unwind and get some tips on how to manage their time effectively.
Email: "Hello [college] students! Do you know when your financial aid
reimbursements, midterms, finals and registration dates are? Check out
[college]'s academic calendar: [link]! Add them to your planner or calendar.
Don't have one? Let's talk!"
Text: "Hi [student], how is the Pomodoro method working out for you so far? I
hope it's going well but if not, let's talk through some other systems."
Direct Message: "Hey [student]! I know you were REALLY busy with work and
school last time we talked, so just wanted to check in. Were you able to talk to
your supervisor about changing your hours?"
Social Media: "Are you using your calendar effectively? Make sure classes,
exams, office hours, and assignments are marked in advance! You can also set
aside time to study for specific classes or reminders to keep yourself on track
and avoid procrastination."

Module 1: Time Management
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COACHING SESSION

Time management is a relevant topic throughout a student's college experience
and one that is worth returning to. Systems or strategies that may work one
semester or year may need adjusting when work schedules, class schedules or
course loads change. Time-management challenges are often at the root of
academic struggles, so this can be a helpful topic to pair with conversations
about study skills.
When incorporating this topic into a coaching session, the goal is to learn more
about a student's current time-management approach, help them reflect on
what's working and what's not, identify any necessary adjustments and support
them in making those improvements. Remember to share power with students;
build a plan with them, not for them.

Key Messages
• Time-management challenges are really common amongst college students.
In a recent study, 78% of students surveyed said that time management is a
struggle at least sometimes.
• Physically charting out their typical week at the start of each semester will
help the student get the full picture (and see where they spend the bulk of
their time). Students can also take their planning a step further by laying out
important dates for the semester, which will help them backwards-plan to stay
on track.
• Procrastination and distractions are two very common barriers to successful
time management. Minimizing distractions that compete for students'
attention and identifying strategies for combating procrastination can go a long
way in preventing time crunches and stress down the road as well as in helping
to build self-managment skills.
• Budgeting time to study is essential. Remember, for every hour of class,
students should typically be setting aside 3 times that much to study each week.
• Some students may commit themselves to more academic, extra-curricular,
work, and personal obligations than they realistically have time to manage. It
is important for these students to practice regular self-awareness and made
constructive choices about prioritization.
• Share a personal story of what time-management skills you learned when you
were in college and how you learned them.

Questions for Students to Consider
• How do you keep track of your schedule?
• How do you feel your ability to balance your priorities? What do you find most
difficult to make time for?
• What are the things (people, places, devices, etc.) that distract you most? How
can you minimize those distractions when you need to be productive?
• What are some of the things that take up most of your time each week?
• How do you keep yourself accountable?
• What time of day do you feel like you produce your best work?

12
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COACH RESOURCES
Apps
• Pomodoro Method with Focus Booster: focusboosterapp.com/thepomodoro-technique
• Denies students access to Facebook and other distracting online content for a
selected period of time: selfcontrolapp.com
• Forest rewards time spent away from your phone: forestapp.cc/en/
• Various apps: youtern.com/thesavvyintern/index.php/2013/01
/19/7-awesome-apps-for-successful-college-students/

Articles & Videos
• Stress Basics: mayoclinic.com/health/time-management/WL00048
• Prioritizing tasks: appfluence.com/productivity/top-10-time-managementskills-for-college-students
• Ted Talk: ted.com/talks/philip_zimbardo_prescribes_a_healthy_take_on_
time.html

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Other modules you may want to reference and consider when working with
your student include:
• Academic Support Resources
• Study Skills
• Connecting on Campus

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
Proactively follow-up with students you refer to the academic skills office, to be
sure that they are utilizing these valuable resources.
For students who offer advice to others through Facebook or email, be sure to
send a follow-up thank you note.

Module 1: Time Management
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MODULE 2:
STUDY SKILLS

COACH OBJECTIVES

• Ensure that students are aware of and are maximizing resources on campus designed to help them study effectively
• Encourage students to be self-advocates/help-seekers and proactive in seeking support from professors, TAs and
trained advisors

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Reflect on current personal study habits and employ new strategies, if necessary
• Identify people and places on campus that are available to support academically and practice asking for help
• Recognize the differences in academic expectations between high school and college (and within years in college)

RELATED RESOURCES

STUDENT MATERIALS

• Top 10 Study Skills and Tips

• Syllabi and Finals/Midterm Schedule

• Academic Action Plan (for students with GPA of 2.0 2.5)

NOTES

B ACKGROUND
1 	

In the past, colleges used to pride themselves on the fact that not everyone
could make it at the collegiate level. College was an ivory tower, and only the
elite and savvy could make it through successfully. As you can imagine, this
Darwinian attitude did not contribute to high college completion rates and
colleges have since adopted a more supportive approach. But the academic rigor
of college is still demanding and even with more supports in place, students
may find the concepts, readings, assignments and exams more difficult than any
material they've encountered before.
In addition to a new level of difficulty, college courses come along with many
new challenges and expectations that students might not be used to. For
example:
• Grades may be based solely on a mid-term and final exam
• Professors may not follow up with a student for not attending class or for
doing poorly on assignments
• Independent reading expectations are significantly greater
• Classes may have new formats: lecture, lab, etc.
• The syllabus may be the only reminder that an assignment is due
• Many of the exams are essay only
• Attending class may count as part of a student's grade

Module 2: Study Skills
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Here's how one student put it in a recent Pell Institute report entitled, "Straight
From the Source: What Works for First-Generation College Students":
“We were in shock our freshman year. It’s totally different. It’s like in high school you don’t
really have to study. It’s just hard in college because you have to study and I’m not used to it.
But if you don’t, you’re not passing. And you have to go to class. In college, if you don’t go to
class, that’s on you. Your professor doesn’t care really if you pass or fail. That’s all on you.”
A new academic environment with increased expectations requires a new set of
study skills. Students who were successful in high school may have a hard time
transitioning that same success to college with the same habits. As courses get
more difficult, students must continue to adapt: what worked in an introductory
course might not work for an upper-level course. Just like any other skill, study
skills need to be practiced and honed so that they will continue to improve over
time.
How well students do in classes each semester also has a direct impact on their
ability to remain enrolled at that institution and ultimately earn a degree. If
a student isn’t meeting Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP), for example,
they may be put on academic probation or even worse, suspension. By
helping students evaluate their current study skills and identifying potential
improvements or resources, we can help build their confidence and keep
students on the path to graduation.

Significance for College Possible Students
For any college student – and perhaps especially low-income and firstgeneration students – receiving a poor grade on an assignment may cause them
to question whether or not they belong in college. For students who were high
academic achievers in high school or introductory courses, getting good grades
and praise from teachers is expected, and receiving grades lower than they are
used to might shake their confidence and lead to self-doubt. For students that
have struggled academically before, continuing to receive low grades might
make it harder to stay motivated about persisting and graduating. These students
may especially struggle with a fixed mindset—assuming that poor grades are a
result of them not being smart enough rather than it being a result of needing
to find better study habits and support.
We don’t want students to lose confidence in themselves or their abilities to
succeed in college simply because they haven’t mastered the most effective study
skills for their situation yet: a recent study found that 37% of college freshmen
expressed difficulty in developing effective study skills and adjusting to the
academic rigor of college, so they're not alone. This module is designed to help
normalize academic challenges and identify the resources on campus that can
support them, strategize ways to approach professors, and generally to bolster
students' confidence that they can succeed in college.

Preparation
• Review the supplemental resources and familiarize yourself with the material.
• Connect with your campus allies to learn about the campus resources that exist
to help students with their study skills. For example:
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◦◦Academic Support Services
◦◦TRIO Office
◦◦Academic Advisors Office
• Find out if these offices hold any workshops or trainings to help students
develop effective study skills and strategies.
• Think about your own experience as a college student.
◦◦What are some ways that studying for college level classes was different
than in high school?
◦◦What are some strategies/tools that you learned to study effectively?
How did you learn them?
◦◦How did your studying needs change over time as you took upper level
courses?

Vocabulary
Academic Calendar, Advising Communities, Advisor/Academic Advisor,
Classmates, Common/Community Time, Dead Week/Reading Days, Exam/
Final/Midterm, Finals Week, Learning Communities, Library, Peer Advisor,
R.A. (Resident Assistant)/C.A (Community Advisor)/House Fellow, Recession/
Review Session, Tutor, Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) Report, Student
Support Services (SSS)/TRIO Office

Campus Resources
• Academic Advisor
• Library
• Multicultural Office
• Student Support Center/TRIO
• Learning Disabilities Services

2

B ROAD OUTREACH

The goal of broad outreach is to normalize academic challenges, remind
students of (and de-stigmatize the use of) resources on campus, and to identify
students who are struggling and need more personalized support in this area.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Email the list of 'Top 10 Study Tips' along with links to the resources and
materials listed in the resource section. Follow up by posting to Facebook and
encouraging students to share their study tips and tricks with one another by
commenting on your post.
Social Media: “Setting aside specific time to study each day can be much less
intimidating AND it is proven to help your brain retain the information better!
#collegehack”
Social Media: “Share out! What are your study techniques? Mine were going
to the writing center to get essays organized and then peer reviewed before

Module 2: Study Skills
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submitting them and going to study sessions with students in my class. What are
things you do or tools you use to help you prepare for tests?”
Social Media: "Once you get your syllabus, make note of these 3 things right
away: 1) test and assignment dates (mark them in your planner or put them in
your phone!) 2) course materials 3) professor contact info, office hours and
locations."

3

TARGETED OUTREACH

With targeted outreach, the goal is to reach those students who either selfidentified as needing additional support or students who have struggled with
academics in the past to ensure that they are taking advantage of the resources
available to them. Be sure to connect with all first-year students as well as any
students who are currently on academic probation or have been in the past.

Additional Preparation
• Explore the places on your campus that students study or might be a good
place to facilitate a group study session: library, classrooms, study rooms,
student lounges, student org meeting spaces, etc.
• Work with your Community Leaders to arrange a workshop with the academic
skills center on your campus. Invite students to attend the workshop to get
some tips on effective study habits and skills as an intro for new students or
as a refresher for students starting to take higher level courses which might
require more studying than their entry level course work.
• Collaborate with Community Leaders to plan additional events that give
students opportunities to learn new studying techniques, share their favorite
methods, and hone their skills. Ideas include hosting an event for students to
form study groups at the beginning of new terms, creating a shared document
of favorite study resources and favorite study spots on campus, and planning
group visits to the writing center before midterms and finals.
• Identify students who may benefit from individualized support in developing
their study skills by looking into reports of students' transcripts, academic
warnings, missing assignments or whether they have visited a tutoring center,
writing center, or academic advising. You may initially prioritize students with a
GPA of 2.0 or below.

Differentiated Guidance
Year
Consider...
First Year/
• The reading and writing expectations in college are more
New Enrollees intense than in high school. Students will be expected to
read and comprehend difficult material and will have to
write more. Students enter college with varying levels of
academic experience and preparation, so it’s important to
not to make assumptions about what skills students already
possess and/or need to develop. Provide support without
judgment by helping students navigate their challenges and
empowering them to find solutions.
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First Year/
• Attending class is crucial! Some professors base a portion
New Enrollees of grades on attendance, and even if they don’t, students
will miss critical content and opportunities to ask questions
(cont.)
that will make it difficult to succeed.
Core Years

• Some students in core years may be on academic
probation, or returning from academic suspension. Helping
them develop their study skills and be intentional about
prioritizing academics is a critical role of a coach.
• For students who have been very successful academically,
they may be able to apply their study skills to taking more
rigorous classes, applying to honors programs, etc.
• The more credits a student accumulates, the harder it is to
bring up their GPA, so honing study skills in the core years
is critical.

Approaching
Graduation

• Students may be working on long-term projects like
writing a thesis or preparing a presentation or portfolio,
which can require new or different study skills than what
has worked for them in the past.
• Students who are preparing to take certification exams
(teacher certification, NCLEX nursing exam, certified
public accountant exams, etc.) or who are applying to
graduate programs that require entrance exams (GMAT,
GRE, LSAT, etc.) will need to study for those in addition
to studying for their academic courses. They will need to
practice self-management by identifying relevant study
resources (prep books and courses, workshops, practice
tests, etc.) and making studying a priority to ensure they
meet their goals and earn competitive/qualifying scores.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Write a status update on Facebook linking to the campus academic skills center,
encouraging students to check out the resources there. Include a shout out to
staff members you have met in that department who have been particularly
helpful or information about upcoming workshops or events (with an offer to
connect interested students so that they can attend together).
When talking about study skills with students who are new to your campus,
offer to go with them to check out the campus study skills center for the first
time and/or introduce them to one of your contacts in the office.
Text: "Good morning, [student]! Have you tried the study strategies that we
talked about in our last conversation? Let me know how they worked for you
and how your midterms went."
Direct Message: "Hope the term is off to a great start! You mentioned that
procrastination held you back last semester and I know it's something you're
hoping to improve. Have you been taking advantage of the weekly study
session?"
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Text: "Hi [student]! How are your classes going this semester? Have you been
in contact with your professor(s) lately to see if you are on track for each class?
Let me know if you want to practice those conversations."

4

COACHING SESSION

This is a common topic for coaching sessions, and one that students often come
back to multiple times throughout their college journey. While the challenges
are often most acute for first-year students as they acclimate to the academic
rigor of college, older students may also need to revisit their study habits as
they reach upper-level courses. Students who are struggling academically may
not volunteer that information, so you may need to express care by listening
carefully and asking probing questions to approach the subject.
When discussing this topic, explore students' current study habits, what's
going well and where they're running into issues. It’s important to ask follow
up questions to identify if a student is struggling with study skills, mastering
class content, time management, or all three. Refer to the Academic Support
Resources or Time Management modules for support if those are also
challenges—often there is overlap between these three issues. Once you have
a grasp of the situation, then you can more effectively match them to campus
resources and provide guidance.
For students who are at risk of receiving poor grades or not passing, create
an appropriate sense of urgency for the students to seek the appropriate help!
Use the Academic Action Plan in the LMS help guide your student in reflecting
on the factors contributing to their academic difficulties and also identify
resources and supports they can access when working towards their academic
goals. Ultimately, we want to help students gain confidence in seeking help and
advocating for their needs.

Key Messages
• Just because a student is struggling in class does not mean that they are not
smart—the class may just require a different set of study skills than what the
student is used to.
• There are tons of resources and people on college campuses whose sole job is
to help students do better in classes—it’s okay for a student to ask for help or
let someone know that they are struggling.
• For students, talking to their professor or TA is the first step in finding out
what they could be doing differently to be more successful in that class.
Professors are glad when students recognize that they may need additional
help!
• Encourage students to get to know at least one other student in class—that
way they have someone who they can study and share notes with, and they
keep each other accountable. A semester goes by in a flash and it’s important
to act fast! Remind students that the easiest way to meet a new study partner is
to introduce themselves to someone in their class and ask a question about an
assignment or class material.
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• For most college classes, professors recommend 3 hours of studying per
credit. That means if a student has a 3 credit class, they should be putting in 9
hours of studying for that class per week.
• When students are uncertain about class material, studying alone might not
help—often they may need to speak to a professor or TA to ensure they
understand the content before they can effectively study it. It's normal for
students to be hesitant about this, but it's also totally normal to ask questions!
One effective practice in conversations about study skills is to role play talking
to a professor with the student.
• Encourage students to set numeric goals so that they can track their progress
and hold themselves accountable. For example:
◦◦Meet with professors 2 times a month
◦◦Study 2 hours every day
◦◦Review notes once a week

Questions for Students to Consider
• How do you feel about your classes this semester? How do you think they are
going so far?
• Describe your ideal study environment. Where do you get your best studying
done?
• Have you talked to any of your professors or TAs yet outside of class? If not,
what is holding you back from doing so?
• If you have a test coming up, when and how do you typically study for it?
• Do you take notes in class? What do you do with your notes after class?
• What other resources are available to help you study? Are there study groups
that meet together outside of class to study together?
• What method of exams do you prefer (essay, short answer, etc.)? Which do
you find most difficult and why?

5

COACH RESOURCES
Study Skills & Academic Success Resources
• Videos, readings and handouts on academic success: dartmouth.edu/~acskills/
success/index.html
• Exam, note-taking and study tips: goucher.edu/academics/academic-support/
ace-academic-center-for-excellence/study-tools

Tips for First-Year Students
• Academic Success: dus.psu.edu/academicsuccess/indexadjusting.html

Note-taking
• Cornell Notes Overview: coe.jmu.edu/learningtoolbox/cornellnotes.html
• Cornell Notes PDF Generator: cornell-notes.com
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Apps
• StudyBlue makes e-flashcards on both android and iphone for free: studyblue.
com/mobile-flashcards-app/
• EverNote is a free app and browser extension designed for note taking,
organizing, and archiving: evernote.com

General Tips
• 22 Study Tips: greatist.com/happiness/better-study-tips-test
• Studying for Finals: upb.pitt.edu/uploadedfiles/final%20tips%20newsletter.
pdf
• Crash Course Study Skills video playlist: youtube.com/
watch?v=IhuwS5ZLwKY&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtNcAJRf3bE1IJU6nMfHj86W

Content Review Videos
• www.khanacademy.org

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Other modules you may want to reference and consider when working with
your student include:
• Academic Support Resources
• Time Management
• Connecting on Campus
• Family Demands

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
Proactively follow up with students you refer to the academic skills office, to be
sure that they are utilizing these valuable resources.
For students who shared study tips or offered advice to others, be sure to send a
follow-up thank you note.
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MODULE 3:

ACADEMIC SUPPORT RESOURCES
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Develop mindset with students that asking for help, such as seeking academic support, is a strength
• Normalize academic challenges and minimize stigma associated with seeking a tutor or academic support

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Discuss the benefits of seeking academic support
• Utilize the tutoring services or other academic support resources on campus, if necessary

RELATED RESOURCES

• Top 12 Reasons to Have a Tutor

STUDENT MATERIALS
• None

• Academic Action Plan

NOTES

B ACKGROUND
1 	

College courses are meant to be academically demanding and it's common
for students to struggle with their coursework from time to time. No matter
how confident and academically prepared students may be, at some point their
abilities will be tested. This doesn’t mean that they’re not “college material”—it’s
a good thing to be challenged! In some cases, students can make the necessary
adjustments on their own—devoting more time to their studies or trying a new
study technique. In other cases, students will require additional support in order
to find success in a course.
Most college campuses have made a significant investment into student success
by offering a variety of academic support resources and services. These take on
different forms and names at different institutions, but these are some common
offerings:
• Teaching Assistants and/or Supplemental Instruction for course-specific
support
• Tutoring services, which can include peer tutoring, group tutoring sessions,
drop-in tutoring and/or online options
• Academic resource centers, which often house tutoring services, host learning
or study skill workshops and employ counselors
• Writing and/or quantitative skills centers that provide more specialized
support in areas that students commonly struggle with
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• Some campuses even have learning specialists who will conduct learning
assessments and study skill consultations
Multiple studies have shown a positive correlation between students' usage
of academic support services and their academic performance as well as
persistence. Here's one example from a study published in the Journal of
College Reading and Learning: "Freshmen who visited the TC [tutoring center] more
than 10 times in a quarter during their first year at Western had statistically higher rates of
persistence and were statistically more likely to be in good academic standing than students who
did not visit the TC. Likewise, freshmen who visited the TC at least once during their first
year were still more likely to persist than students who did not visit the TC."
Many academic support resources are available to students for free, yet some
students do not take advantage of these great services, even if they're struggling
in a class. Students might not even be aware of all the support available to
them—it's often on the student to research resources and seek them out. But
knowing that these resources are out there doesn't mean that students know
how and when to take advantage of them, or that they have the confidence to
do so. Asking for help can be hard: some people see it as a sign of weakness,
or believe it means that they can't do it on their own. Others may be too
embarrassed to admit that they're struggling in a class.
Students may come to the realization that they want or need additional support
early in the semester or it may happen after that first mid-term exam; some
students may need help coming to this realization. Helping students plug into
the most appropriate resources on campus is one of the most effective ways to
get them back on track with their coursework.
Utilizing support resources will be particularly important for students who are
concerned about maintaining their grades so that they can make Satisfactory
Academic Progress (SAP) and stay off of or get off of Academic Probation.
SAP is determined by two main measures: qualitative and quantitative.
Qualitative is grade-based, while quantitative is time-based. Generally, students
must maintain a minimum of a 2.0 GPA to achieve SAP. The quantitative
measure is based on credit completion and maximum time frame. Credit
completion refers to how many credits the student received credit for out of
how many credits the student attempted, and is often 67% completion, but can
vary between schools. Maximum time frame refers to how many credits it takes
for a student to receive a degree—if a student does not satisfy the requirements
to complete their degree in so many credits, their SAP is at risk. Utilizing
academic support resources to maintain their GPA and complete credits can
help students ensure they meet SAP criteria.
SAP is evaluated at the end of each term, and students who don’t meet any
one of the SAP measures are at risk of receiving a warning and being put on
Academic Probation. During this time, they will still receive financial aid, but
must achieve SAP by the end of their next semester. If they do not achieve
SAP after their warning/probationary term, students will be either financially
or academically suspended unless they submit an appeal for outstanding
circumstances. Students with approved appeals will be placed on Academic
Probation, and expected to follow an academic plan in order to achieve SAP.
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Significance for College Possible Students
First-generation or underrepresented students like College Possible participants
may feel that there is a stigma attached to asking for help or using academic
resources. Students might think that if they aren’t successful on their own in a
certain class, then they are simply in a class that’s too difficult for them.
We want College Possible students to find the support that they need and
ultimately move successfully from one class to the next. Perhaps more
importantly in the long run, we want to encourage our students to ask for help
when they need it, develop a growth-mindset and a sense of agency over their
academic success, and ultimately become effective self-advocates.
As with many subjects, we want to make sure that we are working in
conjunction with the resources that already exist on campus. We want to serve
as the bridge connecting students to resources through “warm referrals.” A
warm referral means having previously met the person that you are encouraging
the student to contact. We all know the value of networks and human
connections; for many College Possible college students, relationships are key
to fostering healthy help-seeking behaviors because it is easier to trust a specific
person than it is to trust that the system will work. In the book Bridges Out
of Poverty, the author writes, “When students and workers who have been in poverty
(and have successfully made it into the middle class) are asked how they made the journey, the
answer nine times out of 10 has to do with a relationship—a teacher, counselor, coach or boss
who made a suggestion or took an interest in them as an individual” (145).

Preparation
• Review the supplemental resources and familiarize yourself with the material.
• Build relationships with the various academic support resources offered on
your campus; understand the differences between them and how and when
students can access them.
◦◦Is supplemental instruction available?
◦◦What tutoring options are available? How do students get connected?
◦◦Are there centers or resources for support in specific areas?
• Connect with Disability Services to learn more about what additional services
and accommodations might be available, and how qualifying students can
access those services.
• Think about your own experience in college. Did you use a tutor, visit the
writing center or use other academic resources? Why or why not?

Vocabulary
Academic Calendar, Advising Communities, Advisor/Academic Advisor, Audit
(a class), Classmates, Common/Community Time, Dead Week/Reading Days,
Drop/Add Slip, Exam/Final/Midterm, Finals Week, Learning Communities,
Library, Peer Advisor, R.A. (Resident Assistant)/C.A (Community Advisor)/
House Fellow, Recession/Review Session, Tutor, Satisfactory Academic
Progress (SAP) Report, Student Support Services (SSS)/TRIO Office
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Campus Resources
• Academic Advisor
• Library
• Multicultural Office
• Student Support Center/TRIO
• Writing Lab/Writing Center
• Professor and/or Department Head
• Disabilities Services

2

B ROAD OUTREACH

Broad messages on this topic should aim to normalize academic challenges and
create a positive association with tutoring and other academic support resources.
Sharing a personal story or asking older students to do so may reduce the stigma
or shame that first-year students might harbor when it comes to asking for help
with a class. This outreach will hopefully help to surface students who may be in
need of more personalized attention.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Send an email out to your students with the "Top 10 Reasons to Have a Tutor"
(from resource section). Highlight these points to encourage students to use the
academic support resources on their campus.
Ask Community Leaders to share about their experience accessing academic
support resources on campus and invite other students to contribute their
experiences as well.
Mass Text: "Need a little extra help in one or more of your classes? I can
connect you with my friend at the academic resource center. Send me a message
if you want a better grade!"
Social Media: "Visiting a tutor was one of the best decisions I made in college.
I was hesitant to ask for help at first, but I wouldn't have made it through
chemistry without my tutor. Remember: students who use the support they've
already paid for are the smart ones! [link to tutoring scheduling or website]"

3

TARGETED OUTREACH

Targeted outreach should be directed toward those students who are struggling
academically and might need an additional push to seek out a tutor or other
support resource. These should be more personalized appeals and/or reference
more specific campus resources. It may take multiple prompts to make sure that
students follow through.

Additional Preparation
• Prioritize outreach to individual students or small groups based on current
grades and cumulative GPA below 2.0, academic warnings, missing
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assignments, course completion percentage or whether they've visited a tutor,
writing center or academic advising.
• Work with individual students to create an academic action plan, encourage
help-seeking and self-advocacy, and make warm referrals or in-person
introductions to relevant resources.

Differentiated Guidance
Year
Consider...
First Year/
• In college, most people use academic support resources
New Enrollees on campus. Unlike in high school, academic support
resources are designed to be used proactively and
consistently. Proactivity is a crucial skill to succeeding in
college!
• Students should reflect on the subjects they struggled
most with in high school and connect early in the semester
with academic support resources for courses they are taking
in that area.
Core Years

• As students’ classes become more specialized, many
colleges offer peer tutoring or supplemental instruction
courses that students can take advantage of.
• As courses become more rigorous, students should
continue to communicate with teaching assistants and
professors about additional resources that can help them
succeed in the course.

Approaching
Graduation

• If a student is succeeding in a particular course, they can
consider becoming a peer tutor or teaching assistant to
assist other students and gain valuable leadership skills.
• The closer students are to graduation, the more proactive
they need to be about getting the support they need to pass
their classes—students do not want to be set back another
semester because they did not pass a final class.
• Students preparing for graduate school exams might also
consider seeking out support services on their campus—
some schools periodically offer workshops, free practice
tests, or even study materials for exams such as the GRE,
LSAT and MCAT.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Use your connections and relationships with allies on campus to direct students
to a friendly, knowledgeable resource. Include a warm introduction to the
tutoring center by referring to specific people who the students should connect
with.
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Text: “Hey [student]! How are you feeling about that chemistry class you were
having some trouble with? Did you go to the supplemental instruction session
this week? Let me know how I can help."
Direct Message: "Hey [student], it sounds to me that talking about the math
problems with another person helps you understand them better. Have you
considered finding a tutor? I can put you in touch with one, let me know."

4

COACHING SESSION

Like other coaching session topics, using academic support resources is one
that can be incorporated multiple times throughout a student's college career,
either proactively or in reaction to a specific challenge. Our goal is to encourage
students to use the services on their campus and to gain the confidence and
skills that will help them be successful college students. Normalizing both
academic challenges and the use of these resources may help to overcome any
initial stigma that the student feels. Depending on the circumstance, this may be
something that you touch on briefly or push and follow up on assertively. Make
sure to provide support and express care, acknowledging that asking for help
can be difficult, but that advocating for personal needs is a sign of strength.

Key Messages
• If a student is struggling in class, they should first talk to their professor and/
or TA. They may have suggestions on specific skills that the student needs
to hone, or other successful resources that would help. Being proactive also
demonstrates to professors that the student is taking the class seriously.
• Services and logistics vary depending on academic programs or departments.
Becoming familiar with the variety of options for students on your campus
is important to be able to connect students with the most effective form of
academic support for their specific needs.
• Students often feel there is a stigma attached to tutoring or other resources.
Coaches may need to have conversations about this as a positive selfadvocating action that allows for a more successful college experience. Asking
for help isn’t a sign of failure—it is a positive step in the right direction.
• “Warm referrals” can lessen the stigmatization of asking for help. Connecting
students with campus staff that you have built relationships with will likely
create more trust in these services. Keep track of if there are any CP students
who are peer tutors that you can connect your student with.
• Encourage preemptively seeking support! Students can anticipate subjects
or classes that they will struggle with most but can be proactive about a
successful semester by securing tutoring from the beginning.
• You may encounter students who did try using academic resources in the past
and had a negative experience. You can help students role play or draft specific
questions to ask to help ensure their needs are met next time they go.
• Writing centers are especially helpful in just having a second set of eyes look
over a paper, edit for grammar, and make sure that students are getting their
point across accurately.
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• Academic resources like the writing center are great if students are struggling,
but can be equally valuable to help students take their academic skills to the
next level. This is a great way to challenge growth in your students.
• Some students may qualify for academic support outside of the standard
tutoring centers, especially if they had an IEP (Individualized Education Plan)
in high school. Because of varying policies and practices, colleges might not
know which students had an IEP in high school unless the student discloses
it. Students who do have an IEP or documented disability may not know
they have access to additional support systems on campus. If you are unsure
whether or not to recommend a student to Disability Services, connect with
both your supervisor and the campus office for feedback on the situation. In
this situation, be sure to avoid making assumptions about ability or need.

Questions for Students to Consider
• What are you finding the most difficult about this course—readings,
assignments, exams, etc.? What have you tried so far?
• Let's talk about the resources available to you. Who or what could help you
with this class? Which one(s) do you think would be most helpful?
• Have you ever had to ask for help with a class before? How do you feel about
it?
• How do you feel about talking to your professor or TA? Would it be helpful to
talk through that conversation together?

5

COACH RESOURCES
Research
• Peer Tutoring Research: reed.edu/nsfaire/nsfaire_sciencePsych4.html

Tips & Resources
• Tips for Using a Tutoring Center: success.gatech.edu/tutoring/1-to-1/tips
• Essay/Writing Resource: owl.english.purdue.edu
• Tutorial videos on a wide variety of subjects: khanacademy.org

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Other modules you may want to reference and consider when working with
your student include:
• Study Skills
• Time Management
• Connecting on Campus
• Taking Time Off
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Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
Proactively follow up with students you refer to the academic skills office, to be
sure that they are utilizing these valuable resources.
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MODULE 4:

GRADUATION PLANNING
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Assist students in creating a long-term academic plan for graduating in the shortest amount of time
• Encourage students to complete a degree audit

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Create a plan for courses/credits and timing in order to complete a degree on time
• Confirm that all the classes you are taking contribute to the end goal of graduation

RELATED RESOURCES

STUDENT MATERIALS

• Campus and Departmental Specific Checklists or Graduation
Plans

• Transcripts

• Graduation Checklist

NOTES

• Course catalog for the school
• Degree Audit

B ACKGROUND
1 	

For most undergraduate students, the path through college takes many different
twists and turns, as students explore new interests and try to figure out the
right-fit major. Students can still be accumulating credits toward a degree, even
if they aren't sure what to major in yet. Many colleges provide enough flexibility
for students to explore different classes and electives, while still making progress
to degree completion.
In order to ensure that they are making timely progress, students need to be
keeping in mind the graduation requirements for their degree and their own
specific program of study, as well as the logistical realities of completing those
requirements. A recent article in the New York Times examined the common
reasons that students don't graduate on time.
Most colleges define a full-time course load as 12 credits a semester, which is, not coincidentally,
the ceiling for receiving the maximum Pell grant and most state financial aid. But degrees
usually require 120 credits. Do the math — most students don’t, and it’s difficult to catch up:
You need 15 credits a semester on average to get through in four years.
It shouldn’t really surprise us, but it is remarkable how many students simply aren’t made
aware of what they need to do to graduate on time,” said Rebecca Torstrick, assistant vice
president for academic affairs at Indiana University, which last fall began dangling a financial
carrot in the form of banded tuition: Students can take up to 18 credits for the price of 12.
Many public and private universities have similar setups, moving away from per-credit tuition
to a flat rate for 12 or more credits.
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Additionally, there are classes that are only offered certain semesters and/or
may require prerequisites, and students will have to prepare adequately to make
those classes fit into their plans. For students who are considering transferring
or have recently transfered, this planning is especially important, because some
credits transfer easier than others and students will need to consider their longterm plans when selecting classes to make sure their credits are contributing
towards their ultimate graduation requirements.
A degree audit is a system that monitors the progress of all undergraduate
majors toward graduation, and can be used to provide an academic road map
for students as they look ahead to completing a degree. Students can and should
do degree audits frequently as part of their planning as they progress through
college, and especially as they are getting closer to graduation so that there aren’t
any surprise missing credits that prevent them from graduating on time.

Significance for College Possible Students
We don’t want our students spending unnecessary time in college if possible,
as there can be consequences. These are a few that we've observed at College
Possible:
• More semesters in college result in more money spent on college, as well as
losing out on time when they could be earning more money.
• Sometimes when a student has a longer-than-anticipated path through college,
they can lose steam and their desire to keep pushing through.
• Federal aid is available for a limited time, so we want students to make sure
that they are thinking ahead and utilizing the federal aid to the best of their
ability.
Having a time-bound end goal and a clear plan to achieve it will help to keep
students motivated and avoid spending more than necessary.

Preparation
• Review related resources on the LMS.
• Get familiar with your campus credit requirements for degree completion.
• Find out if any extra-curricular requirements exist to graduate at your
institution, like community service hours or a research project
• Work with campus staff to see a sample degree audit report, so that you are
familiar with the format.
• Learn the specific process for doing a degree audit on your campus.
◦◦Are students required to do one? If so, how often?
◦◦ Do they work with their advisors? Registrar?

Vocabulary
Academic Calendar, Adding, Dropping, and Withdrawing from Courses,
Advising Communities, Advisor/Academic Advisor, Audit (a class), Career
Center, Catalog, Credit, Degree Audit,Department Chair, Developmental
Courses, Elective, Prerequisite, Internships, Major, Minor, Permission Number,
Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) Report, Registrar’s Office, Student
Support Services (SSS)/TRIO Office, Transfer
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Campus Resources
• Registrar
• Career Center
• Advisors (academic, peer)
• Professors/Department Chair
• Transfer Specialists/Counselors
• Alumni Department

2

B ROAD OUTREACH

The goal of doing broad outreach to students about their long-term academic
schedule is to remind them of the importance of planning ahead for the rest of
their undergraduate career (as opposed to just for the next term or semester),
and to make sure they are aware of tools and resources that can aide them
in planning. Remember to offer your support in all messages, and encourage
students to reach out both for questions and to update you on their plans.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Text: "Have you made a plan for finishing your degree with your advisor? If
not, it is never too early to start planning! Schedule a time to come see me and
we can chat! [link to schedule]"
Social Media Post: "As you all begin to meet with your advisor to talk about
next term, make sure to remember to ask them to help you lay out the rest of
your college career! Knowing how you will fit in all requirements can make you
feel MUCH more at ease!”
Social Media Post: "Do you know if you're on track for graduation? Doing
a degree audit can show you what you've already accomplished and what
requirements you have left! Message me to talk more about how to track your
progress."

3

TARGETED OUTREACH

Targeted outreach will be primarily focused on students who responded to
broad outreach that they have not yet (or not recently) done a degree audit or
made a graduation plan, and students whose academic plans or circumstances
you know will be changing soon or have recently changed. Individualized
outreach should be directed to:
• Students who have not yet declared a major
• Students who are changing their major (or adding another major/minor)
• Students who are/plan on transferring or have recently transferred
• Students who are re-enrolling
• Students who have recently failed a class or taken time off
• Students with holds on their account that would impact or delay registration
• Students approaching graduation
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Additional Preparation
• If any of your unenrolled students are planning on re-enrolling, review the
guidance provided in the Re-enrollment Guide in the LMS and talk with your
supervisor about what kind of support to offer the student.
• Reach out to departmental advisors to ask if there are major-specific planning
documents that they use with students, so you can familiarize yourself with
those resources.
• Before campaign conversations with all students, check CoPilot for their
expected graduation date and compare that to the number of credits they have
earned to see if the student is still on schedule to complete their degree. For
students who are not currently on track to meet their goal, encourage them to
consult with their advisor and update their plans if necessary.

Differentiated Guidance
Year

Consider...

First Year/
New Enrollees

• It is never too early for students to start planning their
path through college. Encourage students to talk to and
learn from others about their path through college: upper
classmen, other College Possible students, professors and
advisors.
• Have students talk to advisors about how credit loads
can impact their path to graduation (part-time vs. full-time
status, 12 credits a semester vs. 15 credits a semester, etc.)

Core Years

• Now is a great time for students to do a degree audit and
make sure they’re tracking on schedule to their graduation
date. If they have already declared one, encourage
students to review major and minor requirements to make
sure they are on track.
• Remind students that doing a degree audit can be a great
resource for testing out what the schedule for different
possible majors and paths would be like given their
current credits.
• If students are thinking about studying abroad/offcampus, make sure they are taking into account and
choosing programs that contribute credits toward their
graduation requirements.
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Year

Consider...

Approaching
graduation

• Prior to approaching their graduation year, students
should meet with advisors to figure out when courses
required for their majors are offered to avoid missing
the opportunity to take them and extending their time in
college.
• Students should also meet with professors/advisors to
ensure they are on track with non-course requirements:
thesis completion, research assignments, volunteer hours,
etc.
• Students can sometimes graduate early. Encourage them
to do so! Fewer semesters in college means less in loans,
and more time in the work-force.
• For students considering graduate school, encourage
them to look into any submatriculation options at their
school—many submatriculation plans allow students to
start taking graduate level courses while still finishing up
their undergraduate degree, helping the student save time
and money!

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Direct Message: "Hey [student], so now that you're almost done with your first
year in college, have you thought about what your plans are going forward?
Now is a good time to be thinking about when you might do an internship or
study abroad, and I'd be happy to discuss your options with you!"
Text: "Hey [student], registration for next semester is coming up! Have you
thought about what your new graduation plan is going to look like now that
you've changed your major?"
Direct Message: "I found some transfer credit information for the school we
talked about-- it explains what classes you can take now that'll count for your
degree there in the future. Let me know what classes you are thinking about and
if there is anything I can do to help you plan!"

4

COACHING SESSION

The purpose of this module is to help our students see the progress that they
are making toward completing their degree, while at the same time realistically
understanding what lies ahead based on their intended path through college.
The aim is to help students create their “map” of college, with degree
completion as the end goal. This conversation can be a great opportunity to
expand possibilities with students, like encouraging them to consider studying
abroad or away, to add a minor that interests them or to plan time to take an
elective or two that would be a fun addition to their schedule.
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Key Messages
• Emphasize the importance of planning for graduation without intimidation; it
is good for students to have a plan, but it doesn’t have to be final.
• Be sure to always connect students back to their advisor after discussing their
long-term plans. A student’s advisor is the expert who will make sure that they
are taking the appropriate classes that will count toward their major and degree
completion.
• A degree audit is a good way to make sure that students are on track to
completing college in the time frame that they have laid out. Students can
request a degree audit at any time—it may be a good idea to do this every
semester. This helps students make informed and constructive choices when
registering for courses.
• Students don’t have to have declared a major to do a degree audit. In fact,
it’s a great way to explore a bunch of different options and see what the
expectations are for each of those paths.
• Students should always talk to their advisor or transfer specialist in order to
determine which classes fulfill requirements, and whether or not there are
classes that could fulfill multiple requirements. For example, it’s possible that
if they took a statistics class, that could fulfill a math requirement AND a
sociology requirement.

Questions for Students to Consider
• When do you hope to graduate? What does your path to graduation look like?
• Have you talked to your advisor about your degree plan? If you have, what was
your planning process like? How confident do you feel in your plan?
• What classes are you taking now? How do they fit into your degree plan?
• What prerequisites does your intended degree require you to complete? What
are the potential roadblocks to your progress?

5

COACH RESOURCES
Articles
• 6 Reasons You May Not Graduate on Time: nytimes.com/2017/04/06/
education/edlife/6-reasons-you-may-not-graduate-on-time.html
• Bringing ‘Dropouts’ Back to College: highereducation.org/crosstalk/ct0204/
news0204-dropouts.shtml

Sample Degree Audit
• webadv.su.edu/wa/doc/WebAdvisorDegreeAuditStudent.pdf

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Students may have a lot of questions regarding this module, and it is important
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that you connect the students back to their advisors on campus. Other modules
you may want to reference as you are working with your students:
• Career Planning
• Choosing a Major
• Family Demands
• Connecting on Campus
• Transfer Students

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
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MODULE 5:
CHOOSING A MAJOR
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Inform students about the importance of choosing a major on time
• Introduce students to a variety of ways to explore interests and majors

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Understand how declaring a major fits into your long-term college plan
• Explore potential majors and career paths, if applicable
• Meet with advisor to declare major and update academic plan, if applicable

RELATED RESOURCES

STUDENT MATERIALS

• Academic Majors by Interest

• Course catalog

• Career Interests and Theme Codes

NOTES

B ACKGROUND
1 	

Some students enter college knowing exactly what they want to study and what
career they want to pursue. For others, college is a time to explore interests
and figure out what lies ahead in the world. Some students may come to enjoy
subjects that they never would’ve thought they'd like, or come to completely
dislike subjects that they once enjoyed.
Choosing a major is a process that requires some time and energy. Starting this
process early will ensure plenty of time to explore. Students should research
all options and keep an open mind, then narrow down options to majors and
careers that seem interesting and then spend some time exploring each option in
greater depth.
For example, students can enroll in an introductory course within the major and
talk to professors about career possibilities. Students can also visit the career
center to pursue internships and jobs to gain hands-on experience. If students
are not excited by the subject matter or can’t see themselves in that type of
career, then it might be time to move on to other possible majors or career
choices.
However, choosing a major does not necessarily determine a career. Most
majors prepare students for a range of careers in which training will be
provided on the job. Encourage students to arrange informational interviews
with people working in the field that interests them.
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Whatever the case may be, uncertainty and changing decisions are the norm
when it comes to choosing a college major. However, as students prolong
their decision in selecting a major, it can have an adverse impact on their time
in school and college finances. Choosing a major should be done in a timely
manner. Most colleges don’t require students to declare a major until the end of
sophomore year; however, the earlier students decide on a major or program,
the more time students will have to plan out and fulfill requirements as well as
increase the likelihood of graduating on time, which can lessen their financial
burden.

Significance for College Possible Students
We want students to understand the importance of having a plan for their
time in school. Helping students to think about their interests and to decide
on a major that will be a good fit for them can set up our students for success.
Exploring interests and deciding on a major/program early on will hopefully
lessen a student’s time in school and limit the accumulated costs of college.
Students who enter college with the mentality of “this is what I should major
in” run the risk of getting into a degree path that they are not interested in or
doesn’t match their skills and abilities. Students who come from low-income
families often enter college with the pressure of pursuing a major/degree that
will lead them to the careers that will make the most money. This sometimes
can lead to choosing a program or major that isn't a good fit. This can snowball
into a chain of dissatisfaction, loss of motivation, withdrawal and ultimately
accumulating unnecessary college debt.
In addition to students who are overly committed, we are also seeing students
who feel that they should not be in school unless they know exactly what to
major in. While this may be a good way to ensure that students will have a plan
when they're in college, being out of school may prolong a student’s decision
to finalize their plans and re-enroll in school. Without a guided timeline such
as an academic timetable, students may lack a sense of urgency to find their
interests and decide on what to major in. In addition, students may take up
other commitments while out of school which can lessen their obligation and
motivation to enroll.
We want to avoid both of these situations. We want students to understand
that it's okay to change a major if it’s not a good fit. We also want students to
understand that it’s okay to be in college and not know what to major in. It’s
acceptable to take time to decide and explore what is out there. It’s beneficial for
students to evaluate the expectations from their family and the expectations they
have for themselves. In short, we want our students to be well informed and
to consider their ability, motivation, and aspirations to make the best decision
possible regarding their majors and career choices.

Preparation
• Review related materials in the LMS.
• Spend some time thinking about your experience with choosing your major:
◦◦How did you come to that decision?
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◦◦Who did you consult when making this decision?
◦◦Did you switch majors at all? Why and when?
• Familiarize yourself with the requirements for common degrees and preprofessional programs, and where to find information about them so that you
can have informed conversations with students about their potential options.
• Review the process for declaring or changing majors at your campus.
• Find out if there are separate applications students must complete, and get
accepted to for certain majors, minors or programs (i.e. Nursing, Teaching,
Business).

Vocabulary
Academic Calendar, Adding, Dropping, and Withdrawing from Courses,
Advising Communities, Advisor/Academic Advisor, Audit (a class), Career
Center, Catalog, Credit, Department Chair, Developmental Courses, Elective,
Prerequisite, Internships, Major, Minor, Permission Number, Satisfactory
Academic Progress (SAP) Report, Registrar’s Office, Student Support Services
(SSS)/TRIO Office, Transfer

Campus Resources
• Registrar
• Career Center
• Advisors (academic, peer)
• Professors/Department Chair

2

B ROAD OUTREACH
Broad outreach on this topic serves to further educate students on the role that
choosing a major plays in their graduation and career planning, as well as to
connect and refer students to resources that will support them in their selection
process. Having conversations about choosing a major is an important part of
your role as a coach, but another critical piece of that role is extending the reach
of professional services that already exist on your campus, like the career center
or academic advising. While offering your own support in this process is always
important, be sure to remind students that ultimately they will need to consult
with an academic advisor or other administrator to confirm their plans.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Share stories about how and why you chose your major, such as what aspects
of it you found most challenging and most enjoyable, and how it relates to your
career interests. Invite students who have already declared a major to respond
with their own stories as well, making a special ask to Community Leaders to
participate in the conversation. You might also keep track of when certain
departments or programs are hosting informational meetings, so that you can
extend the invitation to students who might be interested in a related major or
minor.
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Social Media Post: "Not sure how to figure out what major/minor is the right
fit for you and your interests? Start by filling out this 'Interest Inventory', then
schedule a call with me to talk about your results and next steps for exploring
your options!"
Social Media Post: "Have you declared a major yet? If so, let me know what
it is and I can send you information about relevant scholarships and other
opportunities for your program! Haven't declared a major yet? Connect with me
and we can talk about options! [scheduling link]"
Mass Text: "Not sure what you want to study? Try taking this quiz [link] and
then let's connect about the results! We can talk about your options and find the
right major/minor for you."

3

TARGETED OUTREACH
Targeted outreach about major choice serves to facilitate critical reflection and
conversation with students about their own personal academic interests and
plans. This may be geared towards students who responded to Broad Outreach
indicating they wish to discuss their major choice further, as well as towards
students who have uncertain academic plans. This potentially includes:
• Students who are re-enrolling
• Students with a low course completion rate
• Students in danger of academic probation or a GPA of 2.0 or below
• Students who have expressed concerns about their current major
• Students who are undecided/have not declared a major

Additional Preparation
• Go through your student portfolio and separate out your students based on
those who have already declared a major and those who have yet to decide.
For those who have yet to decide, review their student data to glean more
information about the student’s interests. What classes have they been taking?
What kinds of student organizations do they participate in? Are there certain
classes they are more successful in than others?
• Familiarize yourself with part-time jobs, internships or research opportunities
on campus that might help students explore certain areas of study or
professions.
• Connect with your campus career center to learn about the resources that they
offer to help students in making their major decision. If there isn’t something
already offered on campus, consider preparing an information session for your
students in partnership with the career center.
• Collaborate with your Community Leaders to host a panel of students
approaching graduation from a variety of majors to give undecided students
an opportunity to learn about some program options from their peers.
• Obtain copies of course catalogs, program descriptions and informational
brochures from your institution to distribute or use with students.
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Differentiated Guidance
Year

Consider...

First Year/
New Enrollees

• It is okay if students do not know for sure what they
are going to major in in their first year in school. It is
normal to be uncertain. Choosing a college major should
take some careful consideration and thinking. This is an
opportunity for them to explore different interests and do
some self-reflection!
• While it’s great to get a lot of their required general
education classes out of the way, it might be good for
them to try some classes in the major they’re thinking of
declaring.
• Students should look through the school’s catalog (online
or hard copy) to see all the different majors the school
offers and what classes are required for the programs.

Core Years

• As students explore different majors, they should go
through and map out required classes and make sure they
know the timeline to graduation (see Graduation Planning
module).
• Early in the core years students should seek additional
opportunities to explore their major interests such as
internships, volunteering, intentional course selection in
their major interest area, etc.
• For students who are considering declaring or changing
their major at this point in their college career, go through
their degree audit with them to assess how many required
courses they have left to take for their intended program
and how long it might take them to complete it. Make sure
they are speaking with an academic advisor to help inform
their decision around declaring or changing their major as
well.
• If students already declared a major or are close to
declaring, they may experience uncertainty for various
reasons: academic struggles, family pressures, career
concerns, etc. When students experience uncertainty,
refer them to some support on-campus: TRIO, Academic
Advisor, Multicultural Student Support, etc.
• If a student didn’t meet the requirements to declare or
wasn't admitted to the college or program of their choice,
this is the time to meet an advisor with a degree audit to
see about alternative academic paths.
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Year

Consider...

Approaching
Graduation

• If students are not feeling confident that the major they
declared is right for them, they should go and talk to
their advisor or someone in the career center right away.
Students can change majors but they should be careful to
know how this affects their time in school to graduation.
• Remind students a major doesn’t necessarily translate
to a specific profession—there might be lots of different
career options with their major after graduation, and they
can be seeking out additional extracurricular experiences
to help prepare them for careers they are interested in.
• Encourage students to have fun while taking their upperlevel classes and continue to network with professors and
professionals in their field.
• Encourage students to share their experiences with
their major (how they chose it, what they think of their
program, etc.) with younger students who are still trying to
decide.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Text Message: "Hey [student], registration for next semester is coming up in a
few weeks! Let me know if there is anything I can do to help you explore your
options for classes and prepare."
Text Message: "Hey [student], just wanted to check in and see how your
semester is going! I know last time we talked you weren't sure about continuing
with [Current Major]. Have your classes this semester been going any better?"
Direct Message: "Hi [recent transfer student]! Have you talked to an academic
advisor about declaring a major at [name of your institution] yet? Here is the
link to set up an appointment with an advisor if you haven't. Let me know
if you'd like to talk through your options based on your transfer credits and
interests beforehand!"

4

COACHING SESSION
Remember, our ultimate goal is not to get students to make a decision about
their major right there and then with us. If they did and do tell us, that’s great!
However, it’s okay if a student has not decided on a major. Our goal is to relieve
some of the apprehension around choosing a major and lay out different ways
for students to reach that decision. We are doing this by presenting information
that they should consider when thinking about a major that will fit their interests
and identities. We want students to understand that choosing a major will give
direction to their course of study and maximize their time in school.
You may also be working with students who decide to change majors. For most
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students, this is perfectly fine—nearly 50% of all college students do at some
point in their college career. Provide support by making sure students are aware
of their options and the results of any decisions they may choose to make
about their area of study.

Key Messages
• Visiting the career center and speaking to advisors about interests are great
ways to explore and get feedback about potential majors. Talking with
career counselors can help students understand what kinds of career paths
require particular majors (engineering, nursing, medical fields, etc.) and what
fields are more flexible; advisors can help students learn about the different
opportunities at their school and the nuances of each program. A decision
doesn’t have to be made alone; lots of people can help with exploring likes and
dislikes.
• Some students may feel pressure from family to choose a certain major or
career path. Help students navigate the responsibility they feel towards their
family's expectations with their own interests and goals.
• It is okay to change majors if it is not a good fit. Lots of students change their
major throughout their time in college. A major should be something that is
interesting and will motivate more learning.
• It is also important not to wait too long to declare a major or enter a program.
A lot of time and money is going to be invested into being in college.
Exploring interests early on and declaring a major within a good time frame
will help map out courses, and decrease the time in school to minimize debt.
• A major doesn’t necessarily determine a profession. Unless the major is a
specialized trade or field, most majors can be applied to a multitude of career
options. Look at a major as a professional starting point.
• Most schools have a process for declaring a major. Speak to advisors or visit
the student academic office to find out how to officially declare a major.
• Encourage students to look through the entire list of majors and minors
offered at their school. There may be things they hadn’t thought about that
would be a good fit.
• Once a student declares a major, there is still a plan that they must follow, and
it is the student’s responsibility to register for and pass the required classes
necessary to complete the major.

Questions for Students to Consider
• What are some activities and subjects that you are really interested in? What
have been some of your favorite courses so far?
• What type of career exploration have you done? What would an ideal job or
next step look like to you?
• When is the deadline for you to declare a major? What would you need to do
between now and then in order to make a choice?
• Who can you talk to to learn more about the major or career you're interested
in? Do you know upperclassmen who are in the major that you have declared/
are considering?
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5

COACH RESOURCES
Articles
• Guide to choosing and changing majors: mnsu.edu/cdc/documents/
ChoosingandChangingMajors2012.pdf
• Signs you should change majors: cappex.com/blog/majors-minors/6-signsyou-should-change-your-major
• Majors that match your interests: collegeboard.com/student/csearch/majors_
careers/index.html
• Ten important questions to ask yourself: collegeboard.com/student/csearch/
majors_careers/45262.html
• Information interview tips: shiftingcareers.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/01/29/
mastering-the-informational-interview/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0

Videos
• Daniel Pink - Choosing A Major: youtube.com/watch?v=S2qc2DcdUL4

Apps/Tools
• onetonline.org
• Major and Career Profiles: collegeboard.com/csearch/majors_careers/profiles

Quizzes
• iseek.org/careers/assessyourself.html
• luc.edu/undergrad/academiclife/whatsmymajorquiz
• marquette.edu/explore/choose-your-major.php

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Students may have a lot of questions regarding this module and need some
additional follow-up and support. Other modules you may want to reference
and consider when working with your student include:
• Graduation Planning
• Career Planning
• Transfer Students

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
Update the ‘College Academic Information’ in the CoPilot profile for each
student you learn updated information: interest, potential major, declared major,
etc.
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MODULE 6:
TRANSFER STUDENTS
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Ensure that students make a fully informed decision about transferring
• Prompt students considering a 'reverse transfer' to explore the reasons, implications and other potential solutions
• Support recent transfer students at your institution

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Consider solutions on campus that may solve academic, financial or social issues before beginning the transfer process
• Identify the people and resources on campus who are important to consult when planning to transfer
• Weigh the pros and cons of transferring and make an informed decision

RELATED RESOURCES
• Transfer Timeline

STUDENT MATERIALS
• Unofficial Transcript

• Transfer Checklist
• Transfer Worksheet

NOTES

B ACKGROUND
1 	

Many graduating high school students spend much of their senior year trying
to find the college that will be a place where they will grow, mature and fulfill
their collegiate dreams. However, the reality is that many students – for a host
of reasons – end up attending a different institution from where they originally
started. While research from the National Association for College Admission
Counseling indicates that one out of every three college students ends up
transferring institutions, there are even more students that consider transferring
but end up staying at their institution.
When having conversations about transferring with students, the goal is not to
convince them to stay or to change schools, but to support them in making the
best decision for their situation so they can earn their bachelor's degree in the
least amount of time. At College Possible, we focus on the bachelor’s degree for
a number of reasons:
1. We know that students are more likely to succeed if they start at a
bachelor's-granting institution immediately after high school. Nationally,
low-income students are 7 times more likely to earn a bachelor’s degree if
they start at a bachelor's-granting institution. In fact, 95% of all College
Possible students who have successfully earned a bachelor’s degree started
at a bachelor's-granting institution immediately after high school.
2. We see the biggest payoff for students who earn a bachelor’s degree. On
average, bachelor’s degree holders earn a million dollars more over the
course of their lifetime than those with a high school diploma.
For non-traditional transfers (anything other than a transfer from a community
or technical college to a bachelor's-granting institution) students should consider
Module 6: Transfer Students
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the reason behind why they want to transfer. Regardless of the situation, the
process can sometimes be tricky, with a lot of steps and paperwork for students
to fill out. It is important to make a plan for a successful transfer!
In addition to supporting students who are considering transferring from your
institution, it is also important to give focused attention to those students who
have recently transferred to your institution. Students who have transfered to
your institution from either a community or technical college or a different
bachelor's-granting institution bring diverse experiences and backgrounds.
Similar to first-year students, they may need support adjusting to campus,
despite already having some college experience. One challenge transfer students
often encounter is losing credits because not all of their courses could be
applied to their degree at the new institution. These students in your cohort may
need specialized support from advisors to map their new path to graduation and
support from you to help them meet their intended graduation date.

Significance for College Possible Students
We see a disproportionate amount of students transferring from their
bachelor's-granting institution to another school without necessarily thinking
through all the reasons and consequences of the move. We have also seen a lot
of students who don’t just transfer once—instead, they jump from school to
school, not quite sure what they’re looking for. This inevitably prolongs their
time to degree completion and causes them to rack up debt in the meantime.
Flagship students joined College Possible with the understanding that they
would continue to receive support from a coach until they complete their
degree, wherever and whenever that may be. But non-flagship students joined
College Possible in college with the understanding that they would receive coach
support until graduation if they stay at the institution where they joined the
program. Unless they transfer to an institution that is also a Catalyze partner
with College Possible, a non-flagship student will not continue to receive
support from a coach after transferring—it's important to clarify this with nonflagship students who are considering transferring, as the loss of support may
influence their decision-making process. When unsure of future support for a
student, connect with your supervisor.
As you work with any students who are considering transferring, be sure to ask
them probing questions as to why they are considering this transfer and discuss
any alternative strategies or resources that might help the student address
their concerns without changing schools. At the end of the day, if the student
chooses to transfer, we want to work with that student to ensure that the
process is as smooth as possible.

Preparation
• Connect with offices at your institution that support students looking to
transfer and familiarize yourself with the transfer process in case transferring
comes up in conversation with a student.
• Review related resources in the LMS and familiarize yourself with transfer
processes and policies.
• Identify students who have expressed interest in transferring or who have
transfered from another institution and review their student data.
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Vocabulary
Admissions Office, Advisor/Academic Advisor, Catalog, Credit, Developmental
Courses, Elective, Holds, Major, Pre-requisite, Registrar’s Office, Satisfactory
Academic Progress (SAP) Report, Scholarships, Student Account, Syllabus,
Transfer

Campus Resources
• Advisor
• Transfer Specialist
• Financial Aid Office
• Career Center
• Registrar

2

B ROAD OUTREACH

Generally, we don't do much broad outreach for students considering a transfer
though you may want to share some general tips or provide students who are
considering transferring an opportunity to step forward and connect. However,
broad outreach may help you support students who have recently transfered to
your institution.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Social Media: “Are you new to campus? Check out this list [link] of student
organizations to get involved and build connections here at [name of
institution]!”
Social Media: “Did you know that more than 1 in 3 college students consider
transferring schools at some point? Let me know if you're struggling to plan
your next semester here or to connect to campus. I'm always here to talk..

3

TARGETED OUTREACH

From your preparation, you should have a list of students who have indicated
prior interest in transferring as well as any additional students who responded
to broad outreach or have otherwise mentioned it. Use targeted outreach to
follow up regularly with these students; this will look different for each student,
depending on where they are at in the process, but the goal is for students to
make an informed decision about whether/where to transfer and successfully
complete any next steps.

Additional Preparation
• Research specific transfer – as well as admissions and financial aid – policies at
institutions that students are considering
• Host an event with the Community Leaders that welcomes new students
to campus and helps them build relationships with other College Possible
students.
• Encourage recent transfers to participate in organization or club fairs to find
peers with whom they might connect.
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• Find out if there are any transfer support services or transfer workshops at
institutions students are considering.
• For students who are considering a transfer, pull reports of their transcripts,
financial aid renewal status and account balance, cumulative GPA, whether
they've visited an academic advisor and any potential conduct violations.
This will help you more fully understand their situation before going into a
conversation about transferring.

Differentiated Guidance
Year

Consider...

First Year/
New Enrollees

• It is always important to ask why students are
considering transferring schools. Do not be afraid to
probe deeper for more information. It is common,
especially for first year/new enrollees, to have moments
of doubt within the first semester or two about whether
the college, or college in general, is right for them.
• Some students might have had a chance to visit campus
before making an enrollment decision while others
experienced campus for the first time on move-in day.
Either way, it could be beneficial to revisit conversations
about fit and whether feeling disconnected from campus
is impacting their desire to transfer.
• Revisit or create a new "Reach, Fit, Probable" list with
the student. Sample lists can be found on the LMS. For
flagship students, "Top 5" lists from their junior and
senior year coaches may already exist. If the student has
been with College Possible for more than a year, be sure
to check CoPilot for records of any previous transfer
conversations.
• Talk the student through sending out their financial aid
renewal information to their potential new institutions.

Core Years

• By this point in the student’s college career, they have
earned a decent amount of credits that they will want to
make sure transfers to their desired institution. Losing
credits will only set students back, which is why during the
admission process, students should do as much research
and comparison as possible to get a sense of what credits
would transfer.
• Students should be in communication with advisors/
transfer specialists from both the institution they are
currently attending and the one they plan to transfer to.
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Year

Consider...

Core Years
(cont.)

• BA/BS to AA: Ask why the student is transferring (their
success at an AA/AS is statistically much lower).
◦◦If the student is on academic probation/suspension at
the BA/BS institution, see if they can submit an appeal
on the decision.
◦◦If the student has concerns about cost, work with
the student on other financing options (student loan
options, emergency grants at the institution, making
sure they got enough work-study hours).
• Revisit or create a new "Reach, Fit, Probable" list for the
student to return to. Example lists can be found on the
LMS.
• Talk the student through sending out their financial aid
renewal information to their potential new institutions.
• Some students you support may be recent transfers
to your institution. They may have needs that differ
from students in their core years who have been at your
institution longer. Prioritize outreach to these students to
make sure they are finding the resources they need at your
institution

Approaching
Graduation

• When a student is very close to graduation, this is a time
to probe even more than usual to see why they need to
transfer. It is likely easier for the student to complete their
degree and move than it would be to transfer and have to
navigate a whole new system.
• BA/BS to AA: This is such a critical time for a student.
Transferring to an AA/AS institution when so close to
graduation should be seen as a last resort, as this can
severely put a student off track.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Consider sending or forwarding invitations about upcoming transfer workshops
to students who may benefit. If one of the Community Leaders is a transfer
student, ask them if they would be willing to share about their experience or
connect with other transfer students to support them in their transition.
Direct Message: “Hey [student]. I know last time we talked about your ideas for
transferring. Have you been able to give it more thought and make a decision?
The more time we have to plan, the less stressful it will be for you in the
future!”
Text: "Hey [student], have you talked to an academic advisor at [institution]
about how to transfer your credits and which will be accepted? I can help with
questions to ask."
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Text: "Hey [student], how are you adjusting to life at [institution]? Any issues
finding your way around or with your new classes?
Email: "Still planning to transfer to [college] this spring? I just found out about
this transfer workshop next week: [link]. This would be great for you! Let me
know if you plan to go."

4

COACHING SESSION

The guidance for a coaching session on this topic depends on each individual
student's situation. For students who are planning on transferring to another
bachelor's-granting institution, you should ask questions to better understand
their motivation, and then help them research financial and academic
implications. For students who are planning on transferring to a community or
technical college, you should be very clear about the potential risks that students
may encounter and ask them to seriously evaluate their reasons for that transfer.
You might delve into these reasons to get a better understanding, talk through
the implications and alternatives and set a date for a follow-up conversation.
Make sure to express care and to discuss options without judgment in these
coaching sessions; students who are considering a transfer may be feeling
particularly vulnerable. It is a good idea to talk with your supervisor before
going into a coaching session with a potential transfer to see if they have any
advice or information to share.

Key Messages—Recent Transfers to Your Institution
• It may take time to adjust to a new campus. That doesn't mean that a student
made the wrong decision in transferring! Reflect with the student on the
reasons they chose to come to the school in the first place, and support them
in identifying ways they can learn more about their new school.
• Because their new program may have different requirements, transfer students
should pay special attention to their degree requirements to assure that they
are on track to graduate on time.
• Much like first-year students, transfer students can benefit especially from
guidance on how to connect to their new campus. Provide information about
clubs they can join or other activities that they can participate in that might
help them engage with peers at their new institution.

Key Messages—Students Considering a Transfer
• Transferring is a deliberate decision and should be done after a lot of selfanalysis, conversations with one's advisors and planning.
• Communication is the key to success! Students should make it known right
away to their advisor that their intention is to transfer; this will help make sure
that credits are not left behind when they leave the institution.
• It is very important to talk with a financial aid advisor as well to understand if
scholarships can transfer, if there are any outstanding balances, loan logistics,
etc.
• Sometimes transferring is the best option for a student. There may be a more
appropriate course of study for them at another institution, or they may
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need to relocate for personal reasons. We do not want to discourage students
when transferring is the best decision, but we do want to make sure they fully
understand the implications and reasons behind that decision
• Homesickness might be the reason behind a transfer, and that’s totally normal,
especially for students far from home. The natural instinct is to try to find
a way every weekend to get back home, but that can often make the issue
even worse—it gets harder for students to return to campus, and they have
fewer opportunities to make connections. Instead, encourage students to
give campus a genuine try—join a club, attend a student activity or event or
befriend others who might be feeling homesick.
• It's in a student's best interest to start thinking about career interests before
transferring to another school. Many students transfer and realize that the
program they really wanted was back at their old college. If they're undecided,
encourage them to visit the career center to take a career interest survey or
personality test to get some ideas. It's worth the research to ensure that a new
school will meet their academic needs.
• It is important that the credits students are taking now, or have taken, will
transfer to the new college/university. This way they won’t have to prolong
their time in school. Talking with an advisor can help students decide what
schools will accept the credits they've earned at their current institution and
count them toward a degree.
• Transferring is much like applying to a school for the first time: students
are not guaranteed admission. It's important for students to have a back-up
plan in case they do not get in, whether that be registering for classes at their
current college or taking classes at a community college. If students decide
to withdraw from their current university, they should look into community
colleges in the area to remain enrolled: it is much easier to apply as a transfer
student than it is to drop out of school for a semester and re-apply.
• If after doing the research and weighing all the options, the student still
decides that transferring is their best option, we want to work with that
student to ensure that the process is smooth and successful.

Questions for Students to Consider—Recent Transfers
• Are you finding the resources you need here?
• What is your plan to stay on track to graduate in your new program?
• How are you getting involved with the campus community here? How can I
help?

Questions for Students to Consider—Potential Transfers
• What are your goals? How will a transfer help you achieve those goals?
• What about your current institution is not meeting your needs? What, if
anything, would need to change for you to consider staying?
• Where are you hoping to transfer? What type of research have you done on
new institution(s)?
• What impact will this have on your degree plan and/or financial aid?
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5

COACH RESOURCES
Transfer Curriculum
• Transfer Workshop outline, located on the LMS
• Ohio Transfer Credit: ohiohighered.org/transfer
• MN: mntransfer.org/transfer/mntc/t_mntc.php

Tips & Tools
• Pros/cons for transferring in the spring: collegedata.com/cs/content/
content_getinarticle_tmpl.jhtml?articleId=10141
• Tool to help see what credits transfer: transferology.com

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Other modules you may want to reference and consider when working with
your student include:
• Connecting on Campus
• Choosing a Major
• Graduation Planning
• Career Planning

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation. If relevant, be sure to indicate that the student has expressed
interest in transferring, the semester they hope to transfer and where to (if
known).
If you hosted a workshop on campus, write a ‘what worked well/what to
change’ wrap up for the next coach and turn it in to your supervisor.
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MODULE 7:
TAKING TIME OFF
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Explain different ways students could take a break from school
• Understand the process and the steps to take in order to take a break from school
• Support students who will be taking time off from school

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Identify the best process for taking a break from school
• Connect with the appropriate administrators and resources for their intended break from school

RELATED RESOURCES
• None

NOTES

STUDENT MATERIALS
• None

B ACKGROUND
1 	

Many students follow a relatively linear path to college graduation, persisting
from semester to semester without interruption. Whenever possible, we
encourage students to maintain consistent enrollment. In some cases, however,
students will have to take time off from school. There can be many reasons
behind these breaks, including academic challenges, financial pressures and
personal reasons, and they can last a single semester or several years. Sometimes
they are initiated by the student, and other times they are required by the
institution. We want to support students during this process so they know what
steps they need to complete at their institution while keeping in mind their
college graduation goals.
There are three main ways students take time off of school: an official
withdrawal, an official leave of absence or being placed on academic
suspension.
An official withdrawal occurs when a student decides not to continue before
or during any given semester and take time away from the university. From the
institution’s perspective, the student is leaving without a plan to return. If a
student withdraws during a semester (with the possible exception of summer
semesters), they will need to apply for re-admittance to become a student again.
A withdrawal of any kind can have implications in many different areas:
• Finances: If financial aid was already disbursed, the student might have to pay
it back, or it could create an account balance. The current semester could also
still count toward their limited eligibility for federal grants.
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• Loans: If a student has federal loans, they will be required to start paying
them back after 6-9 months of being out of school. If students do not plan
to return within this timeframe, they will need to connect with their loan
servicer(s) to update contact information and discuss payment plans.
• Degree Plan: Depending on the timing of their return, this may impact their
degree path and graduation timeline. Some courses are only offered one
semester of the year, so it will take thoughtful planning to get back on track.
• Grades: Depending on the timing of the withdrawal, the grades in a student’s
courses could still count, which would affect their GPA, and/or a student
would have to take them over again if necessary.
• Campus Life: If a student is living on campus, they will likely have to move
out, which can impact the student’s connection to campus and friends. They
may lose access to health insurance and other campus services as well.
An official leave of absence is a pre-approved plan to leave campus and return
at a later date. Most often students will have to qualify for a leave of absence
for reasons such as extensive medical care, family emergencies or mental health
reasons. Students taking an official leave of absence might not have all of
the same considerations as a withdrawal, but that will be determined by your
institution. If a student is leaving for only one semester for any of the reasons
above, it could benefit them to apply for a leave of absence as opposed to
withdrawing—it typically won’t affect their grades or require them to re-apply.
Check with your supervisor if you need clarification on your campus-specific
policies around leave of absence.
Another common interruption in enrollment is Academic Suspension. Students
who don’t make satisfactory academic progress are placed on academic
probation, which often comes with requirements such as creating an academic
contract and maintaining a certain GPA. Students who do not meet these
requirements—and students whose grades drop so low in a single semester
that their institution will not allow them to persist—will be placed on academic
suspension. This often means they have to take at least a semester off and then
apply for re-admission. Students might need to complete steps, like having a
self-assessment, creating an academic action plan or meeting with academic
advising as a part of their process. Your institution will determine that process.

Significance for College Possible Students
College Possible students take many different paths to achieving their degree.
As of the 2015-2016 academic year, 1,701 students have earned bachelor’s
degrees and of those, 328 took some time off. Another way to look at it is
that about 1 in 5 students took some time off before earning their bachelor’s
degree. When our students do decide to take time off, we want our focus of
conversations to be supportive and forward-looking, always keeping their degree
completion in mind.

Preparation
• Research the academic calendar at your campus and note the add/drop and
withdrawal deadlines.
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• Pull a report of students who are currently on Academic Probation.
• Talk to your supervisor about expectations for supporting students who are
currently taking time off.
• Research the withdrawal, leave of absence, academic probation/suspension
and appeals policies and processes at your campus. Registrar and academic
advising are two places to start your research.

Vocabulary
Academic Advisor, Academic Suspension, Leave of Absence, Loan Servicer,
Office of Student Retention, Registrar, Student Support Services, Withdrawal

Campus Resources
• Academic Advisor
• Registrar
• Financial Aid Office
• Office of Student Retention
• Student Support Services

2

B ROAD OUTREACH

Given the potentially sensitive nature of this topic, it’s generally best suited for
personal conversations. Below you will find some messages you can send out to
all of your students to invite conversations about their withdrawal process, but
plan to follow up with students individually.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Social Media: “Thinking of taking time off from school? I’m here to help. Call
me!”
Social Media: "Did you know that a GPA of [number] puts you at risk for
Academic Probation? If you're struggling in your classes, let's talk and make a
plan!"

3

TARGETED OUTREACH

Use targeted outreach to check in with students who have expressed the
possibility of taking a break, as well as students you know to be struggling
academically, financially or personally about their plans. Follow up with any
students on academic probation throughout the semester.

Additional Preparation
• Research options for your students who are suspended, on probation,
withdrawn or unenrolled for other reasons to find out how they can get
readmitted and back on track to graduate.
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• Plan outreach to students who may be in danger of not making Satisfactory
Academic Progress and help them create action plans for staying enrolled
before they might potentially face academic suspension. Be sure to access any
early alert systems or data you have through your institution that may inform
this outreach. You might specifically access information on student conduct
violations, account balances, course completion rates or academic advising
visits to better inform conversations with students.

Differentiated Guidance
Year
Consider...
First Year/
• Some students feel overwhelmed or think that college is
New Enrollees not a good fit for them when they are first starting out and
struggle to adjust. Remind students that this is common
and does not necessarily mean they need to withdraw—talk
with them about ways they can access more support on
campus. Review the Connecting on Campus and Academic
Support Resources modules for more information.
• At some schools, if a student's GPA drops low enough, it
is possible for them to be placed on academic suspension
without first being put on Academic Probation. New
students might not yet be aware of what their school's
policies are, and they could be caught off guard by
a suspension when they were expecting to have a
probationary period first.
Core Years

• Students have already invested a lot of time and energy
into making progress toward their degree. It is important
that they make a plan to return to school in order to benefit
from those investments.
• At this point in their academic career, students might have
significant loan debt, and they will need to consider and
plan for the implications that taking time off will have on
their grace period and repayment schedule.

Approaching
Graduation

• Some students who are also working while in school
have a hard time prioritizing degree completion over their
current career prospects, particularly if they are satisfied
with their current career situation. Talk with students about
their long-term career plans, and how finishing their degree
now can open up future opportunities for them.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Direct Message: "Hi [student]. It sounds like your family needs you right now. If
you decide to take time off, let’s chat about your options so we can put together
a smart plan. I'm always here to talk."
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Text: "How did your appeal go today? Know that many College Possible
students have returned from academic suspension to earn a degree. Either way,
let's talk and create a game plan."

4

COACHING SESSION

This transition can be hard for students—they might feel disappointed or
hesitant to discuss it. Our goal is to make sure students feel supported and also
to encourage them to create a plan for re-enrolling to complete their degree
plan, if appropriate given the circumstances.
Some students will know they are on a path to withdraw and others might
not, so sometimes these conversations are planned and sometimes they’re
not. For those who are initiating a break, it’s important to talk through the
various implications and familiarize yourself with institutional policies. In other
instances, students may talk about struggles and indirectly indicate that they’re
thinking about taking a break. This should prompt follow-up questions to
probe deeper and to determine if and to what degree a student is considering
withdrawing. Provide support through the decision-making process so that
students make constructive choices.

Key Messages
• College Possible is here to support. Sometimes students think that they only
have a coach when they're enrolled, so remind them that they will have a
coach to help them transition back to school if they choose to return to their
previous institution.
• 1 in 5 College Possible students who have earned a bachelor's degree took
some time off during their journey. If students question whether it's possible
or feel discouraged at this moment, they should know that hundreds of
students have successfully returned from all kinds of circumstances to
complete a degree.
• Withdrawing and taking a leave of absence are different processes with
different ramifications, and students should give ample consideration to which
is the more appropriate path. Many times students withdraw (and then have
to re-apply) when they may have been candidates for an approved leave of
absence.
• While taking time off can be necessary for students, creating a plan to
return is important. Depending on the circumstances, it may or may not feel
appropriate to start that conversation now, but the sooner that students start
making their plans to return the better. The shorter their time away from
school, the more likely they are to return.

Questions for Students to Consider
• How will this time off affect your graduation plan?
• How can you prepare to return to school?
• What steps will you need to take to successfully return to school?
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• Who are your advocates on campus or in your life who can help you plan to
re-enroll?
• What are ways you can practice self-care during this time off to that you feel
ready to return to school when the time comes?

5

COACH RESOURCES
Articles
• Tips for withdrawing: thoughtco.com/how-to-withdraw-from-college-793147
• Tips for returning: college.usatoday.com/2015/08/25/leave-of-absence-tips/
• Guide to withdrawing and returning with helpful considerations: marist.edu/
academics/advise/pdfs/wlofa.pdf

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Other modules you may want to reference and consider when working with
your student include:
• Academic Support Resources
• Connecting on Campus
• Graduation Planning
• Transfer Students
• Loans

Documentation
Update student profile in CoPilot, including notes and any follow-up from your
conversation.
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MODULE 8:

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Help students stay focused on the goal of graduation and build confidence in their own abilities to persist and graduate
• Help students recognize what resources are available through their networks and practice leveraging those resources

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Using college graduation as the goal, develop or adjust action plans to stay on track
• Believe in ability to persist and graduate despite challenges and setbacks
• Recognize importance of developing and leveraging support networks both on campus and off

RELATED RESOURCES
• Mindset graphic

NOTES

STUDENT MATERIALS
• None

B ACKGROUND
1 	

In addition to concrete academic skills and processes like filing financial aid
applications and maintaining a solid GPA, a growing body of research suggests
that students' social-emotional skills play a critical role in college success.
Social-Emotional Learning can be defined as the process through which people
acquire and effectively apply the knowledge, attitudes and skills necessary to
understand and manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, feel and show
empathy for others, establish and maintain positive relationships and make
responsible decisions (www.casel.org/what-is-sel/).
While SEL can encompass many different competencies and ideas, the skills we
focus on most directly with students are:
• Goal-Setting: Using the goal-setting process to stay focused on college
graduation, and to build action plans that are strategic and efficient. Some
students will need your help to develop an action plan from scratch, while
you’ll guide others through the process of referring back to existing plans,
assessing progress and making adjustments as necessary to stay on track.
• Persistence: Having the skills and confidence to stick to a goal even in the face
of challenges and setbacks. For many students, this is a strength already! Your
role is to reinforce and encourage, and help students navigate setbacks that
may have shaken their confidence, as well as help anticipate any future barriers
and plan for how they can be avoided or overcome.
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• Growth mindset: Growth mindset is the understanding that intelligence and
abilities can be developed and that setbacks and failures are indications of
inadequacy but experiences that we can learn from. Growth mindset is not a
belief that one can do anything if they just work hard enough, but instead a
belief that one can change.
• Self-Advocacy: The skill to effectively give voice to one's own needs. Whether
they are navigating a complex campus process or negotiating with their
families about expectations while in school, students frequently have to
practice self-advocacy in order to ensure that their situations and needs are
being adequately addressed.
• Help-Seeking: The actions of reaching out to individuals and resources for
support, and the belief that doing so is a strength as opposed to a weakness.
It is important to recognize that there can be stigmas associated with asking
for help or support that may disuade people from accessing resources when
they encounter a challenge—we want to make sure students are aware of the
benefits of asking for support and know how to effectively do so, but it is up
to students to decide for themselves if and when they want to seek help.
• Social Capital: Each of our students has a vast network, which includes you,
and often also includes family, friends, professors, community members, faith
leaders, campus resources (e.g. tutoring centers, advisors, etc.), and student
groups. Reminding students that they have all these people and departments in
their corner can be important, and coaching students on how to leverage these
resources is a skill that can always be further developed. This module delves
into how to develop and utilize one's campus network.
These skills can be instilled and improved over time through intentional
application in real-life situations. It's important for students and coaches to have
a shared vocabulary and framework.

Significance for College Possible Students
College Possible students often enter our program already exhibiting strong
SEL skills. In fact, goal-setting, persistence and social capital are all session
topics in the high school program, so students who participated in our flagship
high school program will hopefully be familiar with these concepts. It takes a
solid goal-orientation to stay committed to attending college when a student is
the first in their family to attend, and many students have persevered through
considerable obstacles to get to campus.
In the transition to college life, though, maintaining that focus and confidence
can be a significant challenge, particularly if a student feels isolated or
different from their peers. Research from Stanford shows that being part of an
underrepresented group on campus and experiencing a challenge or setback can
yield dramatically different results depending on whether a student perceives
their situation to be normal versus unique to them (see graphic at end of
module).
Normalizing challenges a student might encounter and setbacks a student
may experience is the first step in keeping them on track towards graduation
and reinforcing their ability to persist. Using goal-setting to outline an action
plan, and then adjusting the plan as needed when unexpected obstacles occur,
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can offer the roadmap to stay on track. And reinforcing the communities of
support that exist around a student can remind them that they do not have to
go through this alone.

Preparation
• Review or learn how to set SMART goals.
• Review materials in resource section.
• Reflect on your own experience in your adjustment to college and how you
overcame obstacles.
• View videos on the LMS of College Possible students reflecting on their
experiences.
• Think about what resources exist on your campus to support students with
their social-emotional skill development.
◦◦Do any offices or departments hold workshops on goal-setting or helpseeking?
◦◦Do you know any staff members who would offer support or
mentorship to students who are encountering a challenge, or who
would like to share stories of challenges of their own with students?

Vocabulary
Social-Emotional Learning (SEL), non-cognitive skills, soft skills, character
skills, emotional intelligence (EQ), growth mindset, social capital, self advocacy,
persistence

Campus Resources
• Professors and/or teaching assistants
• Tutoring centers
• Mentoring programs
• Affinity groups
• Student resource centers (multicultural, LGBTQ, etc.)
• Community Leaders

2

B ROAD OUTREACH

Use broad outreach to share stories of students persisting through different
challenges. The goal is to normalize the common challenges that college
students face, while offering ideas for resources/strategies to overcome them.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Share videos of students talking about their own stories of persisting through
difficult times in college. College Possible has a library of student videos you
can send out, but consider encouraging your Community Leaders and other
students to record videos of themselves or write social media posts to share
their experiences.
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Send out campus opportunities (events, student groups, etc.) related to socialemotional development, and offer to connect any of your interested students so
that they can attend together.
Social Media: "Most students find the transition to college challenging, whether
they are struggling with academics, finances, or feeling like they fit in. You are
college material, you can do this, and you are not alone!"
Social Media: "You have a community of support around you, including friends,
family, College Possible, support services and student groups on campus.
Asking for help is never a bad thing!"
Social Media: "Identifying your goals (graduating from college) and the steps
to get there (which courses to take, what resources can help you get there) are
critical components of success, and I'm always here to help!"

3

TARGETED OUTREACH

Target your follow-up to students who may need additional support in
developing certain social-emotional skills. For example, freshmen who are
feeling isolated on campus and haven't yet tapped into their social capital or
students who are experiencing a particularly challenging semester academically
and/or personally.

Additional Preparation
• Review notes from previous conversations and look at other student data
for clues about the student’s mindset, confidence, and previous challenges
they’ve encountered on their path to graduation. Do they feel connected to the
campus community? Do they have a clear sense of their end goal and when/
how they’ll get there? How have they responded to any previous challenges
they have faced on campus?
• If the student is not currently enrolled, check to see if there is any information
about why they have stopped out and if anything about their future plans or
education goals have been noted (i.e. they are planning on returning, they are
planning on transferring, etc.).
• Create list of specific questions and follow-up questions you’ll ask—SEL is
more nuanced than many other topics we work on, and will usually require
thoughtful follow-up questions to get at the root of the issue. You might
ask your supervisor to help generate that list of questions or to role-play the
conversation to help you prepare.
• When speaking to your older students, ask if they’d be willing to talk to your
younger students about challenges they’ve faced and how they overcame
those struggles. Then, connect them so younger students have a role model
of someone who experienced something similar, and at the same time create a
new connection that can increase their social capital moving forward.
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Differentiated Guidance
Year

Consider...

First Year/
New Enrollees

• Low-income students often feel isolated from their peers
in the transition to college, and may not realize that their
peers likely feel equally anxious and uncertain.
• First year is a great time to build social capital because
most students are eager to make friends and build
connections. Joining student groups and proactively
utilizing campus resources is a great first step.
• A student’s performance in their first year will likely
impact their confidence in their ability to persist and
succeed.

Core Years

• Is the student excelling, or just getting by in terms of
academics? How can you help them adjust their habits
and plans to perform strongly this year?
• Some students refrain from getting involved in student
groups their first year because they are focusing their
energy on academics. Core years can be a good time to
take their campus involvement to the next level, which
will help build a broader support network for challenges
that may come up down the line.
• Students will likely have to declare a major in this
timeframe. This is a great opportunity to ask students
about their long-term, post-graduation goals and to make
sure their choice of major is aligned with where they want
to go later in life. Focusing so far in the future can help
keep students on track towards getting their degree.

Approaching
Graduation

• Revisit student’s graduation plan. Are they on track with
credits to graduate on schedule?
• What are the student's plans for post-graduation? How
can they best start preparing now for that upcoming
transition?
• College graduation is not the end; it’s a step toward a
student’s long-term goals. Staying focused on those goals
can be helpful for students who are struggling to finish
strong.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Direct Message: "Hi [student], just wanted to follow-up on our conversation last
week. How did your visit with the [office or department] go? Any progress on
resolving your issue? Remember that you're not alone—you have a network of
support that is here to help you succeed!"
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Personal Email: "Hi [student], I know that this has been a really tough couple
of months and you've shown so much persistence this semester. You're so close
to your goal! I'm here to help however I can, and when you're done with finals
stop by my office for coffee - can't wait to hear about how it all went!"

4

COACHING SESSION

It's best to think of SEL not as a standalone subject, but rather as one that
can be weaved into almost every conversation with a student, either through
touching on relevant SEL topics or utilizing coaching practices that foster
developmental relationships and demonstrate SEL skills to students.
Discussing short- and long-term goals, for example, creates a natural
opportunity for follow up in future coaching sessions. It also creates
opportunities for students to practice their self-advocacy and help-seeking
skills as they work towards those goals. This can also be a responsive topic as
students describe challenges in relation to other module topics, or if they seem
to be losing sight of their goals or motivation.
Modeling is another example of a particularly effective method of teaching
social-emotional learning. For example, being open with a student when you
don't know the answer to a question but letting them know that you have a
network of support that you lean on demonstrates social capital in action.

Key Messages
• Setting goals and creating action plans is necessary to earn a degree and make
the most of your college experience, but it’s common to experience challenges
and setbacks that require you to adjust your plans.
• Students are talented and resourceful and have all the tools they need to
succeed, including a network of people around them (like you!) who support
them.
• Students are not alone in their experiences, even if they can’t see that other
people are struggling with the same issue.
• Setbacks and challenges happen to everyone and are not indications that
a student cannot or should not persist in seeking a college degree. The
problem-solving skills that students develop as they overcome these challenges
will be incredibly valuable in their future careers and personal lives.

Questions for Students to Consider
• What would you like to do differently or the same in your next semester?
• What events or organizations do you participated in? What benefits do you
get from participating in them? What contributions do you bring to those
groups?
• How can you best use meetings with your academic advisor and other
administrators to help you meet the goals you have set for yourself ? What
kind of information or support could you get from them?
• What words would you use to describe yourself ? What words would a loved
one or good friend use to describe you? How can you work on seeing yourself
like they see you?
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• What are the different kinds of support systems that you have on campus?
Do you have a well-rounded system of support, or are there areas where you
need to build more of a network?
• When do you feel most at home on campus, and when do you feel most alone?
• How is your family adjusting to you being in college? How has your family
situation changed while you've been in school? How do you think it will
continue to change in the future?

5

COACH RESOURCES

• Atlantic Article on the importance of SEL to college success: https://www.
theatlantic.com/education/archive/2016/03/when-social-and-emotionallearning-is-key-to-college-success/471813/
• An overview of the science behind growth mindset and an assessment quiz:
https://www.mindsetworks.com/science/
• TED Talk: Angela Duckworth on the importance of persistence (“grit”),
and its relationship to growth mindset: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=H14bBuluwB8

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Other modules you may want to reference and consider when working with
your student include:
• Connecting on Campus
• Graduation Planning
• Family Demands

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
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MODULE 9:

CONNECTING ON CAMPUS
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Provide opportunity for students to learn about activities on campus
• Encourage students to engage with campus community
• Ensure that new students are aware of a variety of different ways to connect on campus

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Identify at least 5 connections on campus
• Build a network of support – formal and informal – on campus

RELATED RESOURCES

STUDENT MATERIALS

• "5 Key Supporters"

• None

• College Scavenger Hunt guidelines
• "Where To Go When"

NOTES

B ACKGROUND
1 	

As colleges and universities are trying to retain students at their institutions,
several studies suggest that one of the biggest factors affecting retention is
whether or not a student feels connected to the campus. One study, "Choosing
to Improve" by The Education Trust, summarized it:
Most students who don’t graduate are not kicked out for academic or other reasons; they
just leave—sometimes quite close to a degree. High-performing institutions have found that
when they build strong ties to their students, engaging students with the institution, their
graduation rates improve. Simply put, the more students are connected, the less likely they are
to disconnect.
New research also shows that college friendships can have academic as well as
social benefits; friends can provide academic motivation and support, plus the
emotional support to persist through difficult times. We agree with the data and
believe that if students are more connected to campus—both academically and
socially—they are much more likely to feel that they belong there and persist
towards graduation.
Engaging with campus can happen in many different ways, and we want to
encourage students to explore ways that will effectively connect them to the
myriad of communities and resources on campus. College is a chance to meet
new people, try new things and find new interests. Through classes, campus
jobs, student clubs and organizations, students are able to build a social
structure around things and activities that matter to them. This web of support
may include:
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• Peers and networks of friends
• Student support offices and student clubs
• Professors and school staff
• Catalyze coaches, other Catalyze students and the Community Leaders
• Family and home community
In addition to helping students feel connected and persist in college, finding
a web of support can lead to other personal and professional development
opportunities. Being involved in campus activities, or taking on a leadership role
in a club or support services office can be a great way to boost a resume, build
professional networks and help land a job out of college.

Significance for College Possible Students
While forming connections on campus is a relevant topic to all students for the
reasons noted in the section above, low-income and first generation students
in college face some social challenges at higher rates than their peers, making
this topic especially important for us to approach in a way that is responsive
and relevant to our students' experiences. We want to make sure that students
are aware of opportunities to get involved while simultanesously recognizing
and being sensitive to the social factors that might be impacting their sense of
belonging on campus.
One example is culture shock, which refers to feelings a person may have
when moving to a new cultural or social environment, or to a different style of
living. Common elements include homesickness, frustration, disorientation or
information overload. Students experiencing culture shock may benefit from
more individualized support in making campus connections. Conversely, reverse
culture shock may also be a concern for some students when traveling back
to their home communities. This is the collection of feelings a person may
have when returning to a place that used to be very familiar and unexpectedly
experiencing difficulty adjusting to the culture and norms of that environment.
While first-year students and recent transfers may be more prone to feelings
of culture shock or reverse culture shock, any student may experience these
phenomena.
Another example that is more common among low-income and first generation
students is imposter syndrome, or consistently feeling inadequate even when
other information is indicating that the feeling is innacurate. Students might
experience this as self-doubt, a feeling that they are not really a successful
and competent student, and that they are merely faking it. Students who are
struggling with these feelings might be reluctant to make connections due to
concerns that others might judge them as they are judging themselves.
As a coach, you can support students who encounter these challenges by
normalizing them, so that students understand they aren't alone in their
experience and that while their feelings are valid they are not indications that
the student does not belong. Developing connections through affinity or
other groups on campus can help to combat feelings of isolation and connect
students with peers who may be having similar experiences.
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The Community Leaders on your campus can play an important role in
facilitating connections on campus by creating an active community of
Catalyze students. Through arranging events, sharing their own experiences
and creating personal connections with other students, the Community Leaders
can normalize and also help combat feelings of isolation or disconnection on
campus. You should also encourage students to develop networks that extend
beyond College Possible. By arranging group participation in organization fairs
or pairing students with common interests to join clubs or activities together,
the students can branch out to find smaller communities within your campus in
which they feel they belong.

Preparation
• Review the supplemental resources and get familiar with the material.
◦◦Using the scavenger hunt resource on the LMS, tailor the document to
fit the needs of your students and your school.
• Review student life resources on your campus:
◦◦Is there an “opportunity fair” on campus?
◦◦Is there a website listing the different clubs and extra-curricular
activities?
◦◦What does the student affairs/activities website offer?
• Plan campus gatherings with the Community Leaders for your students as a
way to connect first year students with older students, as well as strengthen
students' connection with College Possible.

Vocabulary
Advising Communities, Academic Advisor, Career Center, Chaplain/Campus
Pastor, Classmates, Common/Community Time, Dean, Department Chair,
Dorm/Residence Hall/Res Hall, Extracurriculars, Health Services/Wellness
Center/Counseling Services, Intramurals/IM’s, Learning Communities,
Multicultural Office, Office Hours, Ombudsman, Peer Advisor, President/
Chancellor, Professor, Provost, R.A. (Resident Assistant)/C.A (Community
Advisor)/House Fellow, Recreation Center/Rec Center, Resident Director,
Residential Life/Housing, Student Activities/Organizations, Student
Employment Office/Human Resources/Job Center, Student Support Services
(SSS)/TRIO Office, Student Union/Center, Study Abroad/Off-Campus
Studies, Teaching Assistant (TA)/Lab Assistant (LA)/Preceptor, Transfer, Work
Study, Writing Lab/Writing Center

Campus Resources
• Advisor
• Chaplain/Campus Pastor
• Professor
• Peer Advisor
• Resident Assistant/Resident Director
• Multicultural Office
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• Student Activities/Organizations
• Student Support Center

2

B ROAD OUTREACH

The purpose of broad outreach on this topic is to help students see the
wide array of opportunities to connect on campus and the benefits to
doing so. This is an excellent opportunity for you to share about your own
campus involvement, both to help them get to know their coach and to
further encourage them to find connections. This can also help you identify
students who may need more targeted encouragement to seek out meaningful
connections.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
One idea is to challenge your students to a college scavenger hunt, which can be
found on the LMS. Include the College Scavenger Hunt guidelines in the text
of the email. Include any additional information about a campus opportunity
fair—date, location and what students can expect to be there.
Throughout the year, plan opportunities with your Community Leaders for
College Possible students to form connections with each other. Some ideas
include group dinners, study tables, speed friending, game nights, and service
projects. You might also host a welcome/gathering event for Catalyze students
as an opportunity to connect with one another early in the year.
Social Media Post: “Do you like running? There’s a club for that. Do you like
singing? There’s a club for that. Do you like people watching? There’s even a
club for that! …and so many more! Find people with the same interests as you,
let’s face it, you know they will be AWESOME!”
Social Media Post: “Have you looked into any campus groups yet? There are a
lot of different ways of getting involved! I was in an honor society that helped
me gain leadership skills—I made friends I still keep in touch with to this day! I
was also in Sociology club, which connected me with students in my major and
other people who could help me with professional development. Clubs can be a
way for you to meet new people and explore a new sport or hobby, or a tool to
help you in your future career.”
Social Media Post (with picture): "A year ago today, I attended my first and last
campus formal—it actually lived up to the hype! Learn from me: don't wait until
your senior year to try things."

3
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TARGETED OUTREACH

Use targeted outreach to follow up with any students who expressed feelings of
social isolation or imposter syndrome or who have yet to find many connections
on campus. These feelings can be most acute for first-year students as they try
to find their place on campus, but can occur at any point in a student's journey.
Continue encouraging these students with more personalized appeals and
opportunities.
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Additional Preparation
• Review the student's data and read through any notes from previous coaches
in the students' CoPilot profiles. Is the student going to their first choice
school? What sort of campus involvement has the student had thus far?
• Identify student clubs or groups that have helped other Catalyze students find
communities on campus.
• Have a discussion with your supervisor before approaching difficult
conversations with students. You might take the opportunity to practice
role-playing conversations with a particular student about experiences with
imposter syndrome or culture shock in preparation for coaching sessions with
students who you suspect may identify with these feelings.

Differentiated Guidance
Year
Consider...
First Year/
• There are likely many more specialized clubs and
New Enrollees organizations for students to be involved in during college
than there were in high school. Encourage students to
seek out things they are interested in, but not overcommit
themselves too early. Finding the right balance is key!
• If a student has a strong interest and there isn’t currently
a club or organization for that interest on campus, they
can likely start one! Encourage them to connect with
administration in campus activities/student services about
this process.
• Students are learning to manage a new academic and
social calendar—they likely will no longer be in class all day
as they were in high school, and have more responsibility
for managing their time outside of class. Remind students
to balance work and study time with time to be social.
• This is a great time for students to think through what
they are passionate about doing and learning more about!
What they did in high school can be a good starting place,
but doesn’t need to be a limiting factor.
Core Years

• This is a good time to encourage students to start
considering opportunities for leadership in the activities
they are involved in. Some examples include chairing
an event for their organization, or becoming a College
Possible Community Leader.
• As students find their academic expectations increasing,
they may find themselves having to prioritize their
involvement in key activities that are most important to
them.
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Core Years
(cont.)

• Institutions tend to be proactive with programming and
outreach for first-year students and students approaching
graduation. It is important to encourage students during
their core years to proactively seek out new connections on
campus.
• This is the time when many students start declaring a
major and should begin building stronger relationships
with faculty and staff. Encourage students to speak to these
connections about additional opportunities that may be
available to them (fellowships, research, conferences, etc.).

Approaching
Graduation

• Students have gained invaluable information about
connecting to resources during their time on campus.
Encourage them to seek out underclassmen—either
informally or through formal mentoring/leadership
programs—to share that knowledge!
• Have students consider the strongest connections they’ve
made on campus. Encourage them to think about how they
can keep up those relationships once they graduate and
how those people may be able to serve as references for
post-graduation opportunities.
• Practice gratitude by planning a thank-you note writing
event with your Community Leaders. Invite your graduating
students to write notes to the offices, organizations, and
people that have supported them over their time on
campus.
• Forming connections is a lifelong skill that will be an
important part of building a career—help graduating
students seek out opportunities to connect with people in
their new career field and wherever they will be moving
after graduation. Refer students to your school's alumni
association for more information about connecting with
other graduates.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Connect with your enrolled first-year students and include the ‘5 connections’
handout from the resource section. Remind students that the more they are
connected on campus, the more they will get out of the college experience and
ultimately be successful!
For students who are less enthused about their campus or getting involved, try
to get upperclassmen or more involved Catalyze students to reach out. Be sure
to keep connecting with these students on a regular basis, since they are the
most at risk for dropping off the radar.
Offer to go to an event with a student or to do a warm referral to an
upperclassman or student organization that you are familiar with and that the
student might be interested in. Again, be sure to follow-up!
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Direct Message: "Hey [student], I've noticed that you really liked the art projects
you've had to complete throughout the year. Have you thought about joining
the visual arts club?"
Text: "Hey [student]! There are MANY groups to be involved with on campus!
Will you be attending the Student Involvement Fair next week to plug in? A
group of other Catalyze students will be going together!"
Text: "Hi [student]! You mentioned you were feeling a little lonely last time
we talked, how have those strategies for meeting people in your classes been
going?"

4

COACHING SESSION

Connecting on campus is a particularly important topic for first-year students,
but one that coaches and students should come back to at least once a year.
When incorporating this topic into a coaching session, the purpose is to remind
students of the myriad ways to connect with their campus and the benefits of
doing so. Whether it is through social, academic or financial connections, we
know that the more connected a student feels on campus, the more likely they
are to stay enrolled. This is an excellent opportunity to reflect on your student
experience and share any lessons learned as well as to build community amongst
the College Possible students on your campus.

Key Messages
• As mentioned in the Social-Emotional Learning module, some first-generation
students might have a difficult time forming connections to their school
because they are part of a community that is underrepresented in higher
education. There may or may not be a lot of students in College Possible yet
(depending on the school), but inevitably there are other students who share
similar experiences. Encourage students to actively seek out (both formal and
informal) communities on campus to help develop a network where they feel
supported and welcomed.
• Every campus has a variety of ways to get involved in a wide range of
activities, and at various levels of commitment too. Oftentimes students take
this to mean joining a club, but it can be as simple as introducing oneself to a
fellow classmate and forming a study group.
• For students who are living off campus or going home often, connecting on
campus might be especially difficult. Students may have to put more effort into
forming relationships when they are spending more time away from campus,
but it is still possible. Talk with students about their schedule, and if there are
ways for them to either spend more time at school or make better use of the
time they are already there to get involved and build their network on campus.
• Share a personal story of how you found a network of support on your
campus. If you know how some College Possible students are currently or
have previously been involved on campus, offer those as suggestions.
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Questions for Students to Consider
• How connected do you feel to your school? What factors contribute to that
level of connectedness?
• What/who are five connections that you have on campus? How did you form
those connections, and what role do they play in your college life?
• What are some ways that you are connecting with campus outside of going to
class every day? What are some ways that you can see yourself getting involved
on campus?
• How has talking to your family about what you're experiencing at college been
going?

5

COACH RESOURCES
Videos & Advice
• Videos of and for first-gen students: firstinthefamily.org/highschool/
collegeyears.html
• Online community of first-gen students: imfirst.org
• First Generation documentary film: http://www.gocollegenow.org/
• Inspirational Ted Talk: ted.com/talks/amy_purdy_living_beyond_limits.html

Articles & Research
• "Encouraging Campus Involvement": curry.edu/parents/first-year-parents/
encouraging-campus-involvement.html
• Study on Student Engagement & Success: ihe.uga.edu/uploads/publications/
faculty/Does_Involvement_Really_Matter.pdf

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Students who may have had a lot of questions or that you’re concerned about
feeling connected on campus will need additional follow-up and support. Other
modules you may want to reference and consider when working with your
student include:
• Social-Emotional Learning
• Family Demands
• Transfer Students (if the conversation goes that direction)
• Academic Support Resources
• Graduation Planning

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
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MODULE 10:

BALANCING FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Provide an opportunity for students to reflect on balancing family and college responsibilities
• Provide tools and resources that might help students improve balance between home and college life, if applicable

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Utilize resources available on campus and online to better communicate with loved ones about their college experience
• Build skills and confidence in talking about college with family members

RELATED RESOURCES
• None

NOTES

STUDENT MATERIALS

• Schedule (work, school, family)

B ACKGROUND
1 	

In many ways, earning a college degree is a test of balance. Students learn how
to manage their time, study effectively, build a network, and gain both technical
and soft skills all at the same time. Add in outside influences from family
and friends and sometimes, despite their best intentions, that balance can be
disrupted.
It may be hard to identify students who are struggling with family commitments
and pressures of home. These students may be doing well in classes and
progressing from one year to the next, and then all of a sudden leave school
without any apparent reason.
Colleges provide a lot of resources to students to help them with obvious
struggles: time management, study skills, specific tutors for specific courses, etc.,
but have a harder time identifying when students might be struggling internally
with pressures or guilt that they feel because of their choice to go to college.
The following are examples.
• Parents who want nothing more than to have their child earn their degree, yet
are unwilling to share the tax information required for the student to do the
FAFSA.
• Families that are supportive of the student being in college, but are
experiencing tension from not being able to contribute more financially or not
knowing how to best support their student through challenges at school.
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• Students who want nothing more than to please their parents by becoming a
doctor, but are struggling through math and science classes.
• Families that don’t understand why their student, who only has classes in the
mornings, stays at school to study instead of coming home to help out with
the chores.
• Friends who opted not to go to college, and now are pulling away from the
student.

Significance for College Possible Students
The reason that we highlight this topic for our Catalyze students is because
many of our students have a foot in two worlds—the college environment and
their home/community environment. Sometimes supportive parents don’t quite
get why their student can’t help out as much with family obligations, or why the
student can’t work full-time, or must be studying so much out of class. We have
seen that parents and families can put pressure on career choices that aren't
necessarily aligned with the students' interests or goals.
Even in families where there aren't differences of opinion about school
and career choices, students might struggle with communicating about their
college life to their families when their family members have not shared those
experiences. For students and families alike, communicating about these topics
can prove difficult. The purpose of this module is to help students identify
tools and resources that will help in marrying the two worlds together.

Preparation
• Review supplemental resources and get familiar with the material.
• Spend some time thinking about how your family impacted you throughout
college.
◦◦What were some things they did that were helpful?
◦◦Are there things your family expressed or did that didn’t feel
supportive?
◦◦How did you navigate this relationship?
• Review what specific resources exist on your campus to help students navigate
these conversations.
◦◦What does the counseling office provide that would be helpful?
◦◦Does the multicultural resource center on campus offer relevant
programming?
◦◦Are there other student groups or organizations for low-income or firstgeneration college students on campus?
• Investigate opportunities to collaborate with another office or organization
to host a workshop for low-income and first-generation college students on
campus to talk about what services and resources exist to support them.
• Plan smaller discussions/focus groups that will not only give students a space
to have more personal conversations with each other, but also might help your
institution know what they could be doing to better support low-income, firstgeneration college students.
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• If there is an existing workshop series or you are hosting your own, advertise
this to your students in multiple ways:
◦◦Make a Facebook event and invite your students to it
◦◦Send out emails and ask students to RSVP to you for the workshop
◦◦Post a sign up on your desk/door

Vocabulary
Multi-Cultural Office, Advisor/Academic Advisor, Student Support Services
(SSS)/TRIO Office, R.A. (Resident Assistant)/C.A (Community Advisor)/
House Fellow, Major, Minor

Campus Resources
• Advisor
• Residential Life/Housing
• TRIO/Student Support Center
• Multicultural resource center/student groups
• Counseling services

2

B ROAD OUTREACH

This topic is best suited for an individual conversation or a small group
discussion in a safe environment. Use the prompts below to open the door
to the conversation, but be prepared to proactively reach out to students
individually based on responses or other conversations you’ve had with them.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Post on Facebook and/or email the link to the ‘Family Responsibilities’ video
from the First in the Family website, encouraging students to respond with their
own advice or experiences.
Follow up by posting on Facebook and/or emailing the link to the “I’m First”
website (see link in resources section), a site dedicated to first-generation college
students.
Social Media: “Life is complex. If you are feeling pulled in too many directions,
let’s talk. Maybe we can find a way to manage and balance all areas of your life
so you can be happy and successful!”
Social Media: “Do you ever struggle to balance school and home life? You're
not alone! I found a lot of support through I'm First, an online community of
first-gen students: www.imfirst.org. Check it out, and know that I'm always here
to talk.”
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3

TARGETED OUTREACH

Use targeted outreach to follow up with any students who indicated that they
could use additional support balancing family and college responsibilities.
Challenges are often most acute during students' first year when both students
and families are adjusting to the change, so consider reaching out to first-year
students and new enrollees specifically.

Additional Preparation
• Review student data for relevant information about their academic situation
(enrollment, grades, attendance, etc.) and any information related to their
commitments outside of school (if they live at home, if they have children,
etc.).
• Collaborate with Community Leaders to plan programming that can help
students maintain family and community relationships while in school and
balance their school commitments with their other family and community
commitments. Ideas include facilitating opportunities for students to share
advice and ideas with each other about how they have navigated family
situations while in school, holding events at times that are convenient for
students that commute/work in the evenings/go home on weekends, and
planning family-inclusive events during times of the year when families might
be on campus (beginning/end of term, around breaks, etc.).

Differentiated Guidance
Year
Consider...
First Year/
• The transition to college isn’t just a big step for students—
New Enrollees it also directly impacts their families! Students may not
feel fully prepared for how complicated this transition can
be, so normalizing that experience and offering tools for
successful communication are critical.
• Some first year students may be experiencing breakaway
guilt. This phrase refers to a collection of feelings a person
may experience when they leave their family, community
and/or culture of origin to pursue education. Students can
experience a sense of loss, as if they are abandoning their
family or friends who remain in the community. Discussing
these feelings with you or other students who are going
through similar experiences may help alleviate some of the
burden these students feel.
Core Years
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• During their core years, students may continue to
encounter new situations – such as transferring, studying
abroad or taking an unpaid internship – that might impact
their families in new ways. Be sure to incorporate plans for
conversations with their families into the action planning
that you do with your students as they prepare for these
kinds of changes.
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Core Years
(cont.)

• As students advance in school, their academic and extracurricular responsibilities are likely to increase, and students
should be proactive in communicating these changes with
their family and re-setting expectations as needed.

Approaching
Graduation

• Post-graduation can also bring big changes: moving back
in with family or perhaps moving farther away for a job.
Encourage students to be thoughtful about what these
changes will mean for families too and how they might
communicate with loved ones about them.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Direct Message: "Hey [student], you mentioned that you'd like to move out of
your parents' house last time we spoke. Is this still your plan and if so, have you
talked with your family about it yet? Call or text me if you want to talk through
it."
Email: "Hey [student]! Hope your new classes are going well! Were you able to
talk with your family about your study needs over winter break? Let me know
how the conversation went."
Text: "Hi [student], I checked with [other student] and she said she'd be happy
to join us this week and share a bit about what her experience as a student
parent at [institution] has been like. Would [date] at [time] in the union coffee
shop still work for you to meet up?"

4

COACHING SESSION

Family demands is a topic that is worth touching upon briefly, especially
for first-year students, and raising proactively with students who have either
expressed concerns or experienced challenges in the past. A best practice is to
open up this topic broadly and allow for the students to come to you. Make it
clear that you are open to the conversation and part of the support system, but
be careful not to pressure students to talk about something that may not even
be a concern for them: be careful not to assume certain situations apply to all
your students.
We want to encourage students who may be feeling various pressures from
home (or may be putting pressure on themselves to offer as much support as
possible at home) to know that they're not alone, to seek out resources, and to
begin having these conversations with their families.

Key Messages
• Many Catalyze students are first-generation, which often means balancing their
own needs and aspirations with those of their families. Sometimes students
and their families are in total alignment, and sometimes not.
• College is a big change for both students and families, and it is normal
for there to be some tensions with such a big change; they are not alone
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in experiencing that. It’s important to normalize the conflicts between the
two that students might be experiencing, while helping them navigate those
conversations, so families can be a partner in the student’s journey.
• There can sometimes be misalignment in students’ and families’ understanding
of the best path to a degree and the opportunities such a degree will afford in
the future. Students may feel pressure to transfer to a school that has a lower
up-front cost, for instance, but also lower retention and graduation rates.
• Family demands evolve over time—a student may have a child, their parent
might get sick and require caretaking, or a spouse may lose a job that can
require a student to take on additional hours at work. Don’t take for granted
that a student’s relationships or responsibilities are the same as the last time
they had a coaching session.
• Family demands can have a direct impact on academic performance. If a
student is navigating the death of a family member, for instance, they may
struggle to keep up in classes. Asking questions is key when you see a student
struggling academically to make sure you are identifying the root of the issue.
• Communication is key to successfully navigating family demands; however,
sometimes a student’s family responsibilities cannot be negotiated and the
coaching they require may be centered on successful time management instead.

Questions for Students to Consider
• What is your current living situation—are you at home, on campus?
• How often do you talk to your parents/family about school? How have those
conversations been going?
• Has your relationship changed with your parents/family now that you are in
college? What do you like better about your relationship with your family now
that you are in college and what is more challenging?
• What kinds of things are you responsible for at home? How has it been going
trying to manage both school and those obligations?
• Do you feel pressure to declare a particular major or to get a certain job once
you graduate? How do you feel about that?
• Do you have a mentor or someone that you can talk to about balancing home
and school?

5

COACH RESOURCES
First Generation Resources
• First in the Family, advice and stories: firstinthefamily.org
• I'm First, online first-gen community: imfirst.org
• Pell Institute Study, Straight from the Source: pellinstitute.org/publicationsStraight_from_the_Source.shtml
• First Generation documentary website: firstgenerationfilm.com/
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Student Parent Resources
• Locating quality child care: childcareaware.org/
• Affordable housing provider: commonbond.org
• Tips for student parents: smartok.org/the-super-mom-plan/
• Publications focused on student parents: https://iwpr.org/issue/specialwebsites/student-parent-success-initiative/
• Tips for student parents: https://studentparents.org/student-life

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Other modules you may want to reference and consider when working with
your student include:
• Connecting on Campus
• Choosing a Major
• Study Abroad
• Career Planning
• Time Management

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
For students who share a personal story with you, make sure that you respond
and continue to build the relationship.
For students who offer advice to others through Facebook or email, be sure to
send a follow-up thank you note.
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NOTES:
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MODULE 11:
CAREER PLANNING
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Support students in their career planning process
• Help students identify their available career planning resources
• Inform students about career center services and the benefits of visiting the career center

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Identify and carry out relevant career planning activities
• Create a plan to visit the campus career center or utilize a new career center service

RELATED RESOURCES

• Ten Things to Know About Career Centers

STUDENT MATERIALS
• Professional Resume
• LinkedIn Profile

NOTES

B ACKGROUND
1 	

Effective career planning is a crucial part of preparing for graduation, but many
students struggle with this process as it can be difficult to determine when and
how to start. We want to help our students start this process early and make full
use of the available resources on their campus and in their networks. Regardless
of where a student currently is in their academic timeline or what kind of career
planning support they need, visiting the campus career center can be a beneficial
step in getting connected to relevant resources and services.
While all career planning paths are ultimately a unique combination of a
student’s interests, opportunities, and experiences, there are three main
aspects of career planning that we want all students to incorporate into their
undergraduate career:
• Self-Awareness and Reflection: In order to identify careers where they will
be successful and satisfied, students need to understand their own interests,
values, and strengths and how those will impact their experiences at work.
For some, this part of career planning occurs naturally as they progress
through their academics and other extracurricular experiences. For others,
assessing and reflecting might be an unfamiliar process that students will need
some prompting and guidance to practice. Their academic and professional
networks as well as their campus career centers are good resources to
recommend to students if they want additional support in this area.
• Exploration and Experience: Before a student can know what career is right
for them, they need to learn about their available options and what those
careers involve. Students might have been exposed to a variety of careers in
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their day-to-day life at this point, but odds are students might not know the
particulars of many jobs or even that certain kinds of jobs exist.
Encourage students to explore with a wide lens across fields that interest
them, and to look in depth at careers in their top choice field. They should
be identifying what tasks are involved in different positions, what skills are
needed to be successful, and if there are any additional certifications (such as
a graduate degree or a licensing process) required for that career. Students can
also explore through a variety of experiences; informational interviews and job
shadowing are accessible ways to get insight into a career, whereas internships
give the opportunity to build skills for a top choice career.
• Job Searching: Learning how to effectively job search is a vital skill for
students to develop. Effective job searching requires knowing where and how
to find out about current opportunities, as well as being prepared to submit
competitive application materials and navigate an interview if they advance in
the hiring process.
Even if students are a ways away from starting their post-graduate job search,
there are lots of ways they can be developing their job searching skills. Building
or expanding their professional network through LinkedIn and in-person
networking, researching best practices for resumes and applications in their
desired field, doing mock interviews, and identifying job boards and potential
employers are all things that students can be working on no matter where they
are in their academic career.
One of the best career planning resources that students have access to are their
campus career centers. Career centers are on campus to help all students with all
stages of their career exploration—they are dedicated to working with students
to explore options, gain professional skills, and determine a career path.
They share the common goal of preparing students for success after college.
However, many students are unaware of the range of services that career
centers offer. Even when students do know of available services, they often do
not have a clear understanding of how those services can benefit them. These
misconceptions about career centers can prevent students from seeking out
valuable resources.
This trend of students not accessing career center resources is concerning
when we consider the impact that career planning services can have on life after
graduation. According to the National Association of Colleges and Employers,
the likelihood of a student getting a job offer increased with the frequency of
career center use: "Students who used the career center four or more times
a semester were more likely to have job offers than those who used it once a
semester," and the median salary difference "between students from the Class
of 2010 who never went to career services ($35,978) and those who went four
or more times per semester ($41,714) [was more than $5,700]." Knowing these
impacts that career services can have, it is important to help our students see
the value and opportunity that career centers present, and support them in
accessing this resource.

Significance for College Possible Students
Like a lot of students, College Possible students may not know how they can
be making progress in their career planning while in school, and how to use
the career center on their campus to help with their career planning. As their
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coach, you can be a great additional resource to our students in their career
planning. You can offer to proofread resumes and cover letters, practice
interview questions, and identify opportunities for students to network or build
professional experiences. However, it is important to emphasize to students
that in your role as a coach, you are not a career planning professional, and your
support should be supplementing the student’s other work with professional
contacts on their campus and their professional contacts in their desired field.
Though we don’t want to shy away from helping students, we also know that
there are lots of people working in career centers who are experts in this area
and have access to a wider variety of career planning resources. We want our
students to seek out the experts and make full use of their services, continuing
to expand their network of support! You can extend the reach of these
professionals by making sure students are aware of upcoming events, like career
fairs or resume reviews, and making warm referrals to professionals who can
assist students in particular situations.
If students are not recognizing the value of prioritizing career planning while
still in school, remind them the positive impacts of using these services and
resources can extend far into their professional journey. As noted, there exists a
relationship between career center usage during undergraduate study and future
job offers and salaries, which is important to keep in mind when considering the
long term earning prospects of low-income students with degrees. Just as there
exists a divide between rates of degree completion for low-income students
and middle to upper-income students, recent research from the W. E. Upjohn
Institute for Employment Research indicates that even once low-income
students obtain degrees, they do not receive the same earnings boost as other
graduates. While the underlying causes of that earnings divide still need to be
studied and addressed in other ways, within the scope of our program we can
work with our students to elevate their individual career prospects and earning
potential.

Preparation
• Familiarize yourself with the materials in the ‘Resource’ section and the
materials listed above.
• Review the specifics of your campus Career Center:
◦◦Do you need to make an appointment?
◦◦What are the office hours?
◦◦Where is the office located?
◦◦What are some of the online resources that this office has for students?
◦◦Do they offer workshops or information sessions for students?
• Visit the career center to see what resources and handouts they have, and
collect copies to keep in your office to distribute to students.

Vocabulary
Academic Calendar, Advising Communities, Advisor/Academic Advisor, Audit
(a class), Career Center, Catalog, Credit, Department Chair, Developmental
Courses, Elective, Pre-requisite, Internships, Major, Minor, Pre-requisite,
Permission Number, Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) Report, Registrar’s
Office, Student Support Services (SSS)/TRIO Office, Transfer
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Campus Resources
• Registrar
• Career Center
• Advisors (academic, peer)
• Professors/Department Chairs

2

B ROAD OUTREACH

As noted above, career planning can be happening at all points on a student's
academic timeline, and career centers are valuable to students at any point in
their college journey. Broad outreach should help build students' understanding
of aspects of career planning as well as the career center—note its range of
services, hail the benefits and encourage students to visit. This is also a great
opportunity to utilize the experiences of older students and Community
Leaders, who can share their own stories.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Send out the ‘Ten Things to Know About Career Centers’ handout to students,
and encourage students to visit the career center, if they haven’t already this
semester. Or use each individual tip as a teaser each day on Facebook.
Share information about career center events through social media and by
posting fliers in your office space. Offer to connect interested students with
each other so they can attend events together.
Social Media: “Fun Fact: Your college career center is there to help you out even
AFTER you graduate! Don’t forget to use that resource that YOU PAY FOR!”
Social Media: “Students who have internship experiences get offered higher
starting salaries - about $5,000-$6,000 more! - than students who don't. Visit
your campus career center for internship help.”
Social Media: "I'm an ENFJ - what are you? My career center helped me learn
more about myself through assessments like Myers-Briggs, which helped me
pick a major and a career path. Take it from me: visit your career center!"

3

TARGETED OUTREACH

Use targeted outreach to highlight relevant services and career exploration
and development opportunities for students at various points in their journey.
First-year students and sophomores may be more focused on career and major
exploration and resume building, while students closer to graduation might be
more interested in networking, internships and interviewing support.

Additional Preparation
• Review student data for any information related to potential career paths and
interests. What kinds of classes have they been taking, and how have they
been doing in their various classes? What work experience do they have, and
what kinds of extracurriculars do they participate in? Have they visited their
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academic advisor and the career center or pursued other career planning
activities?
• Collaborate with Community Leaders to put on events that promote career
planning. Ideas include hosting a workshop for students to come together and
work on internship/job/graduate school applications, planning a photoshoot
to take headshots for LinkedIn profiles, and inviting campus staff to speak on
a panel about on-campus opportunities for professional development.

Differentiated Guidance
Year
Consider...
First Year/
• Career Centers may host workshops specifically for firstNew Enrollees year students to explore majors. Encourage students to
attend and begin to make connections with professional
and student staff in the Career Center.
• Suggest that students keep a running document detailing
their academic and professional experiences and potential
reference and networking contacts while they are in school.
Recording this information as it happens will be a useful
resource to draw from when filling out internship, job, and
graduate school applications in the future.
• Students who have recently completed the flagship high
school programming might have made a LinkedIn profile
already. Encourage students to keep their LinkedIn profile
updated and to connect with their professors and other
people they are meeting.
Core Years

• Encourage students to participate in job shadowing or
informational interviews in careers they are interested
in. This allows exploration into post-college life with the
ability to change paths if desired. It also helps students
identify what additional skills and experiences they would
need to develop outside of their classes to be successful in
that role.
• Recommend that students check out a job fair to see what
it is like. Even though they might not participate in one
until closer to graduation, it is helpful to get an idea of the
process so they will be prepared when the time comes for
them to actually attend.
• For students considering graduate or professional
schools, discuss the general preparation and application
timelines for programs so they can start planning ahead.
If programs in their intended field typically require a
standardized test (such as the GRE, LSAT, MCAT, etc.)
students will likely need to be studying and registering for
those before their final year.
• For students who have a profile, remind them to
keep using and updating their LinkedIn with their new
experiences and connections.
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Approaching
Graduation

• If they have not already, students should begin utilizing
professional networking sites like LinkedIn or their
school's career network portal. Encourage students to
keep their profiles updated and connect with their current
professional contacts as well as other new people in their
field.
• There is important social capital in networking,
specifically with alumni and potential employers, but taking
the steps to form those connections may be uncomfortable
for students. Helping them draft introductory messages
and role playing possible conversations could be helpful
for students to prepare for these interactions.
• If students are applying to enter graduate or professional
school right after graduation, they may need to be starting
the application process as early as the beginning of
their final year. Make sure to follow up early in the year
with students who have previously expressed interest in
graduate school to help them finalize their timeline.
• Hiring timelines vary by industry, so encourage students
to start looking at job postings before they enter their
last semester. If they have not already, they should start
identifying the best job boards for their desired field
and location, as well as researching specific prospective
employers.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Direct Message: “Hey [student]! I know you've been looking for an internship
this summer, want to stop by the career center with me later this week to ask
if they have any suggestions? I can introduce you to [a counselor], he's always
happy to answer questions and has helped some of the other CP students find
opportunities.”
Text: "Hey [student], you mentioned that you're starting your job search exciting! Have you thought about practicing your interview skills or polishing
your resume? Those little details can make a big difference on your applications,
and the Career Center has a workshop series starting this month that can help
you with all that. You can find the schedule of topics here [link], let me know if
you're interested in attending any of them and I can connect you with anyone
else I know that's going!"

4
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COACHING SESSION

Career planning and utilizing the career center is a topic that can be
incorporated into just about any coaching session, for younger students trying
to decide on a major or seniors considering their next step after graduation. The
goal is to support students in being proactive about career planning and utilizing
the resources that career centers offer.

As you are reaching out to students, use your own experiences to help you think
about how to talk to students. What was your career planning process like?
What kinds of steps did you take and what kinds of resources did you use?
What did you wish you knew about the career center that would have helped
you right away in college? As you progressed throughout your schooling, how
did you utilize the career center to help you prepare for life after graduation?

Key Messages
• Career planning is not a linear process, and there is no one right place to start.
Some students might have great resume writing skills but feel unprepared to
network in their field. Some students might know what they want to study
but still be unsure about what kind of job they want. There is no one timeline
or set of steps that will work for all students to follow. As their coach, it is
important to meet students where they are and support them in building
whatever aspect of their career plan they need assistance with at that time.
• Career centers cater to different needs for different students. A first-year
student may be looking for help with seeing what’s out there for career
choices, while a senior may need help with their graduate school applications
or preparing for a big job interview. Tailoring your recommendations to fit
the student's situation makes it more likely they will recognize the value of the
service and utilize it.
• As they are thinking about prospective careers, it is important for students
to consider graduate or professional school as a potential next step—while
many students may decide against these options at this time, for some students
pursuing postgraduate study would be a beneficial (or even necessary) course
of action for their desired career. Include post-graduate study as a topic in
broader career conversations, and identify students that are interested and help
them develop plans to learn more about post-graduate opportunities in their
field.
• While career centers are the primary resource for career planning on campuses,
students should also be seeking out other valuable sources to support them in
different parts of their planning. Forging relationships with their professors
will help students gather perspectives from within their discipline and
may lead to references or letters of recommendation in the future. Joining
undergraduate professional societies for their field will give students even more
networking and professional development opportunities.
• Talking about careers might also involve talking with students about standards
of 'professionalism'. Career centers work with students to help them learn the
current expected professional norms in the United States that employers and
administrators might look for when considering applicants. We want students
to recognize 'professionalism' as a set of skills and behaviors that can have an
impact on their career, and assist them in developing those skills if they choose
to. However, we should be mindful of the ways that a student's identities and
experiences can lead to varying understandings of 'professionalism', and that
students may choose to do things differently because of that.

Questions for Students to Consider
• Where would you say you're at in your career planning process? What steps
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have you already taken to explore and prepare for your future career, and
where do you want to focus your energy next?
• How would you describe your career interests? How confident do you feel
about identifying fields and positions that fit your interests and preferences?
• What is your current resume like? What are the strengths of your resume? Are
there ways that it could be improved or updated?
• What career center services would be most useful to you at this point? How
can you get the most value out of what the career center has to offer?
• What professional events and opportunities exist on your campus? How can
you most effectively take advantage of those opportunities?
• How would you describe your current professional network? In what ways
can/does that network support you with your career planning?
• How can College Possible best help support and supplement your career
planning process?

5

COACH RESOURCES
Research
• NACE 2010 Student Survey PDF: files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED526915.pdf

Tips
• Great guides, tips and videos on different aspects of career services: hamline.
edu/offices/career-development-center/how-do-i.aspx#major_and_career_
options
• Career planning checklist by year: rollins.edu/career-life-planning/index.html
• UC-Berkeley Job & Internship Guide: career.berkeley.edu/Guide/Guide
• Informational Interview Tips: shiftingcareers.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/01/29/
mastering-the-informational-interview/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0

Job/Internship Listings
• idealist.org
• linkedin.com
• indeed.com

Inspiration
• Ted Talk: ted.com/talks/tony_robbins_asks_why_we_do_what_we_do.html

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead:
As you are connecting with students, you will want to reference these other
modules:
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• Social Emotional Learning
• Graduation Planning
• Choosing a Major
• Connecting on Campus
• Making a Plan for Summer

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
Send thank you notes to any campus offices and staff members whom you
worked with for this module.
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NOTES:
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MODULE 12:
STUDY ABROAD
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Encourage students to consider studying abroad
• Connect students with resources to help them identify potential programs
• Support students who are going abroad in creating action plans and carrying out their preparation

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Explore study abroad options and determine whether studying abroad will fit into academic, financial and other plans
• If a viable program is identified, make plans to carry out necessary academic, financial and logistical preparations

RELATED RESOURCES
• None

STUDENT MATERIALS

• Graduation plan and/or degree audit
• Study Abroad catalog for their school

NOTES

B ACKGROUND
1 	

College is a unique time for students to expand their horizons—academically,
socially and globally! In addition to all the new experiences college brings, it is
also one of the rare opportunities a student can have to spend months away
from home exploring a new city, culture or country, all while earning college
credit. According to the 2017 Open Doors Report on International Educational
Exchange, "about 10 percent of all U.S. undergraduate students (including
community college students) will study abroad by the time they graduate."
Study abroad—or other campus-exchange programs—can expand a student’s
horizons, and it can make them more marketable as an employee once they get
ready to begin a job search.
Here’s an article that one of our students wrote regarding her experience
studying abroad:
Study Abroad with Scholarships
By Kabao Yang, Highland Park High School ’06, Smith College
On August 23, 2008, I double-checked my suitcases to see if I had packed everything I
needed for Seoul, Korea. I was both nervous and excited about the new adventure I was about
to experience.
The moment I got into my apartment in Korea, my roommates and I threw everything at the
door and rushed around taking pictures for memories. I was worried about the time difference,
but I slept like a baby that night and was ready for new adventures the next day.
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I participated in planning a trip to help us learn more about the Korean culture and customs
before school started. We climbed mountains, visited famous temples, slept on traditional
Korean beds, ate all kinds of Korean food and wore HanBoks (traditional Korean outfit).
Once school started, exploring Korea was a never-ending process, from the nightlife to the
countryside.
Of course all of this came with a price and I, like many other students, could not afford to
pay the program fees out my own pocket. Neither could my parents.
Fortunately, there are generous scholarships, such as the Benjamin A. Gilman International
Scholarship, to help cover the cost of studying abroad. This scholarship replaced the loans I
would have taken out for living expenses abroad. The application process is time consuming,
but the outcome of my experience made every minute I spent on the application worth more
than I could ever imagine. In addition, everything was done online; there was very little paper
work that needed to be sent.
I encourage all students to think about studying abroad. It will definitely help shape your
thinking about what to do with your life or career path: it did for me. And when you do,
check out scholarships to help you.
Study abroad opportunities can be incredible experiences—but students should
understand how they fit into their academic and financial plans. Different study
abroad experiences offer different credits or internships, different applications
to major requirements, and may preclude other opportunities, some of which
may be vital to long-term planning (e.g., a student’s required prerequisite for
their major is offered only in the semester when the student is planning to be
gone). Students should talk to their advisor to make sure any study abroad
programs they are interested in will fit in with their overall academic program.
Likewise, there are financial considerations. Some schools and programs
may allow a student to use existing financial aid to help pay for the overseas
program. Again, it is worth discussing with a financial aid advisor, to be sure the
financial impact of study abroad is clear.
Not all study away opportunities are overseas! There are exchange programs,
like HECUA or Chicago Urban Studies, that offer students the opportunity to
study in a US city, much like a study abroad term (these types of programs are
also a good option for students who cannot leave the country, but still want the
experience of studying off-campus).

Significance for College Possible Students
Our students are as deserving of a study abroad experience as any other, and we
want to be as encouraging about their opportunity to do so as possible! At the
same time, we need to make sure we’re helping them understand and plan for
potential financial and academic implications. Doing a semester, J-term, summer
or year away is not for everyone and we should be careful not to push students
into this. Studying abroad doesn’t suit everyone and is especially geared toward
students who have a strong academic record, are making progress toward their
degree and have a clear plan and reason for the semester (or year) away.
Low-income students like College Possible students may be especially worried
about the financial implications of a study abroad program. Even if financial
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aid works well with their intended program, there are often travel costs or
other expenses that students will have to figure out how to cover (and may not
even realize they will incur). Catalyze students who are thinking about studying
abroad should be sure they understand the full cost of a program; they should
prepare a budget, if needed; and they should look into special scholarships to
support study abroad opportunities, such as the Gilman Scholarship described
earlier.
Some of our students may also face family resistance to the idea of going
overseas. In this case, your job is not to comment on the merits of the family’s
position, but rather, to understand and support students in making their own
decisions.

Preparation
• Review the materials in the resource section, and review your campus's study
abroad office information and program offerings.
• You may have students who were abroad recently. Contact them directly to see
if they would be willing to share their experiences with other College Possible
students. Start by reaching out to the Community Leaders!
• Research upcoming campus study abroad information sessions and application
timelines, and plot those out on a calendar.
• Think about your own experience:
◦◦Did you study abroad?
◦◦Did you have friends who studied abroad?
◦◦What were some of the positives of a semester away from campus?
◦◦What were some of the considerations that you had to make (i.e.
financially, socially, and academically) that went into your decision to or
not to study abroad?

Vocabulary
Academic Calendar, Advisor/Academic Advisor, Catalog, Consortium, Credit,
Elective, Fellowship, Financial Aid Office, General Education Requirements/
Generals/Distribution Credits/Liberal Arts Requirements, Pass/Fail, Prerequisite, Scholarships, Study Abroad/Off-Campus Studies, Tuition

Campus Resources
• Study Abroad Office
• Advisor
• Multicultural Office
• Financial Aid Office
• Departmental Chairs
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2

B ROAD OUTREACH

The purpose of broad outreach around this topic is to ensure that students
are aware of study abroad opportunities so that they can decide whether it's
something they'd like to pursue. This is also a great chance to provide students
who have studied abroad an opportunity to share their stories—that may inspire
students who are considering it with some additional confidence. Your broad
outreach will help you identify the students who are interested and need more
support.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Post on Facebook and/or email regarding study abroad. Ask for students who
have done a term abroad or a campus exchange program to share their stories
with you (and other Catalyze students). Follow up by sharing via Facebook and
email a list of different locations that other Catalyze students have studied.
Social Media: "Exactly three years ago today I boarded a plane to spend a
semester in [location]. Study abroad was by far one of the most valuable
experiences I have ever had. Have YOU thought about a semester abroad? Let's
talk!"
Social Media: “Have you thought about studying abroad? Do you receive a
federal Pell Grant? If you said yes to both, the Gilman International Scholarship
can help you make studying abroad more affordable! [scholarship link] Like this
post if you want to talk more about applying for this amazing opportunity.”
Social Media: “Study abroad can be an AMAZING college experience.
Interested? Stop by the study abroad office at [time] tomorrow for a workshop
on how to apply…and how to best plan and prepare for your future trip once
you're accepted!”

3

TARGETED OUTREACH

For those students who expressed interest in studying abroad or might be a
great candidate for a specific opportunity, reach out to offer to connect them
to resources for exploring and preparing for programs, as well as offering wour
own support with the process.
While it's good to encourage students to consider it, this is not something that
we want to push on them, so further follow-up past initial outreach should be
limited to students who are actively pursuing opportunities.

Additional Preparation
• Review student data available through your institution and in CoPilot to
identify any students that have indicated an interest in studying abroad or are
in programs that require that they study abroad. Follow up with them to clarify
their interest, and identify ways you can support them in their planning.
• Collaborate with Community Leaders to come up with ways to support
students who are planning to go abroad, are currently abroad, or are returning
from being abroad. Ideas include hosting workshops for students to work on
study abroad applications or other travel paperwork, making cards to send to
students on longer trips, and organizing opportunities for students returning
from trips to share their experiences with other students.
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Differentiated Guidance
Year
Consider...
First Year/
• It is uncommon for students to study abroad during their
New Enrollees first year, but it is a great time to start looking at options.
Encourage students to seek out information about the
different ways they can travel (academic exchange, service
trips, research, institutional programs, etc.) and what the
eligibility criteria and application timelines are for programs
they are interested in.
Core Years

• These are the most common years for students to study
abroad. Utilize the Graduation Planning module to help
students plan the ideal time for them to participate in a
study abroad program.

Approaching
Graduation

• There are several post-graduate opportunities to live, work
and travel abroad. If students are interested, encourage
them to speak with their faculty advisor or study abroad
office for ideas.
• Some schools let graduating seniors finish up a small
amount of remaining credits during the summer after
graduation. Study abroad is a popular way to do this.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Text: "Hey [student], how is the study abroad application going? What are you
thinking for next steps? Let me know how I can help!"
Personal Email: "Hi [student]. Have you heard of this program before: [link]?
I just learned about it from [other student] and thought it’d be the perfect
opportunity for you! What do you think? If you're interested, I can set up a
time for the three of us to chat about her experience. She loved the trip and is
psyched to talk about it!"
Direct Message: "Hey [student], I remember you said that you were interested
in studying abroad in [location] and wanted help with financial aid. Here's a
scholarship I found - check it out and tell me if it's useful or not! [link]"

4

COACHING SESSION

Unlike some other topics, study abroad isn't one that we necessarily discuss with
every student. For students who have expressed interest or those who are great
candidates for the opportunity (strong grades, on track or ahead with credits,
etc.), our goal is to offer encouragement, and help them weigh the pros and
cons—and for those who decide to pursue it, help them make and carry out a
plan. Since most students study abroad during their junior year and it can take
6 to 12 months of planning, the ideal timing for this conversation is fall of
sophomore year.
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When incorporating this topic into a coaching session for the first time, the goal
is to make sure that students know about the option to study abroad and gauge
their interest in the opportunity. If they're interested, help them create an action
plan with next steps, like visiting the study abroad office and talking with their
advisor to see if it will fit into their academic plans. Some low-income students
may automatically assume that they cannot afford to go abroad, so let them
know about scholarship opportunities—it may or may not work financially, but
it shouldn't hold students back from exploring. Our students are as deserving of
a study abroad experience as others and we want students to make an informed
decision.
For those who have decided to go abroad, ensure that they are aware of and
connected with the relevant campus offices and resources, and make a warm
referral to your contacts if they have not already accessed those services. Offer
your support as they prepare and help them think through common challenges,
like homesickness, and how they might work through them.

Key Messages
• Studying abroad is a great opportunity for students to expand their horizons,
meet new people, get outside of their comfort zone and enhance their global
and social awareness.
• There are many study abroad scholarships available that help cover program
costs, travel costs and tuition not otherwise covered by financial aid. Applying
to relevant scholarships is an important part of the preparation process and
can make study abroad a much more accessible option.
• Students are still able to make progress toward a degree by studying abroad,
but they have to plan for it! Some might use this experience to meet a language
requirement, some might take classes for their specific major or program, and
others might be taking care of remaining general education requirements.
Remind students that they can still make study abroad work for them and
their plans even if there is not a specific program for their major. The most
important thing is that students have a strong academic track record, be
progressing toward their degree, and have a clear-cut purpose and plan.
• Students who are interested in studying abroad should be planning for about
a year ahead. They should consult with their academic advisor in order to
determine when they could go abroad and then work backwards. Their plans
should account for their academic schedule for the time they are abroad as well
as the semesters leading up to and following their trip, their budget to cover
upfront costs as well as expenses while they are abroad, and their timeline for
completing application materials or any other eligibility requirements (such as
obtaining a passport or visa) for the programs they are applying to.
• The logistical considerations and potential challenges of studying abroad
might seem daunting for some interested students, but it also provides an
excellent opportunity to practice self-management skills like goal-setting and
organization. There are also many supports on campus that they can access to
help them navigate the process and hold them accountable to their plans.
• By studying abroad, students may extend time to their degree, depending on
how many credits they are earning while away from campus. It is essential for
students to meet with their academic advisors during their exploration and
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planning process to evaluate the potential impacts on their path to graduation.
Students should also factor any extra time towards degree completion into the
financial implications, along with the cost of the program.
• If the school doesn’t offer a location or a program that they are interested in,
it is possible for students to apply to programs through other colleges and
universities.

Questions for Students to Consider
• Why do you want to study abroad? What do you hope to gain by doing so?
• What study abroad options are available to you? What kinds of programs or
experiences are you interested in?
• When would be best for you to study abroad? How long are you interested in
being abroad?
• How would studying abroad fit into your other academic plans? Would you
extend your time to graduation by going abroad?
• What are the financial considerations for this trip? How does your intended
program factor into your financial aid package for the year?
• Have you talked to your family about this opportunity and are they supportive?
How are you feeling about being away from friends and family during the trip?
• What excites you about studying abroad? What makes you nervous?

5

COACH RESOURCES
Scholarships
• List of scholarships: studyabroad.com/scholarships.aspx
• Gilman Scholarship: iie.org/en/Programs/Gilman-Scholarship-Program

Programs
• HECUA: hecua.org
• Associated Colleges of the Midwest off-campus study programs: acm.edu/
off_campus_study/index.html
• SIT: sit.edu
• Cultural Experiences Abroad: gowithcea.com

Articles & Research
• US Senate Resolution: vistawide.com/studyabroad/year_of_study_
abroad2006.htm
• Study on Impact of Study Abroad Experience: https://www.insidehighered.
com/news/2016/06/01/report-examines-impact-national-study-abroadscholarship-program-low-income-students
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6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Other modules you may want to reference and consider when working with
your student include:
• Graduation Planning
• Checking and Savings
• Scholarships
• Family Demands
• Connecting on Campus

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
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MODULE 13:

MAKING A PLAN FOR SUMMER
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Encourage students to strategically use summer breaks for academic, professional, and/or financial development
• Provide information and additional resources to students to help them identify which summer opportunities would be
best for them
• Support students in making an action plan and carrying out the necessary steps

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Explore options for productive summer activities
• Make a plan to do something that advances degree completion or professional/personal goals

RELATED RESOURCES
• Making Summer Count

NOTES

STUDENT MATERIALS
• Course catalog

• Resume

• Study Abroad catalog

• Unofficial transcript

B ACKGROUND
1 	

Because of the K-12 academic calendar in our country, most students associate
summer with an extended break. While students hopefully have the chance
to recharge for the fall semester, summers during college present a unique
opportunity to continue their learning and advance their academic, personal or
professional goals, many of which they might not be able to fit into a typical
semester. Some examples include:
• Taking a class to either get ahead or catch up on credits
• Doing an internship
• Working full-time
• Participating in an off-campus study opportunity
• Studying for a graduate school entrance exam or working on applications
There are a lot of different ways a student can have a successful and fulfilling
summer, but it can require some forethought and planning. Students will
need to practice their decision making skills when researching opportunities,
evaluating their options and deciding upon summer activities that best fit their
situations and align with their overall goals.

Significance for College Possible Students
Since finances are a big factor in student attendance decisions, many College
Possible students fall into two camps: those who want to take summer courses
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in the hope of moving through college faster and cheaper, and those who need
to work full-time. Both of these are great options and good ways to use the
summer, but each come with some extra planning and things to consider.
For students who are working full-time, we want to make sure that they are
creating and following a budget that will help them save any additional dollars
toward their tuition and/or academic expenses.
Summer school may be a great option for some students, but it is important that
a student knows exactly what the cost is, and how they are going to pay for it.
In most cases, the summer term is in the financial aid calendar of the previous
year. For example, if a student chooses to register for a class in the summer of
2020, they will be drawing on financial aid from the 2019-20 academic calendar.
The Pell Grant is only available for 12 full-time semesters, so if they are using
part of the Pell Grant to pay for summer classes, it means they will have fewer
dollars available to them during a full semester. Students should be careful about
how many summer sessions they choose to use their aid for so that they don’t
run out before they finish their degree.

Preparation
• Review supplemental resources and get familiar with the material.
• Connect with the career center and/or campus employment office to learn
more about available job opportunities on and around campus during the
summer.
• Investigate the summer calendar for classes and programs offered by your
institution.
• Connect with your financial aid contact(s)/office and review how summer
school financial aid works at your institution.
• Spend some time thinking about what you did over the summer between
college semesters:
◦◦Attend summer classes?
◦◦Work?
◦◦Do an internship?
◦◦Travel?

Vocabulary
Internship, Externship, Advising Communities, Advisor/Academic Advisor,
Career Center, Catalog, Credit, GRE/LSAT/MCAT/DDAT, Graduate School,
Study Away, Financial Aid Office

Campus Resources
• Registrar
• Career Center
• Advisors (academic, peer)
• Study Abroad program/department
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B ROAD OUTREACH

The goals of doing broad outreach about summer plans are to encourage
students to make intentional and strategic decisions about using their time to
further their goals, as well as to share potential opportunities and refer students
to informational and support resources. Remind students that you are available
to help them explore their options and support them in making and completing
action plans.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Share the "Making Summer Count" handout via Facebook or email and
encourage students to respond with options they are considering or planning
for their summer.
Share stories or pictures from activities you did over your summers, such
as study abroad/away programs, jobs and internships, or other valuable
experiences. Ask students, especially the Community Leaders, to contribute their
own pictures or stories from their past summers.
Social Media post: "Not sure yet what you're going to do this summer? Want
to gain work experience and develop your skills? Consider doing an internship!
Stop by my office and we can talk about finding opportunities and applying!"
Mass email: "Have you made a plan for a productive summer yet? Whether
you are staying around campus, heading home or thinking about pursuing
opportunities somewhere new, it's important to explore your options and start
planning early. If you want to talk through your ideas about this summer and
how to use that time to work on your goals, follow the link at the end of the
email to set up some time on my calendar—I'm here to support you however I
can!"

3

TARGETED OUTREACH

Individualized outreach to students should aim to connect students to resources
and opportunities that would further their particular personal, academic
and career goals and needs. Follow up with students who expressed interest
in response to broad outreach, as well as students who either have not yet
indicated that they have started planning for summer or who you believe would
benefit from additional support with planning. This includes:
• Students who want to catch up or get ahead on credits
• Students who have not yet completed a required Study Abroad or internship
• Students who want to build experience in or explore a career field
• Students who have had gaps/account balances for previous semesters

Additional Preparation
• Review student data and identify students who might be behind on credits or
who have yet to complete other program requirements and could benefit from
taking a summer class.
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• Review student data and identify students who are likely to have a financial gap
in the fall or have expressed interest in working over the summer.
• Collaborate with your Community Leaders on ways to promote summer
planning. Some ideas include coordinating study groups for students taking
summer classes, preparing for and attending internship fairs as a group, and
hosting a goal-setting workshop where students can meet 'accountabilibuddies'
to check in with over the summer.

Differentiated Guidance
Year
First Year/
New Enrollee

Consider...
• The first summer after college may be difficult for
students to readjust to life in their home communities.
Encourage students to make a plan to stay connected with
peers and other members of their campus community.
• This is a good time for students who are undecided to
explore academic and career interests via job shadowing or
volunteering.
• Students need to be preparing over the summer for their
transition back to school in the fall. They are likely to have
less structured support as second-year students, and it will
be up to them to make sure they are keeping track of and
completing any administrative and logistical tasks that need
to be done to return to campus.

Core Years

• There is often a lot of emphasis on persistence from
first to second year, but it is just as important for students
to get support in persisting for their remaining years of
college. Over their summers they will still need to be
engaging in activities that support their academic success.
• Especially for students who do not have time or do not
have access to professional development opportunities in
their field while in school, the summers are an important
time to seek out opportunities to gain experience.

Approaching
Graduation

• Some seniors might have final academic requirements
that they need to finish up during their last summer, like
submitting a capstone project or taking a final class--make
sure students are prioritizing those requirements over
other transition plans so that they officially complete their
degree.
• As students approach their final semester, they may
no longer have summer breaks to plan for, and instead
need to be preparing for their post-graduate life. Talk to
students about how their living arrangements, budget, and
work life are going to be changing now that they are no
longer planning their time around school.
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Outreach Ideas and Examples
Text: "Hey, now that you're all set with registration for next year, we should
start talking summer plans. What are you interested in accomplishing over your
break? I'm here to help in any way I can!"
Direct Message: "Hi [student], I found some information about summer
financial aid and transferring credits from [Community College] to [current
school]. This would be good to look into if you're still interested in taking a
class even though you're going home for the summer. Check out the link and
let me know what your thoughts are, we can make a plan together to get this set
up! [link]"
Direct Message: "Hey [student]! Last time we talked you mentioned that you still
have to complete an internship requirement for your major. Are you thinking
about trying to do one this summer? I'm happy to talk with you more about
opportunities and preparing applications!"

4

COACHING SESSION

The point of discussing summer plans with students is to help them explore
options for and make a plan to pursue summer opportunities that are aligned
with their overall college and personal goals. Whether through finding a summer
internship (or starting a search for one during the academic year), working fulltime, or participating in an off-campus study opportunity, we want to support
students in getting the most of what they need out of their experience. We also
want to help students avoid any potential negative impacts of their plans by
guiding them through the right questions and things to consider.

Key Messages
• Encourage students to be thinking early about what their summer holds and
making a plan so that it is as active and productive as they need it to be. Doing
something—anything—over the summer is a good way to stay engaged and on
the college path.
◦◦Internships to gain experience or satisfy a degree requirement
◦◦Work full-time to save for the next academic year
◦◦Volunteering or job shadowing to explore potential career interests
◦◦Attend an off-campus study or travel opportunity that you wouldn’t be
able to do during the academic year
◦◦Take a summer class to keep your mind sharp and get ahead on credits
• Attending summer classes can be a great way to take a pre-requisite class
or to earn additional credits toward your degree. However, financial aid for
summer classes can be a bit tricky so it is best to have a clear understanding
of what financial impacts there will be before registering for a summer class.
Sometimes students who thought that they were doing a good thing by taking
classes to either catch up on credits or get ahead are met with large balances
on their account at the start of the fall semester because they did not check if
their financial aid would be impacted by enrolling for another semester.
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• There are lots of options for summer courses beyond the typical classroom
based courses at a student's institution. If a student would benefit from getting
credits over the summer but does not want to (or cannot afford to) do so at
their school, encourage them to look into taking online classes or a class at a
community college or other institution closer to their home. Students will need
to work with an academic and/or transfer advisor to make sure that they are
selecting courses that will transfer and count towards their requirements.
• If a student is undocumented or does not want to study abroad but is still
interested in traveling and experiencing a new place, suggest that they look
into 'Study Away' opportunities either offered by their own institution or
at other schools in the United States. Many schools have summer learning
programs that are more hands-on and are open to students from other
institutions. Encourage students to consult with relevant experts about their
documentation status when making plans.
• Working and earning a lot of money over the summer is great, but it may have
an impact on a student's financial aid in the future. Remember to talk with
students about setting up a budget so that they are able to continue from one
year to the next, even if their EFC fluctuates.
• Many summer opportunities like internships and study abroads start hiring
or filling spots long before the summer actually starts, so students should be
looking into options early as well.
• Depending on their living situation, students might need to make alternate
housing plans for the summer. Students living in the dorms who want to stay
at school over the summer will need to look into what housing is available on
and around campus during that break. Students pursuing jobs or internships
away from school and home will need to look into short-term housing options
in their desired location.

Questions for Students to Consider
• What are you most interested in doing for the summer?
• What summer activities would best advance your academic and professional
goals?
• What can you be doing this summer to ensure you are academically and
financially prepared to return to classes in the fall?
• In what ways can your coach best support you in identifying, exploring and
preparing for your summer break?

5

COACH RESOURCES
General Articles
• shiftingcareers.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/01/29/mastering-the-informationalinterview/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0
• professionals.collegeboard.com/guidance/prepare/summer
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Finding an Internship
• idealist.org
• goabroad.com/intern-abroad
• internshipprograms.com
• internmatch.com

Studying Abroad
• sit.edu
• gowithcea.com

Volunteering Opportunities
• volunteermatch.org
• idealist.org
• handsonnetwork.org

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Other modules you may want to reference and consider when working with
your students include:
• Study Abroad
• Career Planning
• Budgeting
• Graduation Planning

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
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MODULE 14:

SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN CRISIS
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Respond to student crisis in a supportive, helpful, and appropriate manner
• Refer and connect student to campus or local resources that will aid them in addressing their concern
• Assist student in determining which campus entities to notify of their situation
• Continue offering sustainable support

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Decide what action steps to take to respond to the crisis situation
• Access/utilize relevant campus or local resources that will help and support them with their situation
• Inform relevant school faculty or administrators about their situation and discuss its educational impact with them

RELATED RESOURCES
• None

NOTES

STUDENT MATERIALS
• None

B ACKGROUND
1 	

Students might experience crises during their time in college that have impacts
for them both on a personal level and on their ability to persist in school. In
this module, we are using the term ‘crisis’ to refer to immediate situations
that disrupt a student's typical equilibrium and produce significant emotional,
mental, or physical distress. While there might be ongoing or structural factors
that contribute to a crisis, this module is primarily focused on responding to a
student’s urgent concerns. The following content covers general crisis-response
recommendations, as well as additional information about specific crises that
students might face (housing insecurity, food insecurity, interpersonal/domestic
violence, and mental health crises).
Regardless of whether the crisis is a sudden event or part of a longer ongoing
situation, it is important to be prepared to appropriately and effectively react
to students’ concerns and provide support to them in those times. In order to
best serve students that are experiencing a crisis, coaches should follow the 4R
framework:
1. Recognize: The first step in supporting a student in crisis is identifying
that there is a situation impacting the student to the point of significant
emotional, mental, or physical distress. It is also important to differentiate
a crisis from a more extreme situation like an emergency, or from other
experiences that might be difficult for a student but are not crisis level—
these different kinds of situations require different responses. Consult with
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your supervisor if you need support determining if you should respond to
the student’s situation as a 'crisis.'
In some cases, a student might directly bring an issue to your attention by
disclosing an issue or asking for your support. However, it is also important
to be sensitive to indirect indications that students are experiencing a crisis,
such as a sudden or extreme change in behavior, a significant drop in
academic performance, or intense emotional or psychological distress. If
you notice these or other indirect signs, be alert for any further indications
that they are dealing with a crisis situation.
2. Respond: When responding to a student in crisis, it is important to
demonstrate that you are there to support them by listening to their
experience, by seeking understanding of their situation, and by identifying
ways that you can be there for them in that moment.
We care about our students as people first, and their safety and well-being
are top considerations in moments of crisis. While it is important to help
the student navigate the impacts that a crisis can have on their personal
and academic life, that begins only after we have expressed our care and
concern for the well-being of the student and have supported them in their
immediate needs and concerns.
3. Refer: Ultimately, the role of a coach is to support students as they persist
through to graduation; you can do that most effectively and efficiently in
crisis situations by connecting students to resources that are best suited
to address their immediate and long term concerns. This process includes
providing them information about available and appropriate resources,
assisting them in accessing the resource(s) they choose to utilize, and
providing ongoing support to the student as they navigate their situation.
In your role as a coach you are not a designated counseling or social work
professional and should not attempt the work of one. It is important to
remember that professionals have access to different systems and resources
through their positions that enable them to offer different kinds of support
to students. Your support supplements the work of professionals, and it
should not replace it.
4. Report: If a student discloses to you that you they are experiencing a
crisis or have demonstrated likely indications of a serious concern, it is
important to consult with your supervisor right away to determine what is
the appropriate course of action to take.
While this module contains helpful information and guidelines, it is simply a
jumping-off point for you and your supervisor to develop an individualized
plan. All students and all crisis situations are unique, and it is necessary for
you to consult with your supervisor about the specifics of each incidence as
it arises so that we can make sure students are receiving the support that is
best for them.
Ultimately it is up to the student themselves to decide how they want to proceed
in a crisis situation. They are experts of their own lives and experiences. As their
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coach you can present them with information and resources and help them
think through ideas and options, but it is the right and responsibility of the
student to determine what is best for them personally.

Significance for College Possible Students
Navigating a crisis while in school can be difficult for all students, regardless of
their socioeconomic background. However, as low-income and first-generation
students, our students might not have access to or be familiar with all the
support services and resources that exist at or near their school. Students who
did not have many campus connections before starting their undergraduate
career may not yet have a strong support network at school that can help them
with their situation. Additionally, students’ other support networks off campus
might not be familiar with the resources or processes of the student's school
and school community. This difference in access to resources and support
can lead to crisis situations having a disproportionately negative effect on our
students’ ability to stay in school while dealing with a crisis issue.
When experiencing a crisis, students may have particular concerns that can
impact what actions they are comfortable taking. For example, a first-generation
low-income student might be worried about revealing their housing or food
insecurity at school for fear of being stigmatized for their economic status.
Students may also be worried about how their family will react to them asking
for support in a crisis situation, particularly if the crisis is of a sensitive nature
or their family is not already supportive of their academic pursuits. While
students’ identities, communities, and experiences can influence how they react
and respond to a crisis situation, they are among many other contributing
factors that influence how a student might experience a crisis. It is important to
keep the student’s personal situation in mind when discussing next steps so that
together you can identify what options they are comfortable with and would
work best for them.

UNDOCUMENTED STUDENT NOTE
Undocumented students may potentially encounter additional barriers when
trying to access support in a crisis situation due to their documentation
status. Similarly, they might also be more hesitant to pursue potential support
options due to concerns that it might expose them to other difficulties. Help
undocumented students connect with relevant experts for additional support.

Preparation
• Review the content of this module and the information provided in the linked
Coach Resources.
• Discuss the content of this module with your supervisor, and review your
school's policies and practices for supporting students in crisis.
• Research relevant local resources dedicated to student support. Examples
include: support groups, social services, and community-based organizations.
• Review the kinds of support services available to students on your campus.
Visit the offices and collect copies of resources and handouts to distribute to
students when needed.
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Vocabulary
Crisis, Food Insecurity, Housing Insecurity, Mental Health, Domestic Violence,
Multi-Cultural Office, Advisor/Academic Advisor, Student Support Services
(SSS)/TRIO Office, R.A. (Resident Assistant)/C.A (Community Advisor),
Counseling Center

Campus Resources
• Student Support Services
• Counseling Center
• Academic Advisor
• Health Center
• Dean of Students
• Housing Services
• Title IX Coordinator

2

B ROAD OUTREACH

The purpose of broad outreach on potential crisis topics is to share material
and resources that might be useful to students who are experiencing a crisis, as
well as to indicate to students that they can come to you for support.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Put together a list of student support resources on your campus and send it
out to students with a note about all the people at the school who are there to
support them. Let students know that you are also there for them, and would be
happy to help them access those resources.
Identify national months/weeks/days dedicated to the awareness of different
concerns students might experience, and share an article or link to a resource
during that time.
Social Media: “October is National Emotional Wellness Month! Check out [this
article] about strategies for promoting emotional health, and pick some to try.
Interested in learning more about emotional health resources on campus and in
our area? Schedule a meeting with me and we can talk!”

3

TARGETED OUTREACH

Targeted outreach for crisis situations is limited to students who have disclosed
that they are experiencing a crisis, unless otherwise instructed by your
supervisor. If you and your supervisor have already discussed the situation
and have decided it is appropriate, targeted outreach might also be directed at
students who have shown indications that they might be experiencing a crisis.

Additional Preparation
• Review student data to re-familiarize yourself with other aspects of the
student's current situation.
• Compile some information to share with the student during or after your
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conversation about relevant support services and how to access them
(location, contact information, hours, etc.).
• Make a warm referral or a personal introduction with a student to an
appropriate helping professional on campus who can support them in a crisis.

Differentiated Guidance
Crisis

Consider...

Food
Insecurity

• Food insecurity is not necessarily a static state. This
might be a first time or short-term issue for some
students, and a common experience for others. For
students who are unaware of their immediate options,
connect them with information about food shelves and
food pantries in their area—some schools have campus
locations, and some communities have mobile services.
• For students who are concerned about long-term food
security, direct students to more stable resources. In some
states college students are eligible to receive benefits
through government assistance programs; encourage
students to look into the specific qualification criteria in
their location.
• Food insecurity can be a result of many different factors,
and while financial reasons are common, we should
not assume food insecurity can be addressed by money
management. For example, food insecurity can be caused
by inaccessibility for students who live in food deserts,
or be a result of students prioritizing a fixed expense like
their housing costs.

Housing
Insecurity

• Many schools have support services that can help
students who are experiencing issues with both oncampus and off-campus housing. Encourage students
to connect with student support and housing services at
their school.
• Students who are experiencing housing insecurity may
not necessarily be “homeless”—they might have a place
to stay for the time being, just not a secure place.
• Students might not necessarily want to change their
housing status at the moment, but instead might want
assistance handling administrative or logistical issues that
arise due to not having a permanent address.
• Housing insecurity can sometimes occur following other
crisis experiences—if this is the case for your student,
you should also assist them in connecting with additional
relevant resources for their situation. Check with your
supervisor if you aren't sure what resources may be
appropriate.
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Crisis

Consider...

Domestic/
Interpersonal
Violence

• Disclosing experiences with violence can often be
emotionally difficult for students. Remember to prioritize
the student's feelings, listen without judgment and without
asking invasive questions, and avoid commenting on the
student's experience or how they are responding to it.
• Many schools have ‘mandatory reporting’ policies that
require faculty to notify police and/or a campus office if a
member of the school community discloses an experience
with domestic or sexual violence. Encourage students to
look into their school policies and take them into account
when deciding where to seek support and resources.

Mental Health

• Many students internalize stigmas about mental health
that make it difficult for them to acknowledge their
experience or seek support (both socially and from
professionals). Validate their feelings and express your
support, and offer to help them reach out to another
resource.
• It is important to differentiate between a student’s
ongoing mental health concerns and moments of
particular crisis, and respond to each appropriately.
A student in a crisis situation needs to be connected
with crisis-response resources instead of more general
treatment or support resources.
• Mental health crises can sometimes occur following
other crisis experiences. When working with students on
other crisis issues, it can be helpful to check-in about their
mental health as well.
• As their coach, it is not appropriate to try and determine
specifics of the student's mental health concerns or
recommend particular courses of action. Instead,
encourage students to utilize professional mental-health
resources equipped to do so.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Text Message: "That sounds like a difficult situation, I am sorry to hear that you
have been dealing with that. Is there anything I can do to support you during
this time? I would be happy to help connect you with [someone] from the
counseling center if you are interested."
Direct Message: "You said that there is a lot going on right now, and it seems
like you are pretty worried about your housing situation. If you want, we can
focus on that and come up with some ideas for addressing it and make a plan to
get things taken care of. How does that sound?"
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COACHING SESSION

As coaches it is important to recognize what your capacity, role, and boundaries
are when supporting students during a crisis. Your time, energy, and resources
are limited, making it necessary to make decisions about what kind and what
amount of support you can personally offer a student while still meeting the
needs of others in your cohort. Do not overcommit to a student—it is better to
follow through on a realistic offer than fall short of a promised but unattainable
one.

Key Messages
• It is important to listen to the student and let them share their perspective first
before turning the conversation to next steps and resources. Students might
be apprehensive about disclosing this personal information, and giving them
space to tell their story lets them know you recognize their experience and are
making an effort to understand their situation.
• Every person reacts differently to different situations. When discussing the
student's experience, it is important to respond sensitively, reserve judgment,
and follow the student’s lead—avoid labeling their experience unless the
student does so themselves, and pay attention to their comfort level when
discussing the topic.
• Be mindful of the kinds of questions you ask students about their situations.
While it is good to ask questions that help you understand context and
clarify your student’s feelings and needs, recognize that students might be
uncomfortable with questions that they interpret as invasive or judgmental.
• Ultimately it is up to students to decide what next steps they want to take, but
we can assist them in exploring options. Even once they have made a decision,
students might still be hesitant to access a resource. You can help them build
upon their SEL skills and foster self advocacy by helping them research
the process for connecting with a service provider and practice asking for
assistance.
• In reality, many crises involve intersecting issues and there are many possible
combinations of support resources that students can access to address their
various needs. While we hope that students connect with as many resources as
they need to, we also recognize that this process can be time consuming, tiring,
and overwhelming. It is important to help students prioritize services that they
think will be most beneficial first, and then help them determine from there
what additional services they might consider connecting with to form a more
thorough network of support.

Questions for Students to Consider
• What support do you have in addressing this situation? What additional
support would benefit you?
• What resources have you accessed/utilized? What resources have you not
accessed?
• What action(s) do you feel comfortable taking in response to this situation at
the moment? What action(s) would you feel uncomfortable taking?
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• In what ways is this impacting your ability to succeed and persist in school?
What supports and resources would help mitigate those impacts?
• Who have you talked to at your institution about the impact this is having on
your schooling? Who have you not yet talked to that you might benefit from
talking to?

5

COACH RESOURCES

• "How to Make Effective Referrals: A Three Step Framework": http://www.
nacada.ksu.edu/Resources/Academic-Advising-Today/View-Articles/Howto-Make-Effective-Referrals-A-Three-Step-Framework.aspx
• University of St. Thomas handout on "Recognizing and Helping Students in
Crisis": https://www.stthomas.edu/media/ustcares/CrisisFolderforweb.pdf

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Other modules you may want to reference and consider when working with
your student include:
• Taking Time Off
• Social-Emotional Learning
• Balancing Family Responsibilites
• Connecting on Campus

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
Update your supervisor about the situation and discuss any additional next
steps.
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MODULE 15:
ACCOUNT BALANCE
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Confirm that each student is aware of their account balance prior to payment deadlines
• Assist students in identifying options for addressing balances and creating an action plan prior to registering for classes
• Support students in interpreting their financial documents and navigating processes of the financial aid office

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Keep track of account balance and maintain a plan for covering any gaps before payment deadlines
• Successfully interpret financial aid and student account information and navigate financial aid office processes

RELATED RESOURCES

STUDENT MATERIALS

• Account Balance Flow Chart

• Financial Aid package/Student Aid Report (SAR)
• Student Account information

NOTES

1

B ACKGROUND

	

Account balances occur when a student does not receive enough financial aid
for a given semester to cover all the expenses being charged to their account,
and are a subject that we frequently incorporate into coaching sessions. Since
paying for college is a major concern for many of our students, the purpose
of this module is to make sure that all our students are taking the necessary
steps to secure financial aid, as well as utilizing all of the financial management
resources available to them on campus and in their community, to prevent or
cover a balance.
In order to determine if they have an account balance, students must know
how to check their student accounts, and then how to interpret what they find
there. This includes determining that all of their financial aid has been correctly
disbursed so their balance is accurate (and taking steps to correct it if this is not
the case), then understanding what amount still needs to be covered and coming
up with a plan to pay it. Not paying an account balance can have significant
negative consequences, so it is important to visit this topic early and often.
When talking about account balances (and finances in general), refrain from
making assumptions about students' financial situations or knowledge of and
experiences with money management, and instead seek to learn about their
particular current situation and meet them where they are with appropriate
support and resources for addressing their account balance.
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In order to best support students in preventing and paying off account
balances, we need to regularly check in about their financial practices and
provide ongoing support and resources that will help them develop a full range
of financial management skills. We want students to be in complete awareness
of their financial reality at every point on their academic path, and avoid any last
minute panic due to a balance on their account that a student didn’t know about
or did not adequately prepare for. After this module, continue on to review the
additional financial management content covered in the modules on Budgeting,
Checking and Savings, Scholarships, Loans, and Credit for additional material to
utilize in supporting students in their financial planning process throughout the
entire year.

Significance for College Possible Students
As part of their support system, we strive to make navigating financial decision
making and transitions as easy as possible for our students. We have seen many
students leave school due to balances on their account that, if they had known
and/or made a plan earlier in the semester, would not have been a problem. It
is also a factor in preventing our students from re-enrolling as many students
have outstanding balances that need to be paid back before they can register for
classes or send their transcripts to another institution when transferring. While
it is important to deal with the immediate implications of a student’s account
balance status, this should not be treated as a discrete task but rather one aspect
of the student’s larger financial planning process. Effective financial planning
contributes greatly to a student's ability to succeed in and persist through
school—from paying account balances to buying books to covering their living
expenses, students regularly encounter situations where financial planning is
imperative to be able to succeed academically.
However, as coaches, you are not to advise students on what they should and
shouldn’t do with their finances. You are providing established methods/tools
and are having discussions about possible outcomes. Strive to remain positive
and solution-oriented in these conversations, and always be directing students
back to the experts on campus. If you don’t know the answer to a question, be
sure to seek out the right response before going back to the student. If students
are asking and looking to you to make financial decisions for them, please
suggest they contact the finanical aid office or even provide a warm referral.

UNDOCUMENTED STUDENT NOTE
There is also a possibility that one or more of your students is undocumented.
Students with undocumented status may have an especially difficult time
bridging financial gaps. If your student has applied and been approved for
DACA (Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals), they may be able to work
legally if they can demonstrate their financial need and may be eligible for state
funding depending on state policy – check with your supervisor to see what
opportunities might exist. If an undocumented student has not been approved
for DACA, and does not wish to apply, assure your student that there are still
scholarships and other financial opportunities for them. Be sure to check out
the related links at the end of this module for resources.
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Preparation
• Review how students check their student accounts at your institution:
◦◦What information do they need to log in?
◦◦Do they go to the bursar’s office?
◦◦Is it a snail-mail system?
• Research due dates for account payments at your institution and review what
payment plan options are available for students.
• Familiarize yourself with institutional alerts you have access to that would
inform you if your students have an outstanding account balance
• Familiarize yourself with the NSLDS website (National Student Loan Data
System).
• Review the links at the end of this module, especially those regarding
undocumented students, if applicable.

Vocabulary
Business Office/Controller’s Office/Bursar’s Office, Entrance Loan
Counseling, FAFSA, Federal Grants, Federal Loans, Financial Aid Office,
Holds, Master Promissory Note (MPN), Scholarships, Student Account, Student
Employment Office/Human Resources/Job Center, Tuition, Work Study

Campus Resources
• Bursar’s Office
• Financial Aid Office
• Advisor
• Campus Job Center

2

B ROAD OUTREACH
The goals of broad outreach around this topic are to ensure that students are
not caught off guard by an account balance, that they know how and where to
check and that they understand there are options if they do have a balance. Be
sure to offer your support in all outreach. Broad outreach will hopefully help
you identify students in need of additional follow-up and support.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Social Media Post: “Don’t wait and be stressed at registration time! Click on the
link below to check your student account to see if you have a balance, and let
me know if you do. We can work together with the financial aid office to plan a
way to pay before it stops you from registering on time. [link to student account
portal]”
Social Media Post: "Have a hold on your account and don't know why? Might
be because of a bill! Check your student portal and if you have a balance on
your account, let me know. Let’s talk through your options together! [link to
student account portal]"
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Mass Email: "Happy first day of [fall/winter/spring] term! Take a moment to
review your account balance and make sure everything is taken care of for the
upcoming semester. Follow this link to view your balance—if you owe money,
you've got until [due date] to pay it off! If you've got any questions about your
bill or you're feeling iffy about covering it, I'm happy to talk! You can reply to
this email or use the calendar link in my signature to schedule a conversation."

3

TARGETED OUTREACH
Targeted outreach should focus on students who currently have an account
balance and students who are likely to have an account balance for an upcoming
term. In your outreach, offer personalized support to the student in addressing
their account balance situation—that might include helping them identify and
explore options to cover a current balance, making a plan to save up for a future
balance, or connecting the student with your relevant campus contacts.

Additional Preparation
• Review student data and identify students who would benefit from
indivudualized support. Start by looking for students with current account
balances and/or financial related holds, and reach out to them directly.
• Other groups that might benefit from additional outreach about account
balances include: first-year students, recent transfers, any students you know
had balances last semester, any students who have had significant changes
in their financial (aid) situations in the past semester, any students who have
taken time off in the last year for financial reasons.

Differentiated Guidance
Year
First Year/
New
Enrollees

Consider...
• Many first-year students or students who are new to a
particular institution may still be getting familiar with their
student accounts or portals and may need assistance figuring
out how to check their balance.
• If a student receives Work Study as part of their aid package,
clarify with them that this is money that they will need to earn
through an eligible position during the year and will not be
automatically applied to their account like their other aid is.
Students will need to utilize their budgeting skills to save this
money if they want to use it to pay down their next account
balance.
• Since they are new, students might not yet know the payment
deadlines for their institution each term—encourage them to
practice their self-management skills and look up the dates and
mark them on their calendar so they do not forget them.
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Core Years

• Tuition and financial aid can change while a student is in
school for many different reasons. Encourage students to
compare their estimated cost of attendance and financial aid
award letter each year they are in school in case there are some
semesters where they will need to be paying more than usual.
• Remind students to continue keeping track of payment due
dates and checking their student account even if they are not
anticipating having a balance.

Approaching • Any remaining account balance will need to be paid off
Graduation before a student can graduate—remind students that taking
care of their account balance is just as important as finishing
up their other requirements, and they need to be accounting
for that in their graduation planning.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Direct Message: "Hey [student]! Since your tuition is going to change next
semester, we should look over your financial aid package and figure out if you're
going to have a gap. Are you free to talk later this week?"
Text: "Hey [student], were you able to talk to [contact] in the financial aid office
about your payment plan? How'd it go?"
Text: “Hey [student], I just wanted to check in with you. You mentioned you
had a balance in the beginning of the term - how is your payment plan working
out so far?”
Personal Email: “I found some scholarship opportunities to help you fill your
gap for next year [links]. Let me know which you plan to apply for and how I
can support you."

4

COACHING SESSION

Account balances might come up during one of your first interactions with
a student, meaning you’re simultaneously building the foundation of your
relationship while also talking about a personal and complicated subject. Even
if you have an established relationship, conversations about finances with
students can be difficult to navigate. Acknowledge that talking about money can
be uncomfortable for students, but that we're not trying to be nosy—rather,
we want to ensure that students are aware of and have a plan to cover any gaps
so that they can continue working toward their degree. If a student still seems
uncomfortable with the convseration, do not push them to share information
with you; follow their lead and respect their privacy.
Students might still be hesitant to have this conversation, but remind them
that avoiding discussing finances and then having bigger issues down the
road because of it is much worse. Even if a student does not currently have
a financial gap or has not encountered a gap in previous semesters, a sudden
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change in financial aid or the loss of a scholarship can create one, so all students
can benefit from discussing their options and planning ahead.
When talking, make sure that you are always giving space for students to ask you
questions. Talking about account balances will often lead to discussing other
financial topics, and many students may benefit from additional information
about money management.

Key Messages
• First, make sure that the student knows how and where to check their account
balance. This is a critical first step, as conversations will be much more
effective if students can view the specific details included on their student
account.
• For students with gaps, especially those without a clear plan to cover it, this
should be a priority. While we don't want to scare students, we do want to
appropriately communicate the urgency of the situation.
• If there is a balance, the next step is to determine the reason for it. Students
may have a balance on their account for a number of reasons—incomplete
financial aid/loan paperwork, scholarships that have yet to be applied, or
student fees that are directly applied at the start of the semester. Balance size
and seriousness is relative, but a balance of any size might prevent a student
from continuing in school, so all should be taken seriously. Please refer to
the account balance flowchart in the resources for this module for further
guidance for working with students in these situations.
• If the student has a gap, offer reassurance and help them think through
possible solutions and next steps. Options often include payment plans, workstudy or other employment, additional loans or emergency funds. Students will
need to utilize their decision making skills and further investigate and evaluate
their available options in order to determine which is best for their situation
and preferences.
• Once students have decided how they want to address their balance, we
can provide support by helping them strategize, creating an action plan and
holding them accountable to their plan. Resolving an account balance may
require navigating a complex bureaucracy and talking with multiple offices or
individuals, which might feel scary—reassure students that they have a coach
to support them through it. Once a plan is decided upon, summarize action
items with the student and confirm how they will be following up with you.
• In many cases, you will be directing them to contact the bursar’s/accounting
office, a campus-employment office or possibly a financial aid advisor. We
should be supporting our students in practicing their self-advocacy skills so
they can best access the resources that exist to support them on campus. If
students are nervous about contacting offices or aren’t getting the help they
need, you can offer to help them prepare for conversations. A role play is an
effective strategy in this situation so the student can practice the questions
they'll ask in a phone call or meeting with a financial aid counselor and build
their confidence.
• For students who do not currently have balances, remind them to still check
their student account regularly for any changes and help them plan ahead for
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any changes in financial situations that might impact their account balance
status in upcoming semesters.

Questions for Students to Consider
• How can you access your account balance? What is the website or the office
where you can check it?
• Who is your financial aid counselor? Who can you go to when you have
questions? How can you set up a meeting with a financial aid counselor or with
the accounting office to see if you can work out a plan?
• What’s your plan for making sure that work-study money is being set aside
for tuition? Is the money getting paid directly to tuition, or do you receive the
money personally?
• What campus resources are available to help you with an outstanding
balance? Does your school have payment plan options? What are the payment
deadlines?
• Have you taken a look at the loan repayment estimator to see what your
estimated monthly payment will be upon graduation? What are the estimates?

5

COACH RESOURCES
Loans
• See the Loans Module for additional resources
• US Dept of Education federal student loan site (Entrance loan counseling &
Loan Repayment Calculator): studentloans.gov/myDirectloan/index.action
• Student-friendly video about taking out loans: youtube.com/
watch?v=mTHtn0FRMWw

Saving Money
• Video on Balancing Work & College: firstinthefamily.org/collegeyears/
soundslides/Balancing_Work_Studies/index.html
• Tips on making the most of your money in college: collegeboard.com/prod_
downloads/highered/res/cc_tips/MakingtheMost05.pdf

Undocumented Student Resources
• DACA Information: https://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/considerationdeferred-action-childhood-arrivals-daca
• Great resources for Undocumented Students (CA based organization): e4fc.
org/home.html
• Resources for students with Latin@ heritage with special emphasis on
undocumented students: navigatemn.org/
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6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Students who may have a balance or have a lot of questions regarding this
module may need some additional follow-up and support. Other modules you
may want to reference and consider when working with your student include:
• Budgeting
• Checking and Savings
• Scholarships
• Loans
• Graduation Planning

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
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MODULE 16:
BUDGETING

COACH OBJECTIVES

• Emphasize the impact of budgeting on success in college and beyond
• Connect students with budgeting resources
• Ensure that each student has a budgeting system that works for them

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Analyze personal income and expenses
• Prepare and follow a budget/spending plan

RELATED RESOURCES
• "Budgeting Guidelines"

STUDENT MATERIALS
• Financial Aid packages

• Account Balance/upcoming bill information
• Paystubs/Income Estimate
• Fixed Expenses Estimate (rent, phone, cable, insurance,
etc.)

NOTES

B ACKGROUND
1 	

Going to college costs money. Whether students have to apply for loans, apply
for scholarships, manage their financial aid award, buy books, work, or go out
with friends, there are always financial responsibilities attached to being in
college. In order for students to stay on top of those responsibilities, they need
to be tracking their income and expenses, which can be done most effectively
by creating and sticking to a budget that reflects their financial realities and
prioritizes their personal and academic goals.
There are a number of reasons why talking to students about budgeting
throughout their college journey is beneficial. Budgeting helps students set and
reach financial goals. By keeping track of monthly spending, students will be
able to set goals for how much they would like to spend and save. For instance,
during the summer they can estimate about how much they will be making
and how much they will need to save for the fall semester in order to meet
anticipated expenses, making them more likely to persist.
Budgeting also helps students spend according to their priorities. Once they
have kept a budget for several months, they should be able to see their spending
tendencies and to practice careful self-management and perhaps take out less
and put more money towards a big payment.
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Budgeting is a form of disciplined organization. Keeping a budget is an
organizational habit that takes time and commitment. More importantly,
students must remain disciplined to keep to the limits they set for themselves
and have the organization to keep everything documented.
Our goals are to expose students to information they need to know in order
to navigate common aspects of today’s financial climate and to work with our
students to help them effectively manage their college finances. This includes
providing information about budgeting, but also about the many other factors
that both influence and are influenced by their budget—such as covering
student account balances, effectively utilizing checking and savings accounts,
obtaining scholarships, making informed choices about loans and preparing for
loan repayment and building positive credit.

Significance for College Possible Students
As students transition from high school to college and then move through
college towards post-graduate life, their financial reality changes as they become
increasingly responsible for managing their own finances. No matter where
a student falls on this spectrum of financial management experience, there
is still more to learn, and we can help support students through that process.
Regardless of their financial situations, many of our students enter college
without having a full understanding of what it takes to stay on top of their
college expenses and how the way they manage their finances can increase their
likelihood of successfully completing their college career.
Budgeting can give students a powerful peace of mind. Money can be a
stressful factor in anyone’s life, especially students coming from low-income
backgrounds. Taking control and knowing how much they have and how they
can spend or save can relieve unneeded stress from their lives. Knowledge is
power, and in this instance ignorance is certainly not bliss.
It is important to acknowledge that not all difficult financial situations can be
prevented simply by having a disciplined budget. Especially for our students
who come from low-income backgrounds, there are many systemic factors
that can challenge their ability to stay financially stable that have nothing to do
with their own financial management choices. While factors such as unforeseen
expenses or family situations can cause financial stress that budgeting cannot
solve, having a budget is still a valuable financial practice. Understanding how to
budget and then creating and using a spending plan can help prevent students
from encountering unexpected financial woes and ultimately ensure their
continuation in school. In addition, understanding a budget will help unenrolled
students, who have unpaid balances or who will soon need to cover registration
costs, create a plan to help pay off their balances and take steps toward reenrolling.
It is important to remember that all of our students have different experiences
with money, and that in order to provide the most effective support in
developing financial management skills like budgeting, you need to recognize
their individual situations and needs. However, as coaches, you are not to advise
students on what they should and shouldn’t do with their finances. You are
providing established methods/tools and are having discussions about possible
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outcomes. If students are asking and looking to you to make financial decisions
for them, you should encourage them to contact the financial aid office or even
provide a warm referral. Talk to your supervisor about what professionals on
or near campus could be appropriate contacts for students to get in touch with
about budgeting concerns..

Preparation
• Review supplemental resources and get familiar with the material.
• Create and work through your own spending plan.
• Review the Budgeting resources on the LMS.
• Review money management resources, payment deadlines and financial aid
disbursement dates for your campus.
• Connect with your campus allies to find out about upcoming workshops
regarding financial literacy.
◦◦Distribute promotional materials for the event through social media,
email and phone calls.

Vocabulary
Activity Expenses, Bottom Line, Budget, Business Office/Controller’s Office/
Bursar’s Office, Creditor, Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA),
Discretionary Expense, Dream Act, Entrance Loan Counseling, Estimate,
Expenditure, Expenses, FAFSA, Financial Aid Office, Fixed Expense,
Flexible Expense, Holds, Income, Individual Development Account (IDA),
Master Promissory Note (MPN), Net Income/Take Home Pay, Remittance,
Resources, Scholarships, School Fee, Set-Aside Fund, Spending, Spending
Plan, Student Account, Student Employment Office/Human Resources/Job
Center, Subsidized Student Loan, Tuition, Unsubsidized Student Loan, Variable
Expense, Work Study

Campus Resources
• Bursar’s Office
• Financial Aid Office
• Advisor
• Campus Job Center
• Student Support Center

2

B ROAD OUTREACH

The goal of broad outreach efforts around budgeting are to share out tools and
resources, to encourage students to share tips with one another and to identify
students who need additional support managing their finances.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
One recommendation is to email out the different Budgeting Plans and describe
each briefly so students may choose one that is appropriate for their needs.
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Follow-up with students during coaching sessions or by replying to the email
to see how they feel about the budget plan they chose. Be ready to discuss
alternatives to that plan—we are not trying to push these specific budget plans
as much as get students thinking about what they need.
You might also promote upcoming financial management workshops and offer
to connect students who are interested so that they can attend together.
Social Media: “Do you use any tools to help you keep track of your budget?
I use [resource], but there are a lot of other tools to help you manage your
money. Comment to share what you use to help you budget!”
Email: “New Year’s Resolution: Stick to a budget. Here are some resources to
help!”
Social Media: “Know where your money goes each month? Tell us your favorite
budgeting tip!”

3

TARGETED OUTREACH

Identify students who you know struggled with finances last semester, or who
you know have an account balance this semester; communicate with these
students individually and strongly encourage them to check out and utilize some
of the resources provided.

Additional Preparation
• Engage your Community Leaders in planning budget-friendly programming.
Ideas include attending events that are free or offer student discounts,
coordinating carpooling home for breaks, and hosting cooking demonstrations
of budget-friendly meals.
• Review student data for students who may have had financial concerns and
struggles previously, and identify what factors have contributed to their
situation. Specifically look at reports of students with account balances,
payment plans, non-renewable scholarships or other potential aid gaps.
Brainstorm relevant support resources or strategies to discuss with the student
in your next conversation.

Differentiated Guidance
Year
Consider...
First-Year/
• This may be the first time students are managing their
New Enrollees own finances and may take a variety of conversations to get
students to understand the importance of a budget.
• A lot of first-year students may be on sa meal plan; in
order to get the most out of that, they should eat as many
meals as the plan allows in the school’s cafeteria.
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Year
Core Years

Consider...
• Some scholarships are only for one year and may leave
second-year students in a different financial aid situation,
requiring them to pay more toward tuition than last year
and making it more important for a student to budget
effectively.

Approaching
Graduation

• Budgeting is an ongoing life skill. Even if students have
created a budget that has worked in the past, they should
revisit it each semester or year to make sure it still meets
their needs.
• Graduation typically comes with additional expenses, such
as purchasing a cap and gown and potentially covering
moving costs if students are relocating when they are
done with school. Remind students to consider what their
graduation expenses will be and account for those in their
budget.
• Many seniors will soon have at least one new expense to
account for in their budget: monthly student loan payments.
Students nearing graduation may want to start thinking
about a post-graduation budget that includes loan payments
as well as making room in their current budget to start
saving for payments.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Direct Message: "Hey [student], I know you were feeling a bit overwhelmed
by finances last time we talked. Have you tried one of the budgeting plans we
discussed? Let me know how it's going and how I can help!"
Personal Email: "[College] is hosting a Financial Fitness Workshop tomorrow
night - see the attached flier for details. A lot of other CP students are going will we see you there?"
Text: "Hi [student], how is the budget you chose working out so far? Sticking to
that payment plan will help you to stay on track to graduate. Send me a message
or schedule a time to meet if you'd like to talk again! [scheduling link]"

4

COACHING SESSION

The topic of budgeting often comes up in tandem with other financial topics,
such as account balance or scholarships. Consider incorporating budgeting into
conversations with any student who indicates financial stress, as a solid budget
can often minimize future challenges. In fact, good financial management skills
are not only beneficial to ensuring success during college, but are also important
to have beyond graduation.
When talking about budgeting (and finances in general), refrain from making
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assumptions about students' financial situations or knowledge of and
experiences with money management, and instead seek to learn about their
particular current situation and meet them where they are with appropriate
support and resources. Acknowledge that talking about money can be
uncomfortable for students, but that we're not trying to be nosy—rather
we want to ensure that students are aware of and have a plan to cover their
expenses so that they can continue working toward their degree.

Key Messages
• Remind students that a good budget is one that serves their own specific
goals. That means creating and sticking to a spending plan that reflects not just
their necessities, but also their personal and academic priorities. For instance,
if they plan on studying abroad next year, their budget should reflect that by
allocating money for study abroad expenses. Encourage students to reflect on
where and how they are spending their money, and see if there are ways to
shift their budget to better align those expenses with their own goals.
• Creating a budget doesn’t mean that students can’t have fun—it just helps to
establish limits so that they can enjoy their entertainment expenses without
worrying about the impact that will have on their other financial commitments.
Sometimes a student may have to cut back or make sacrifices to make room
for what’s most important to them (e.g. paying off a student account balance),
but ultimately cutting back will save them stress in the long run.
• If a high portion of a student’s income is designated to fixed expenses, it is
important to be sensitive to the student’s situation and recognize that their
budget might not be flexible at this point in their life. If a student is ever at
the point where they are having trouble covering things like rent or groceries
(or sacrificing other necessities to be able to afford these things), refer to
the guidance about housing and food insecurity provided in the Supporting
Students In Crisis module and discuss the situation with your supervisor to
ensure the student is getting necessary support.
• Budget/spending plans are different, depending on one's personality and
lifestyle. We have four different plans to share, and not all of them will suit
every student's needs. It is possible that they will want to do something
completely different, but hopefully these will give students an idea of what to
look for in a budget plan. Here’s a brief description of each:
◦◦Budget Plan #1: This is simply a form where students can keep track
of all of their expenses. This is best if students have a secure income
and already practice good financial habits like saving. It is also good for
those who desire a lot of freedom in their spending plan but know their
limits.
◦◦Budget Plan #2: This form breaks the expenses of a semester or a year
at college down into smaller expenses. This is best for more traditional
college students, and can help them decide on spending limits for
different expense categories, like transportation, gifts, food, and savings.
A student who uses this plan should be knowledgeable of their overall
income.
◦◦Budget Plan #3: This form is meant to be used monthly to set expense
and income goals, and then compare them to actual expense and
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income. This is best for people who have a variable income, are nontraditional college students, or who would like to keep a closer eye on
their finances.
◦◦Budget Plan #4: This form is an Excel document that calculates a
student’s “financial gap.” After putting in regular income and yearly
expenses at school, students are told how much money they need to
earn in order to pay for their year at school. It also breaks each item
down by term and month, allowing students to see the big as well as the
small picture. This is best for people who are uncertain whether they
need to work while at school or who prefer using technology.

Questions for Students to Consider
• How confident do you feel about managing your finances? How are you
currently keeping track of your money?
• Do you know how much money you’re making and spending in a month?
Have any expenses caught you by surprise?
• Are you currently working? Do you have a plan for those earnings?
• What is your current student loan balance? How are you feeling about it?

5

COACH RESOURCES
Tools & Tips
• Budget Plans on the LMS
• Online budgeting tools:
◦◦mint.com, budgettracker.com, budgetpulse.com, handsonbanking.org/
en
• 40 Money Management Tips: smartaboutmoney.org/Portals/0/
ResourceCenter/40MoneyManagementTips.pdf

Videos & Stories
• A personal story: huffingtonpost.com/kellynoel-waldorf/i-came-to-duke-withan-em_b_4277969.html?ncid=edlinkusaolp00000003
• Videos of and for first-gen students: firstinthefamily.org/highschool/
collegeyears.html

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Students who are working on budgeting may need some additional follow-up
and support. Other modules you may want to reference and consider when
working with your student include:
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• Checking and Savings
• Scholarships
• Loans

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
For students who construct a budget or inform you that they already have a
budget, be sure to make note of that and then follow-up in a month to see how
that student is doing at sticking to the budget.
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MODULE 17:
CHECKING AND SAVINGS
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Provide students with the resources they need to explore their banking options and make informed choices
• Support students in making intentional banking decisions during their time in school and when planning for after
graduation

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Understand the benefits and potential issues that can arise from utilizing a checking and savings account
• Identify and use the best available banking options for their particular situation and needs
• Know the different methods of paying for products or services and choose the appropriate method when necessary

RELATED RESOURCES
• None

STUDENT MATERIALS

• Banking services information, if applicable
• Bank Statements, if applicable

NOTES

B ACKGROUND
1 	

The content of this module is focused primarily on helping students recognize
and choose between their available banking options and learn how to effectively
utilize their banking tools. Along with talking to students about other related
topics like budgeting and credit, we talk about checking and savings accounts
so that students are equipped with a variety of tools to help them manage their
money in the way that best serves their academic and personal needs and goals.
An important aspect of being financially secure is storing money in the right
place and being aware of how to keep these accounts working in their best
interest.
For college students, the two most useful kinds of accounts will be checking
accounts and savings accounts. While the particulars of these kinds of accounts
will vary between banking institutions, generally speaking, checking accounts are
used to store money that will be used in the short term for expenses, whereas
savings accounts are typically intended for storing money for longer periods
of time. In addition to being a way to safely store money, checking and savings
accounts often include additional tools or services that can benefit students. For
example, debit or ATM cards and physical or electronic checks allow students
to quickly and easily access their money to cover expenses, and services like
free check cashing and direct deposit make it cheaper and faster for students to
collect and save their income. All together the accounts and the associated tools
and services can play a huge role in making students more effective budgeters if
they are properly utilized.
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UNDOCUMENTED STUDENTS NOTE
Opening a checking and/or savings account typically requires having an ID and
enough money for the minimum deposit, but might also require things such as
proof of address, a government issued ID, a Social Security Number or ITN,
and/or a cosigner. Depending on the requirements, UD students might have
limited options for opening accounts. Encourage students in this situation to
connect with immigration focused community organizations and legal experts
to discuss their options.

Significance for College Possible Students
It is important that our students understand how to select, open, and use
checking and savings accounts because we do not want them wasting money
on fees from financial institutions and services that are not good fits for them.
Students who do not have accounts at all are likely paying high fees for check
cashing and writing services, which would be much cheaper (or even free) at
a fitting banking institution. And students who are already banking with an
institution that does not fit their needs are likely also wasting money on fees that
they could avoid if they switched to a new service provider.
Not only do we want our students to avoid spending money on things that
they do not have to, we also want them to have access to the other benefits
that banking accounts/institutions can provide. Many banks and credit
unions have financial management classes or workshops that are only open to
accountholders, or have accountholder perks and discounts for other services
(both at their own institution, and sometimes also at companies they are
affiliated with). Savings accounts can also provide a direct financial benefit to
our students—many savings accounts pay interest on the money stored in them,
and even though the dividends might not be substantial, they can add up over
time.
There is a wealth of knowledge and skills that are required for an individual
to know how to determine what the most beneficial banking decisions are for
them and their financial situations. With so many banks and kinds of checking/
savings accounts, students are often not equipped with the questions and
considerations that will help them find the best choice for them. Some of these
details seem very basic, like options for checks and ATMs (and even how to
use these tools), but students from financially struggling and financially secure
households alike often don’t learn details about these tasks until they start
managing their own finances, and even then many students are not informed
about their options and best practices.

Preparation
• Review supplemental resources and get familiar with the material.
• Review the money management services offered at your institution and make
note of the dates of any upcoming workshops or information sessions.
• If your institution is affiliated with a particular credit union or bank, visit a
location to collect handouts about their services to have available for your
students.
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• Consider what accounts you are currently using, and recall why you decided to
go with that account at that bank.
• Think about the various financial needs that students typically experience, and
how checking and savings accounts play a role in addressing those expenses.

Vocabulary
Activity Expenses, Annual Fee, Bottom Line, Budget, Business Office/
Controller’s Office/Bursar’s Office, Creditor, Debit, Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals (DACA), Discretionary Expense, Dream Act, Entrance
Loan Counseling, Estimate, Expenditure, Expenses, FAFSA, Financial
Aid Office, Fixed Expense, Flexible Expense, Holds, Income, Individual
Development Account (IDA), Interest, Master Promissory Note (MPN),
Minimum Balance, Net Income/Take Home Pay, Overdraft Fees, Remittance,
Resources, Scholarships, School Fee, Set-Aside Fund, Spending, Spending Plan,
Student Account, Student Employment Office/Human Resources/Job Center,
Subsidized Student Loan, Tuition, Unsubsidized Student Loan, Work Study

Campus Resources
• Bursar’s Office
• Financial Aid Office
• Advisor
• Campus Job Center
• Student Support Center

2

B ROAD OUTREACH
Broad outreach about checking and savings serves to educate students about the
importance of learning to properly utilize these money management tools and
connect them to resources that will support them in developing good financial
literacy and habits. Outreach should emphasize the academic and personal
benefits of responsible money management, but you should be careful to avoid
messaging about financial difficulties that might be seen as scaring or shaming
students. Students may look to you to help them navigate their options, connect
them with relevant resources, or hold them accountable for next steps. All of
these supports are appropriate ways of helping students make decisions around
checking and savings.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Look through the resources included in this module and choose some to share
on social media with students. Explain the value of the resource and how this
information can help them better manage their money and ultimately help with
their other goals. Offer to discuss this further if students are interested.
Social Media Post: "Do you have a plan to cover your expenses for next
semester? It's never too early to start saving--putting away a little bit into a
savings account each week can prevent a lot of stress when it's time to pay for
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books or an account balance in the future. Check out this link for some savings
tips and share your own below!"
Email: "Do you use a checking and savings account? If you don't or if you're
unsatisfied with your current banking situation, let's talk about what money
management tools will work best for you to help you meet your goals!"

3

TARGETED OUTREACH

Targeted outreach to students for this topic serves to connect students to
resources that will support them in their specific financial and academic
situations. This involves sharing local and school-based financial literacy services
or events with students, as well as reaching out to individual students who
have expressed interest in or would benefit from learning more about money
management.

Additional Preparation
• Review your student data and identify students who may have had financial
concerns and struggles previously. Start by reviewing records of financial
aid renewal and aid packages and account balances. Plan to touch base with
prioritized students about their checking and savings accounts in your next
conversation.

Differentiated Guidance
Year
Consider...
First Year/
• For students who do not have any kind of banking
New Enrollees account, now is a good time to establish one! College
comes with lots of new expenses and having a system set
up for storing and accessing their money will help students
as they do things like buy books and cash refund checks.
• If students already have an account, now is a good time
to reevaluate it and see if their current account/institution
is still the best fit for their new situation. They may benefit
from picking a location closer to campus or adding on
additional features (like ordering checks) to their current
account.
• Regardless of whether or not students are first time
banking users or have prior experience, it is still important
to reiterate the basics of account management. Their
financial reality is changing now that they are in school,
and they will need to change their habits to keep up with
their new responsibilities. See the module on Budgeting for
more information on managing money in college.
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Core Years

• Discuss with students how their financial situation has
changed while in school, and if that has impacted their
banking needs. For example, students who are signing
their first lease might benefit from setting up automatic
bill pay. Or students who are now earning more money
than previous semesters might consider opening a savings
account for the first time.
• Remind students to be updating their contact information
and mailing address with their banking institutions if
they are moving every year—they do not want to miss
important information about their accounts because it
went to an out of date address.

Approaching
Graduation

• Students should also be thinking ahead to how their
banking needs might change as they transition out of
school into their new phase of life, and whether or not
their current institution can fit/accommodate those
needs. For example, if there are not branches of their
current institution close to where they will be living after
graduation, they might want to close their account before
leaving school.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Direct Message: "Now that your account balance for this term is taken care of,
we should make a plan to be ready to cover it next term! If you set aside $X
each week this semester, that would cover it. Do you have a savings account?"
Text: "Hey [student], check out this financial literacy workshop that Student
Services is offering next week! It looks like they'll be going over a lot of
information about bank options in the area. It's a great opportunity to learn
about opening an account!"

4

COACHING SESSION

One purpose of discussing this topic with students is to help them see
how effective financial management can prevent financial-based enrollment
disruptions and other negative impacts on their academics. However, good
financial management skills are not only beneficial to ensuring a successful
graduation, but are also great skills to have throughout adult life.
Talking about money can always be difficult with students. It is important to
recognize that all of our students have different experiences with money, and
that in order to provide the most effective support, you need to recognize their
individual situations and needs. Try to avoid making assumptions or pushing
students for details they are not comfortable sharing with you, and strongly
advise students to use any relevant resources you and their college/community
provide to receive individualized support for their own situations.
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Key Messages
• When it comes to finances, it is important to use language that you and
students are likely to see in official settings. The more you accurately use
terms like income, expense, fees, interest rate, debit/credit, minimum balance,
overdraft fees, etc., the more prepared you and your students will be for
managing actual financial situations.
• Even if saving money does not seem like a viable option now, it is important
for students to take responsibility for personal finances and start building good
habits, and opening and maintaining checking and savings accounts are a vital
part of that. Putting a little money away each paycheck will eventually add
up, and continuing that practice in the future is vital to developing financial
security.
• The safest place for money is in an account insured by the FDIC (banks) or
NCUA (credit unions). Make sure to encourage students to shop for the best
accounts for their particular situations and needs. Many banks have checking/
savings account deals for young adults, but not all options will be right for
them personally.
• When choosing a banking institution, there are many factors a student can
consider. Encourage them to look into institutions that are affiliated with
the school, as well as institutions that have branches and ATMs located close
to campus and/or their home, and see what other services the institutions
provide (such as student and auto loans) that might be beneficial.
• As they are investigating banking institutions, students should be looking at the
specifics of the accounts available to them and considering what aspects of a
checking or savings account are most important for their situation. Students
should look into any available tools associated with the accounts (such as
cards, checks, online banking, apps, etc.) as well as any fees or requirements
they would need to deal with for the accounts.
• While there are lots of potential benefits to using checking and savings
accounts that make managing finances easier—such as account statements that
make it easier to keep track of spending better, automatic bill pay that takes
care of recurring expenses, and interest accrual that helps grow savings—there
can also be drawbacks like account fees that students may have to deal with.
It is important that students have an understanding of the responsibilities
associated with opening an account in addition to all the benefits.

Questions for Students to Consider
• If you do not already have a banking account, would opening one be beneficial
for you? How could it help you with your financial goals? What kinds of
services would you like your account to have?
• Do you currently have a checking and/or savings account? How did you pick
the bank/credit union? Would switching to another institution provide you
with more financial benefits?
• Are you making full use of the available resources at your institution? How
often do you go into your bank/credit union or otherwise communicate with
someone at your financial institution about your account?
• Are you regularly putting money into your savings? How do you feel about the
amount you are currently saving?
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• How do you pay for expenses? Do you use different methods depending on
the expense? How comfortable do you feel using an ATM or writing a check?
• Have you ever overdrafted your account? How much of your money goes into
transaction fees (ATM, overdraft)? How do you feel about that amount, and
what might you do to lower your spending in that category?
• What precautions do you take to protect your personal and banking
information?

5

COACH RESOURCES
Financial Literacy Tools
• 40 Money Management Tips (includes advice on picking a checking account):
smartaboutmoney.org/Portals/0/ResourceCenter/40MoneyManagementTips.
pdf
• General tutorials: handsonbanking.org/en
• For teens (How to write a check, what method of payment to use, how
interest rates work, etc.): themint.org/teens
• For 20-somethings (How to invest, things to consider before getting married,
etc.): themintgrad.org
• How to choose a bank: investopedia.com/university/banking/banking2.asp

Savings
• Videos about people who wasted money on unneeded items, tools to help you
save: spendster.org
• Savings Account Podcasts: fdicmspodcast.com/podcasts/#audio3
• Types of savings accounts: investopedia.com/university/banking/banking7.
asp

Checking
• Info on Debit Scams: consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0196-automatic-debit-scams
• The difference between debit, credit, and charge cards: consumer.ftc.gov/
articles/0332-credit-debit-and-charge-cards
• ATM/Debit card tutorial (includes interactive lesson on how to use an ATM):
handsonbanking.org/htdocs/en/y/gs/how/ygshowatm.html
• Types of checking accounts: bankrate.com/banking/checking/types-ofchecking-accounts/

Identity Protection
• When a card is blocked: consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0217-when-companyblocks-your-credit-or-debit-card
• Consumer Protection and Cybersecurity: fdic.gov/consumers/assistance/
protection/idtheft.html
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6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Students who may have had a lot of questions or that you’re concerned about
regarding their financial situation will need some additional follow-up and
support. Other modules you may want to reference and consider when working
with your student include:
• Account Balance
• Budgeting
• Loans
• Scholarships
• Graduation Planning
• Credit Basics

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
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MODULE 18:
SCHOLARSHIPS
COACH OBJECTIVES

• Encourage students to pursue scholarship opportunities
• Provide resources for students to find additional scholarship opportunities
• Support students in applying for relevant scholarships

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Make a plan for how to complete requirements needed for renewable scholarships
• Identify and apply for new scholarships when beneficial

RELATED RESOURCES
• None

NOTES

STUDENT MATERIALS
• None

B ACKGROUND
1 	

Scholarships and grants are both part of the financial aid landscape and are
a great addition to an aid package because students aren't required to pay
those funds back. With the decrease of federal aid programs and the rising
cost of tuition, scholarships are becoming an increasingly important part of
financing college. This means that more and more students are competing for
scholarships in order to help make college more affordable.
Students can obtain scholarships from a variety of sources—many schools offer
institutional scholarships for their own students, and numerous organizations
and businesses grant scholarships that can be used at any qualifying institution.
Typically students will need to fill out an application to be considered for a
scholarship, however some scholarships are awarded to students who have been
nominated or are automatically granted if students meet the qualifying criteria.
Many scholarships determine who will receive the funds by evaluating students
on their 'merit' (academic, creative, athletic, etc.) and/or their financial need, but
some scholarships might have more specific judging criteria.
Some of the best scholarships that students can win are those that are
renewable for multiple years. However, these often come with specific
requirements that students need to comply with year after year in order to
continue receiving funds. Students may feel as though the ‘hard part’ is over
because they’ve already earned the scholarship, but if they forget to send a
transcript or fill out paperwork and lose the scholarship as a result, they have
significantly reduced the amount of money helping defray their cost of tuition.
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Also, as some institutions continue to raise tuition on a yearly basis, students
may find they have a gap in financial aid later on in their academic career. The
good news is that there are specific scholarships that are geared toward college
students—whether they are based on credits earned or certain majors, interests
or experiences. With some time and effort, students may be able to continue to
find scholarships that help reduce the cost of college each year.

Significance for College Possible Students
From our work with unenrolled students, we know that financial concerns are
one of the biggest reasons why our students may struggle to complete a college
degree. For this reason, College Possible students who went through the high
school program spent a good portion of their senior year applying to and
earning scholarships (millions of dollars each year). The purpose of this module
is to make sure that our college students are not leaving free money on the
table by missing renewable scholarship requirements and are continuing to seek
opportunities for scholarships even while a current college student.

Preparation
• Familiarize yourself with the scholarships that your students earned by looking
through any available institutional or CoPilot records.
• Determine which scholarships are renewable and if there are specific
requirements and activities a student must do in order to renew for the
following year.
• Explore institutional scholarship opportunities for college students at the
campus you support
• Familiarize yourself with scholarship opportunities available to undocumented
students
• Visit the College Possible website and look through the scholarship links
provided (collegepossible.org/resources/student-resources/).

Vocabulary
Business Office/Controller’s Office/Bursar’s Office, Entrance Loan
Counseling, Expenditure, FAFSA, Financial Aid Office, Holds, Income,
Master Promissory Note (MPN), Scholarships, School Fee, Spending Plan,
Student Account, Student Employment Office/Human Resources/Job Center,
Subsidized Student Loan, Tuition, Unsubsidized student loan, Work Study

Campus Resources
• Bursar’s Office or Accounting Office
• Financial Aid Office
• Advisor
• Campus Job Center
• Student Support Center
• Multicultural Support Center
• Campus clubs/student organizations
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B ROAD OUTREACH

While the many students apply for scholarships when they're in high school,
they may be unaware of the scholarships that exist for enrolled college students.
The goal of broad outreach is to get these opportunities on students' radar
and convince them that it's worth the time and effort to apply when they are
a good fit for an opportunity. Additionally, this is a chance to remind students
who are receiving renewable scholarships that they may have to either reapply or
complete certain requirements in order to continue receiving those funds. Here
are some outreach ideas:

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Consider distributing general scholarship resources, like College Greenlight, to
all students – as you get familiar with your students, you may end up sending
targeted emails based on interests, majors and need.
Email the link to the scholarship resources listed on College Greenlight. Follow
up by posting on Facebook and tagging students.
Social Media: “Want some free money? Check out this scholarship resource that
we update EVERY MONTH with current scholarship options!"
Email: “Happy Monday, Scholars! Check out these scholarships with upcoming
deadlines. Need help with your essay or recommendations? Let me know! Give
me a call or set up a meeting with me: [scheduling link].”
Social Media: "Been stressing over finances for school? Here are some
scholarship opportunities! Come visit me to get started on an application or if
you need a letter of recommendation."

3

TARGETED OUTREACH

The purpose of targeted outreach is to do individualized follow-up with groups
of students for whom scholarships should be a priority. This includes: students
who we know to have renewable scholarships that require some sort of action,
students who are struggling to cover their expenses each semester, and students
who are a strong fit for a particular opportunity (such as an institutional
scholarship).

Additional Preparation
• To prioritize outreach, look at records of students who have a current account
balance, who have non-renweable scholarships, who have talked to you about
financial difficulties or who are accumulating significant loan debt.
• Find out how many of your students earned renewable scholarships that
require certain action items right away in the fall.
◦◦If there is a critical mass, plan a workshop that will bring those students
together so they can take care of the necessary paperwork all at once.
◦◦If not, plan to set individual meetings to connect with your students in
person.
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• Sign up for departmental or college newsletters or "Like" college and
department Facebook pages to stay up-to-date about specific scholarship
opportunities.
• Investigate the types of scholarships that are offered within the college and
that your students may be eligible for. Connect with:
◦◦Financial Aid Office
◦◦Student Support Services/TRIO (if applicable)
◦◦Student Organizations/cultural groups
◦◦Department heads/department websites

Differentiated Guidance
Year
First Year/
New Enrollees

Consider...
• If students have scholarships that are not renewable for
all four years, encourage them to start thinking about how
they will cover any additional gaps, including applying
for additional scholarships and speaking directly to the
financial aid office.

Core Years

• Institutions may have scholarships available for students
after they have enrolled based on leadership experiences,
declared majors or other involvements. Encourage
students to proactively speak to their advisor or financial
aid office about these opportunities.

Approaching
Graduation

• Not all students graduate from college in four years, but
many scholarships may only be renewable for that time
period. Encourage students to speak with the financial aid
office for any additional funding opportunities.
• Now would be a great time for students to send thank
you notes to any individual donors or organizations who
have provided financial support towards their education!
Donors appreciate knowing their dollars have directly
impacted students and acknowledgment could lead to
further networking connections for the student.

Outreach Ideas & Examples
Email students you know who have a renewable scholarship that requires early
action. Make sure to remind these students to take the proper steps to ensure
that they receive the scholarship dollars.
Continue to compile and share scholarships with your students on a monthly
basis. Be sure to list through the scholarship requirements before sending them
out and if possible, target scholarships to specific groups of applicable students
and encourage students to contact you if they have questions or need help
applying to scholarships.
Text: "Hi [student], I just sent out an email blast with an updated list of
scholarships for [month]. Which ones do you think are a good fit for you?"
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Direct Message: “Hey Student! I know we worked out your gap for this term,
but have you thought about applying to [relevant scholarship] to avoid a gap
next term? It sounds like you’re really busy right now, but spending a few hours
on this application is definitely worth it for the chance at [amount]. Remember
that I'm here to help with essays or a letter of rec.”
Social Media: "Hey [students], if you received a [renewable scholarship] this
year, this is a reminder that the deadline to reapply is coming up! Have you
started your application yet? Like this post or message me if you need help with
it."
Text: "I just found this scholarship for [department] majors at [college] - you
should definitely apply! Call me or stop by so that we can make a game plan."
Text: "[Name of contact] in the financial aid office is a great resource for
finding scholarships! I would definitely recommend setting up an appointment
with them at [phone number]."

4

COACHING SESSION

Scholarships can benefit almost any student and are a great way for coaches
to add value. For students with renewable scholarships, we can remind them
of requirements and deadlines. For students with a current or future account
balance, scholarships can be a possible solution to covering that gap. For
students with loans, scholarships can replace them and reduce their future
burden. When discussing this topic, you may need to overcome the perception
that scholarships are for high school seniors and/or that they aren't worth the
time or energy. In fact, scholarships for current college students are often more
targeted and thus have smaller applicant pools. Help expand possibilities for
students by encouraging them when scholarships are an appropriate fit.
Make sure that you are always giving space for students to ask you questions. In
many cases, you may need to direct students to the scholarship provider if they
aren’t sure what needs to be done to ensure they can collect the money for next
year.

Key Messages
• There are scholarships available to current college students, and it is absolutely
worth it to apply!
• Some scholarships will require the student to maintain a certain GPA each
semester, and they may need to send a transcript to demonstrate that progress.
Some scholarships may have other requirements outside of academics that
students need to complete to earn the award, like completing volunteer
hours. Be sure to ask students if any of their outside scholarships have that
requirement.
• There are certain scholarships that are only available to students who are going
into a specific career or declared a specific major. Encourage students to ask
their advisors and professors to find out if there are scholarship opportunities
within the department and to look at scholarships offered by relevant
academic and professional societies.
• For students considering studying abroad, recommend that they apply
for study abroad scholarships for the semester they plan on going. These
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scholarships typically supplement the student's existing financial aid for that
semester and can help cover additional study abroad costs like program fees.
For more information on this, see the Study Abroad module.
• Some students may have earned scholarships that are only disbursed for the
first year of school, meaning they may have a gap to fill as they continue into
the following year. Students should be making a plan for that now!
• Keep in mind that not every scholarship a student finds online will be a
good fit or from a reputable organization. Encourage students to spend time
on scholarships, but to be discerning about which ones. Spending 2 hours
working on a scholarship essay for a potential $500 scholarship is well worth
it for students. If earned, that would be the equivalent of getting paid $250 an
hour!
• Students should be working to put together a strong scholarship application.
If the application requires an essay and/or a resume, offer to edit it for
them and/or encourage the student to visit the writing center to make it the
strongest it can be.
• Some scholarships may require letters of recommendation or strong
references as part of the application. This should not deter students from
applying! For flagship students, there may be a Senior Coach’s letter of
recommendation on file that could be adapted to fit the needs of a scholarship
application. Encourage the student to think about who else they might be
able to ask for a letter of recommendation. Tip: The student should ask the
recommender if it would be okay to keep the letter on file and to use it for
multiple applications, so that they don’t have to ask for a new letter with each
scholarship application.

Questions for Students to Consider
• Do you have specific requirements that you need to meet in order to
receive this scholarship again next year (i.e. volunteer hours)? What are the
requirements and what are your plans for completing them?
• Do you have to maintain a certain GPA in order to keep this scholarship? If
so, what are some of the things that you’re doing to make sure you stay on top
of this?
• Who is the person at the scholarship foundation who you’ll need to connect
with throughout the year?
• How has scholarship searching been going? Have you created a College
Greenlight account?
• Who are some people (professor, advisor, mentor) you could ask to write a letter
of recommendation for you, should the application require that?

5

COACH RESOURCES
Recommended Scholarship Search Platforms
• collegegreenlight.com
• cappex.com
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Other Scholarship Search Platforms
• fastweb.com
• collegexpress.com
• collegescholarships.com; collegenet.com/mach25/app
• studentawards.com
• scholarships.com
• supercollege.com
• chegg.com/scholarships

Transfer Scholarships
• Jack Kent Cooke undergraduate transfer scholarship: jkcf.org/scholarshipprograms/undergraduate-transfer/
• Scholarships.com search: scholarships.com/financial-aid/college-scholarships/
scholarships-by-type/transfer-scholarships/

Demographic-Based Scholarships
• Latin@ students: latina.com/lifestyle/our-issues/best-scholarships-latinostudents
• African American students: blackstudents.blacknews.com/
• Asian & Pacific Islander students: apiasf.org/scholarship_other.html
• Various: clubscholarships.us/club-scholarships/

Advice
• Federal Student Aid: studentaid.ed.gov/types/grants-scholarships/findingscholarships
• FinAid: finaid.org/scholarships/
• Go College: gocollege.com/financial-aid/scholarships/

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Other modules you may want to reference and consider when working with
your students include:
• Budgeting
• Account Balance
• Mapping College
• Connecting on Campus

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
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MODULE 19:
LOANS

COACH OBJECTIVES

• Educate students about the basics of student loans, available loan options and how and when to apply for them
• Provide students with resources and reminders about responsible loan borrowing and management practices
• Support students in making individualized action plans for obtaining and paying back their student loans

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Determine and obtain the best types and amounts of student loans for their situation
• Create action plan for monitoring student loans and preparing for repayment while still in school

RELATED RESOURCES
• None 

STUDENT MATERIALS
• Financial Aid information

• Other loan information (if applicable)

NOTES

B ACKGROUND
1 	

Due to the financial demands of attending college, many students cannot cover
the full costs of school with savings and scholarships alone. Borrowing money
by way of student loans is a common way to cover gaps so that students can
stay in school and pay back the money they borrowed (and the accrued interest)
in the future, typically once they have graduated. Many students take out at least
one loan while in school, but not all students are familiar with the specifics of
their loans or what the best practices are for managing their loans. The process
of taking out loans and managing those loans can be confusing, and first-time
borrowers may not know what questions to ask or information to find. We want
to support students who are taking out loans in understanding how to choose
and to apply for the most appropriate loan(s) for their situation and learning the
steps and responsibilities involved in paying their loan(s) off.
There are several types of loans available to students that fall within two
main categories: federal and private. Federal loans are granted by the federal
government through the Department of Education, and are available only
to students who complete the FAFSA and are deemed eligible to receive
aid. The three most common types of federal loans are: Subsidized Stafford
and Unsubsidized Stafford—which are all available to students—and Parent
Plus, which is only available to parents of students. Federal loans are typically
considered better options than private loans, as federal loans have fixed interest
rates and income-based repayment plans, and some federal loans do not accrue
interest while a student is still in school. Federal loans are offered to students as
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part of their financial aid packages through their institution, and will be paid to
the institution directly—students will only receive money themselves if they get
a financial aid refund due to surplus money on their student account.
Private student loans are loans administered by private institutions (typically
banks and credit unions) that are granted for the purpose of covering cost
of attendance for college students. While certified private student loans are
disbursed similarly to federal loans (the money goes directly to the school first
and students can only borrow enough to cover approved educational costs),
uncertified student loans are disbursed to the borrower themselves and can be
used to cover additional costs beyond the ones taken into account for financial
aid determination. Many different institutions offer student loans, each with
their own processes and stipulations. It is important that students understand
the specific expectations associated with any private loans they obtain, as those
can vary greatly compared to the relative consistency of federal loan options.
In order to obtain loans, students have to go through an application process.
For federal loans, students (and their parents or guardians, if they are
dependents) will need to complete the FAFSA each year. If students are
awarded loans, they will need to complete Entrance Loan Counseling and sign
a Master Promissory note before the loans will be disbursed. For private loans,
students will need to complete whatever application process their lending
institution has, and they might need to apply with a parent/guardian or other
cosigner in order to be considered for a loan if they have limited credit history
or a low credit score.

UNDOCUMENTED STUDENT NOTE
Undocumented students are not eligible for federal loans. Undocumented
students might also have difficulty finding private loans that they are eligible
for without having a qualified cosigner. Support undocumented students in
connecting with and consulting with relevant financial aid and legal experts in
order to determine their best options.

Significance for College Possible Students
While about 70% of students take out loans, that number is even higher for
College Possible students. Given the current financial reality of college, taking
out student loans is often a necessary step for students in persisting towards
their degree. We want our students to understand that taking out loans is
common practice for students across a variety of economic backgrounds and
that they are not alone in taking on debt—many students at their school will be
graduating in similar financial situations, regardless of their family's economic
background.
Even though we want to normalize loans so our students feel more comfortable
obtaining loans and discussing their loans with us, it is also important to
recognize that cultural expectations and norms regarding indebtedness can vary
greatly. For some students, taking on debt will not be considered an acceptable
option, and we can support the student by respecting their decision and helping
them explore alternate options that do not involve debt.
For students who do decide to take on loans, we want to make sure that they
are committing to their best possible options and are not borrowing more
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than necessary. Student loan payments are a significant responsibility, and it is
important that we are working with students on their plans to pay back their
loans throughout their entire time in school. Supporting students in determining
what loans and what loan amounts are appropriate for their situation is just
the first step, and many students will need additional help with their loans at
various points in their academic career, especially if they are selected for FAFSA
verification or as they approach graduation.

Preparation
• Review module information including the materials in the Coach Resources
section. After reading the module, take time to familiarize yourself with any
loan terminology or processes that you are still unclear about.
• Maintain connections with staff in the Financial Aid office who can answer
institution-specific questions about loan distribution, FAFSA or other
borrowing related issues that students might encounter.
• Think about your own experiences with student loans—how did you learn
about available loan options and what did you learn? How did you decide
whether or not to take out loans? What support and information would have
helped you during that process?

Vocabulary
Master Promissory Note (MPN), Stafford, Perkins, Subsidized, Unsubsidized,
Private Loans, (Un)Certified, Entrance/Exit Loan Counseling, Servicer,
Interest, Principal, Verification

Campus Resources
• Financial Aid Office
• Bursar’s Office

2

B ROAD OUTREACH

The goal of broad outreach about student loans is to encourage students to
follow responsible borrowing practices and to provide them with information
and resources about loan management. This includes highlighting the
importance of students doing their research to determine the best loan options
for their situation, preparing them for financial aid renewal, and reminding
students to be keeping track of their loan balance and be preparing for
repayments the entire time they are in school. All messaging should include an
offer to connect students with additional resources and discuss their specific
situation further.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Social Media Post: "How well do you know your federal loans? Check out this
page on Loans from the Federal Student Aid Office for definitions of important
terms, answers to some FAQs and other recommendations and resources for
being a responsible borrower."
Social Media Post: "The [year] FAFSA is open! If you're having trouble getting
through the financial aid renewal process, I'm always here to help!"
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3

TARGETED OUTREACH

Targeted outreach about loans should be directed at students who currently
have loans and/or are considering taking loans out in upcoming terms.
Messaging should provide students with information and resources about
obtaining, managing and repaying loans that are relevant to their particular
situation, and they should include offers of support in addressing further
financial management tasks.

Additional Preparation
Review your cohort in CoPilot and note:
• Students who have federal or private student loans
• Students who have taken out more than $10,000 in loans per year
• Students who are expected to have an account balance for an upcoming
semester
• Students who have loans and are not currently enrolled
Pull reports of students who have account balances that they may need to
address by taking out a loan.
Plan for individual support of students who are selected for verification during
the financial aid renewal process.

Differentiated Guidance
Year
Consider...
First Year/
• New students might have more difficulty predicting what
New Enrollees their financial needs will be for the year and determining
what amount of loans are appropriate for their situation—
encourage them to do some research about expenses and
draft a budget to give them a better idea of what they do
and don’t need to be borrowing for their upcoming terms.
• For students who are interested in re-enrolling, loans
can be a source of difficulty when trying to go back to
school. If students took out loans previously, their current
payments might make it difficult to save money, leading to
them needing to take out even more loans to cover upfront
education costs.
Core Years

• Many students face increased costs as they advance in
school, due to things like one year scholarships ending and
tuition increases. While students might be able to prepare
for these costs through other means like savings and new
scholarships, it is likely that some will have to take out new
loans.
• If students have loans already, they should be tracking
their principal balance and interest accumulation while they
are in school so they are aware of how much is accruing.
This information should also be used to estimate their
future repayments.
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Core Years
(cont.)

• Students do not need to wait until they graduate to
begin making loan payments—if they have room in their
budget to start paying them down, encourage students to
research which of their loans would be most financially
beneficial to work on first (such as higher interest loans
and unsubsidized loans).
• Students must renew their financial aid every year. They
may need reminders to fill out their FAFSA even if they
have already completed it once or twice before.

Approaching
Graduation

• For students with loans who are considering taking time
off partway through their academic career, make sure they
understand that all loan repayment obligations will apply to
them once their grace period is up.
• Loan servicers will be contacting students after
graduation, so students need to make sure that their school
and their bank (if they have private loans) have their
updated contact information after they leave school.
• If students have federal loans, they will need to complete
Exit Loan Counseling before graduating. Remind students
to be on the look out for emails or other notices from
their school about the process, and support students in
completing their counseling.
• Students considering graduate studies or other eligible
public service programs that allow them to put their loans
into forbearance still need to be in contact with their
servicers and keep track of their loan balances—even
though they might not have to make payments during that
time, they will likely need to fill out paperwork and be
prepared to make payments as soon as their forbearance
ends.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Direct message: "Hey [student], how has planning for graduation been going?
Did you get a chance to stop by the financial aid office and talk to them about
your Exit Loan Counseling yet?"
Text: "Have you checked your updated loan balance since paying your tuition
bill this semester? We can use your current balance to estimate what your
payments will be when you graduate, and that can help you figure out what your
budget might look like!"

4

COACHING SESSION

Remind students that you recognize that talking about loans and finances can
be uncomfortable and that you are not trying to pry into their finances, but you
are hoping to support them in being responsible borrowers. Students might still
be hesitant to have this conversation, but remind them that avoiding discussing
finances and developing bigger issues down the road because of it is much
worse than having an awkward conversation. That being said, each of your
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students has a unique background, culture and lived experience that inform the
conversations they have with you. You should recognize and respect that some
students may still be hesitant or uncomfortable talking about finances, so you
should not push them to share with you if that isn't what they want to do.
Make sure you are leaving room for students to ask questions and reminding
them that while you are happy to help them figure out whatever they need
to know, you are not an expert and might need to connect them with other
resources to get their particular situation addressed. You are there to help
them through any decision-making they need to do around loans, not to make
the decisions for them. In many cases, you will be directing them back to the
financial aid office or possibly their lending agency or servicer.

Key Messages
• No matter what loan types or amounts they have, students with loans need
to be monitoring their balances while they are in school so that they have an
accurate understanding of what their financial obligation will be when they
graduate and are preparing themselves for those repayments.
• Earlier is better in terms of financial aid renewal. Students who wait to fill
out the FAFSA over the summer may have a harder time accessing support
resources. Students may also be randomly selected for verification, which can
prolong the process. Communicate these possibilities to students to encourage
them to renew their financial aid as soon as they can.
• In your conversations with students, remember to normalize loans as a
common aspect of obtaining a bachelor's degree. Normalizing not only
helps students feel more comfortable utilizing them as an option if it
becomes necessary for them, it can also help students feel more comfortable
talking about their loans with lenders or campus offices when they need to.
Remind students that even though talking about money and loans can be
uncomfortable, they will need to do so in the future when doing their exit loan
counseling and making repayments. Now is a good time for them to practice
with you.
• While there is a six month grace period for most loans that give students some
leeway before they have to start making payments, that grace period only
happens once—if students use up their loan grace period by taking a break
from school, they will need to start repaying their loans even if they have not
finished their degree. If students re-enroll, they may be able to put their loans
back in deferment depending on the terms, but they will not have another
grace period again.
• If a student is applying for a private loan, their credit history or score might
impact their ability to obtain a loan. If students are worried about the impact
of their credit on their ability to get a loan, refer to the Credit Basics module
and support the student in identifying ways to build positive credit. If
appropriate, also remind students that co-signing for their loan with someone
who has more positive credit history might also be an option.
• We want to make sure students are informed about the gravity of loan
payments and the consequences of not making payments on time, but it is
important to keep messaging solution-oriented and realistic so as not to scare
students instead of actually preparing them. When talking with students who
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are worried about not being able to make a loan payment, keep the focus
on being proactive and problem solving—we want to help students feel
comfortable approaching their servicers to discuss options like payment plans
and loan consolidation if they are unable to make payments.

Questions for Students to Consider
• Do you know who your financial aid counselor is on campus or who you can
go to when you have questions?
• How are you planning to cover education expenses next year? Will that involve
borrowing, and do you know how much?
• Who owns your loan currently? How can you contact them if you have
questions?
• Have you taken a look at the loan repayment estimator to see what your
estimated monthly payment will be upon graduation? How do you feel about
fitting those payments into your future budget?
• Do you have private loans?
• What payment options do you think will be appropriate for your federal loans,
considering your plans for after graduation?

5

COACH RESOURCES
Money/Debt Management
• Articles about various loan and financial management topics: mygreatlakes.
org/educate/knowledge-center/home.html
• How to organize important documents: publications.usa.gov/epublications/
keeprecords/keeprecords.htm
• 40 Money Management Tips: smartaboutmoney.org/Portals/0/
ResourceCenter/40MoneyManagementTips.pdf
• FAFSA Next Steps, including verification: studentaid.ed.gov/sa/fafsa/nextsteps#verification

Loan Repayment
• How to repay loans: studentaid.ed.gov/repay-loans/understand?sf1987
7116=1
• Loan forgiveness information: saltmoney.org/content/media/Article/60ways-to-get-rid-of-your-student-loans-without-paying-them/_/R-101-7723

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Other modules you may want to reference and consider when working with
your student include:
• Budgeting
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• Checking and Savings
• Credit Basics
• Career Planning

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot, including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
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MODULE 20:
CREDIT BASICS

COACH OBJECTIVES

• Convey to students the need for, scope of, and impact of credit
• Connect students to the resources they need to explore their financial options and make informed borrowing choices
• Help students develop action plans for managing their credit

STUDENT OBJECTIVES

• Recognize the impact of credit on their finances and life
• Understand the benefits and challenges of opening a line of credit
• Practice good credit habits, including maintaining a good credit score and accessing a yearly credit report

RELATED RESOURCES
• “9 Credit Myths”

STUDENT MATERIALS

• Credit Card statements, if applicable
• Annual Credit Report

NOTES

B ACKGROUND
1 	

It is important for our students to understand how their actions with credit
now will eventually impact them in the future. Many of our students already
have credit of some kind—either in loans or credit cards—so our goal is to fill
in any gaps in their knowledge. The focus of this module is on the mechanics
of credit: why it is important; what is measured to determine good/bad credit;
and how to build and maintain good credit. In addition, this module includes
other credit management tips, such as how to compare credit card offers, how
to read the fine print for loans/credit cards and where to get free credit scores
and reports.
Before going into further detail, we need to first ensure our students understand
the main components of credit. Although our students have likely been exposed
to the language of credit, it is important for them to know exactly what terms
mean in order to make sense of their financial situation and make informed
decisions. Generally speaking, the term ‘credit’ is used to refer to both borrowed
money itself and also the system used to assess how people have handled their
finances. Information about how a person has used credit in the past is captured
on a credit report (along with other personal and financial information), which
can be accessed by that individual, as well by third parties when an individual
applies for a new line of credit, a new lease or even a new job. A credit score is
a number calculated based on several possible factors depending on the scoring
system, and typically takes into account payment history for lines of credit and
the lines of credit a person has. Credit scores and reports are meant to indicate
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the ‘credit-worthiness’ of an individual. They are used by lenders and others to
help determine whether or not an individual’s application should be approved
and what the conditions of a new line of credit or new lease will be, given the
person’s financial history.
Even though people typically think of things like loans and credit cards when it
comes to building credit, in reality there are lots of different financial activities
that are factored into credit history. For example, making on-time bill payments
like rent, utilities, and phone bills does not build credit or positively impact a
credit score, but if a late bill payment gets sent to collections, that can really
hurt a credit score. It is important that our conversations about credit reflect the
complicated reality of credit so that students develop an accurate understanding
of the topic.
In general, many students are not exposed to the reality of credit until they
apply for their first college loan or credit card, and even then students might not
realize the significance of credit. Most people don’t experience the true impact
of how they handle their credit until later in life—when someone buys their
first car, for instance, or applies for their first apartment or full-time job. This
delayed effect can be a dangerous one, especially when students are not aware
of how to manage their credit and that infractions can cost them hundreds—if
not thousands—of dollars down the road. Bad credit and a bad credit score (or
no credit at all) can mean higher interest rates on large loans, difficulty renting a
home/apartment or even trouble landing a good job.

Significance for College Possible Students
This is actually a good time to talk to students about credit because many of
our students have loans waiting for them once they finish school with payment
schedules they need to start preparing for. Some may also have credit cards
already, and discussing best practices now will help them keep their credit on
track while in school. Others have chosen not to open any lines of credit, but
still need to be keeping up with bill payments and keeping an eye on their credit
reports. In all of these cases, though, we want our students to take this time to
learn about credit, practice good spending habits to make the best of their loans
and credit cards and be poised to take on whatever debt will have accumulated
once they’ve graduated.
Credit can be a difficult topic for many students to discuss because of its ties
to indebtedness. And to no wonder: credit is rarely in the public eye unless
someone has let it go horribly wrong. The fact that most people need credit to
thrive in the world today often goes unheard, and the skills someone actually
needs to maintain good credit can be hard to discern from the myths people
have made out of fear or lack of understanding. It is important to recognize
that students might already have strong conceptions about credit that will
impact both their feelings and actions when managing their finances.
As coaches, you are not to advise students on what they should and shouldn’t
do with their finances. This module is not meant to be a tool to persuade
students to take out loans or open credit cards if they are not interested.
Instead, you are providing established methods/tools and are having discussions
about possible outcomes and the importance of planning for future financial
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commitments. If students are asking and looking to you to make financial
decisions for them, you should suggest that they visit a financial expert.

Preparation
• Review related resources.
• Consider the various ways that students can be impacting their credit (both
positively and negatively) while in school and what that can mean for their
futures.
• Consider your own experiences with credit, and recall what successes or
challenges you’ve experienced and how those have impacted your life and
goals.
• Build relationships with on or near-campus resources that can provide support
and information to students around credit and financial planning.

Vocabulary
Activity Expenses, Annual Fee, Annual Percentage Rate, Bottom Line, Budget,
Business Office/Controller’s Office/Bursar’s Office, Capacity, Character,
Collateral, Credit, Creditor, Credit Bureau, Credit Report, Credit Score,
Discretionary Expense, Entrance Loan Counseling, Estimate, Expenditure,
Expenses, FAFSA, Fee, Financial Aid Office, Fixed Expense, Flexible Expense,
Income, Interest, Lender, Master Promissory Note (MPN), Expense, Income,
Net Income/Take Home Pay, Overdraft Fees, Principal, Remittance, Resources,
Spending, Spending Plan, Student Account, Student Employment Office/
Human Resources/Job Center, Subsidized Student Loan, Tuition, Unsubsidized
Student Loan, Variable Expense

Campus Resources
• Bursar’s Office
• Financial Aid Office
• Advisor
• Student Support Center

2

B ROAD OUTREACH

The goal of doing broad outreach about credit is to make relevant and useful
information available to students so that they can further their understanding of
the importance of credit and best credit practices. Messaging should emphasize
the immediate and long-term benefits of developing good credit habits and
include offers of support to students who are interested in learning more.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Look through the resources related to this module and choose some to share
with students. Explain the value of the resource and how this information can
help them better manage their finances and ultimately help with their other
goals. Offer to discuss this further with students who are interested.
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Email:"Managing your credit helps you meet academic, professional and
personal goals. Have you checked your credit report this year? If you haven't or
aren't sure how, come see me! [scheduling link]"
Social Media Post: "Do you know what things you can be doing now to manage
your credit so you'll be prepared for important financial steps in the future?
Check out this article about credit tips for students [link]. If you want to
learn more, schedule an appointment with me and we can talk about the best
strategies and resources for you!"
Social Media Post: "Preparing for life after graduation isn't limited to just your
academic and career plans. It's important to work on your financial plans as well!
Maintaining a good credit score can help you reach goals, and it's never too early
to work on it. This article gives some good advice about building credit, and
I'm always here to support you any way I can with your own financial planning!
[link]"

3

TARGETED OUTREACH

Targeted outreach regarding credit serves to connect students to information
and resources that are relevant to and useful for their particular financial and
credit situations. This includes sharing institution-specific resources with
students, as well as seeking out more individualized information to share with
students in need. Outreach should be targeted to:
• Students who indicate interest in response to broad outreach or otherwise
demonstrate need for further credit support.
• Students who have/are considering taking out substantial loans (>$10,000/yr).
• Students who currently use or want to start using a credit card.
• Students who have indicated they have payment plans (such as rent, cell phone
contract, etc.) or outstanding bills or balances.

Additional Preparation
• Connect with any credit resources associated with your institution.
• Review your student list and CoPilot notes, or the unenrolled category in the
“College Academic Information” section for students who may have had
financial concerns and struggles previously.
• Identify students who have substantial loan balances.
• Connect with your campus allies to find out if your institution offers
workshops regarding financial literacy. If so, share the promotional
information with students.

Differentiated Guidance
Year
Consider...
First Year/
• If students moved to a new address for school, remind
New Enrollees them to update all their billing information with their
current mailing address to avoid missing important
information about due dates—if a bill goes to collections,
it will show up on their credit report and negatively impact
their credit score.
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Core Years

• Students who are applying for and signing leases for
the first time need to consider the credit implications
carefully—if they are applying for apartments that conduct
credit history checks, they need to be aware of what
their history contains, and if they are co-signing leases
with other tenants, they need to be aware of the possible
impacts the other tenants can have on their credit.

Approaching
Graduation

• For students who have taken out loans for school,
understanding how their loans and their loan payments will
impact their credit after graduating will be very important.
Refer to the module on Loans for additional content on
this topic.
• Because many credit card companies have deals and cards
geared towards students, it is often easier for a college
student with limited credit history to get approved for a
credit card than it is generally for people with limited credit
history. As they approach graduation, students might want
to consider applying for a credit card while they are still
eligible for the student offers.
• Credit is going to matter more and more to students
over time as they deal with things like car loans, getting
approved for leases, home loans, etc. As you discuss
post-graduate plans with students, remind them to be
considering how their credit history and management
factors into their other goals. We do not want students to
successfully graduate only to have plans derailed by credit
issues.

Outreach Ideas and Examples
Direct Message: "Hi [student], when we went over your budget for the semester
last week, we talked a little about your credit card balance and what you want to
do about it. I found this article that explains what impact carrying a balance has
on your finances, and I thought it was really helpful information! Check it out
and let me know what you think."
Direct Message: "Hey [student], I wanted to follow up about your plans to
move off campus next year! How has apartment hunting been going? Before
you start submitting applications, you might want to do a credit check if you're
considering any places that require them—that way you know for sure you are
eligible for the places you are applying to! If you aren't sure how to check your
credit score I can help you with that process."

4

COACHING SESSION

Students will come to conversations about credit with widely varying knowledge
and associations. Some students may have no concept of what credit is; some
students may already be actively building positive credit; some students may
have significant previous experiences, either personally or through their family,
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with negative impacts of having poor credit or no credit. Be sure to practice
empathy in conversations around credit, and don't make assumptions about a
student's knowledge or experiences. In cases when a student is struggling with
credit, provide support and information while recognizing that having a poor
credit score can be a result of events or situations that have nothing to do with
the student's ability to manage their finances or make smart decisions.

Key Messages
• Credit might not directly affect your students for a while, but it is both
complex and important, so dedicating time to enhance their understanding
now will benefit them greatly in the moments when they do have to deal with
it.
• There are many resources on campus such as financial aid offices, student
support centers and on-campus financial literacy seminars. Off campus, there
are online tools and nonprofits available to help students reach their goals.
• When it comes to finances, it is important to use language that you’re likely to
see in official settings. The more you accurately use terms like Credit Bureau,
Lender, Collateral, Capacity, Annual Fee, Annual Percentage Rate, etc., the
more prepared you and your students will be for financial success!
• Creditors use the following three pieces of information to determine whether
to offer credit, how much credit to offer and which terms to offer:
◦◦Character: What does your payment history look like? Do you make
your credit payments on time? Do you have any "delinquent" entries on
your credit report?
◦◦Capacity: Do you have the money to pay the creditor back?
◦◦Collateral: Do you own something to offer (house, car, etc.) if you are
unable to pay the loan?
• Credit is not inherently bad, and when handled wisely, it can have a lasting
positive impact on a person's finances and life. If students want to build credit,
a good place to start is at their bank—some have college student credit cards
or secured credit cards that are tailored to student needs. Your institution may
even partner with a bank or credit union that will work to support students on
campus.
• The greatest emphasis should be placed on building good credit, but it is
important to also talk to students about avoiding situations that will negatively
impact their credit scores, such as paying bills before they are sent to
collections. Encourage students to practice good habits such as updating their
billing information whenever they move and keeping track of and planning for
payment due dates.
• Regardless of whether or not students have credit cards or other lines of
credit, they should still check their credit report every year. It is important to
monitor it regularly in case they experience identity theft or a "delinquent"
entry is on their report. Free reports can be obtained from annualcreditreport.
com once a year.
• It is important to be careful with personal and bank information. Account
numbers, card numbers or SSNs should never be shared with anyone that does
not need to know. A combination of these in the wrong hands could lead to
identity theft.
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Questions for Students to Consider
• What do you already know about credit?
◦◦How have you seen credit used well/poorly by others?
◦◦What are your feelings when you think of credit?
• What (if any) lines of credit do you have, and how are you managing them?
◦◦Do you have (a) credit card(s)?
◦◦Do you have loan(s)?
◦◦Are you using an installment plan to pay for a phone or other item?
◦◦How are you paying for these right now? Do you pay the whole bill or
just part of it each month?
• When did you last check your credit report? Was there anything on there that
you did not understand?
• Do you know what measures affect your credit score? Do you know how to
check your credit score?
• What precautions do you take to protect your personal information?

5

COACH RESOURCES
Tools
• Get your annual credit report: annualcreditreport.com.
• Interactive Credit Card Document Guides: federalreserve.gov/creditcard/#

Websites
• Credit and Loans: consumer.ftc.gov/topics/credit-and-loans
• Credit Report Information (includes video!): consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0155free-credit-reports
• General Information on Borrowing: mymoney.gov/borrow/Pages/borrow.
aspx

Brochures
• Credit report basics: richmondfed.org/-/media/richmondfedorg/
publications/education/5e_navigator/5en_credit_reports.pdf
• 40 Money Management Tips (pg 21): smartaboutmoney.org/Portals/0/
ResourceCenter/40MoneyManagementTips.pdf
• What You Need to Know About Payment Cards: philadelphiafed.org/-/
media/consumer-resources/publications/what-you-need-to-know-aboutpayment-cards.pdf ?la=en

Articles
• 5 Reasons Why Credit Cards Get a Bad Rap: mint.com/blog/credit/5reasons-why-credit-cards-get-a-bad-rap-0214/
• Understanding & Improving Your Credit Score: philadelphiafed.org/
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consumer-credit-and-payments/consumer-resources/publications/
understanding-and-improving-your-credit-score
• What Your Credit Score Says About You: philadelphiafed.org/consumerresources/publications/what-your-credit-report-says
• How to Establish, Use, and Protect Credit: philadelphiafed.org/consumercredit-and-payments/consumer-resources/publications/establish-use-andprotect-credit
• Can You Really Use a Secured Card to Rebuild Your Credit?: mint.com/blog/
credit/can-you-really-use-a-secured-card-to-rebuild-your-credit-0313/
• How to Rebuild Credit with Secured Credit Cards: money.usnews.com/
money/blogs/my-money/2012/12/03/how-to-rebuild-credit-with-securedcredit-cards

Videos
• HUGE collection of credit-related videos: bettermoneyhabits.com/en/
understanding-credit.html?cat=understanding-credit#fbid=xwE2n-o02JP

6

W RAP UP
Looking Ahead
Students who may have had a lot of questions or who you’re concerned about
regarding their financial situation will need some additional follow-up and
support. Other modules you may want to reference and consider when working
with your student include:
• Account Balance
• Budgeting
• Loan Counseling
• Scholarships
• Graduation Planning
• Checking & Savings

Documentation
Update the student record in CoPilot including notes and follow-up items from
your conversation.
For students who opened a new line of credit or needed support addressing a
credit issue, be sure to take note and check in with them in a month to see how
things are going.
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